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Wherever the site, whatever the job,
your crew can do more with a Toro00 Dingo'K) compact utility loader.
T O R O
Call 1 - 8 0 0 - 4 7 6 - 9 6 7 3 or visit your Toro Dingo dealer for a demonstration.
Visit Us at the O P E I Show Booth # S W 4 3 0 0
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doesn't take much

to keep Happy Valley happy.
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deltamethrin is the world's most active pyrethroid, which means it effectively
controls a broad spectrum of insects at some of the lowest concentrations on

the planet. Something that will make your customers very happy.
To keep lawns and ornamentals free from ants, fleas, ticks and more than 50 other insect species,
simply spray water based DeltaGard' T&O 5SC Insecticide at between 0.03 and 0.08 lb ai/A. That's so low
only the insects will know it's there.
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Just a pinCi of the active ingredient DeltaGard® keeps every yard
in the town insect free. And there's no magic involved. Only science. DeltaGard brand

DeltaHl
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Increase the dose, 0.08 to 0.13 lb ai/A and stop chinch bugs, adult billbugs and other hard to control
species dead in their tracks.
Need granules? DeltaGard' T&O Granular Insecticide is in a class by itself. Low dose, water soluble
and very low odor, it controls a broad spectrum of insects (including chinch bugs and fire ants) in
lawns, flower beds and interior plantscapes, and around perimeters and ornamentals. Depending on
conditions, it provides a long residual.
As you see, it doesn't take much to keep Happy Valley, or your customers, happy. Just a little

DeltaGard. Anything more is a whole lot less. Pest control everyone can feel good about.

#96
Aventis Environmental Science USA LP / Chipco Professional Products I 95 Chestnut Ridge Road I Montvale. Nj 07645 / 201-307-9700
Remember to read and follow label directions carefully. DeltaGard is a registered trademark of the Aventis Group. © 2000 Aventis.

DeltaGard T&O
GRANULAR INSECTICIDE
5SC INSECTICIDE

Lawncalndscape
We do not inherit the earth from our

First
Things First

ancestors, we borrow it from our
children. - Native American proverb

Last month we revisited the first 100 cover profile subjects to appear on the
cover of our magazine. This month, Bill Jones and his company, Terra
Systems, kicks off the second 100 profiles (page 30), and his environmental
focus earns him this symbolic position.
Terra Systems is an organic lawn care company - the first one to appear on
our cover - and that's one of the reasons we wanted to profile it. Now, it has

Np"

never been our policy to endorse companies or products, and we're not going
to change that philosophy. There are benefits to using both organic and
synthetic products in a lawn care program, as long as they are used correctly.
But starting on our second 100 cover profiles a few months after embarking
on a new millennium seemed like an opportune occasion to highlight what
likely will be an emerging trend in the industry in coming years - heightened
environmental awareness.
Don't get me wrong - I'll be the first person to talk about how cautiously
lawn and landscape professionals already treat the environment. And I'm a
believer in the value of certification, licensing and ongoing training for all
levels of the industry. But the fact of the matter is that the environmental
groups that create public pressure and initiate legislation are not going to
disappear. As long as pesticides are applied to the earth, people will protest.
And I doubt we will ever convince these individuals that pesticides aren't the
problem - people who don't know how to use pesticides are the problem.
So, we must continue to demonstrate our environmental sensitivity
to the general public. For some companies, organic lawn care might be
the answer, although there is no reason to think a traditional lawn
care program isn't or can't be environmentally friendly. Companies that use pesticides, however, must commit to using them
responsibly. That means being licensed. That means understanding and adhering to integrated pest management. That
means training technicians. Most of all, that means putting
the environment first.
The lawn care industry continues to grow at a healthy
pace, but we all recognize that many people still equate lawn
care products with environmental damage. This isn't necessarily true, but these opinions will only be mitigated through a
commitment by lawn care professionals to doing their job the
right way every day.
[Q
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SUPERIOR

ADVANTAGE
and electronic ignition.
and longer engine life.

Team up with the new KOHLER® Command PRO® CS
single-cylinder engines.

You can count on effortless and

dependable starting from an automatic compression release

Our advanced overhead-valve, slant-cylinder design delivers superior power and torque, quieter operation,
Plus, larger fuel tanks and improved fuel efficiency mean your equipment stays on the job longer.

And we back that performance with a top-notch dealer network, unsurpassed parts availability, and the best two-year limited
warranty in the industry. For an exceptional engine, specify the versatile, hard-working KOHLER Command PRO CS.

Introducing KOHLER Command PRO CS
Engine Type

4-cycle, slant single-cylinder, OHV, air-cooled, gasoline, horizontal shaft

Model

CS 4

CS 6

CS 8.5

CS10

CS 12

Displacement
Max. Power

125 cc
4 hp

175cc
6 hp

250 cc
8.5 hp

300 cc
10hp

360 cc
12hp

Max. Torque

5.5@2600

8.102400

12.2@2400

14.7@2400

18.4@2400

KOHLER

a

Seek the innovation. ™ Demand the power. ™
1-800-544-2444 Ext. EG9
www.kohlerengines.com/cs/rental
02000 by Kohler Co. All rights reserved.

USE READER SERVICE #134

EQUIPMENT/EQUIPMENT
ACCESSORY

% CONTRACTORS
WHO PLAN PURCHASE
IN NEXT 12 MONTHS

AVERAGE PLANNED
EXPENDITURES IN TH1?
NEXT 12 MONTHS

Riding mowers
Walk-behind mowers
Spray tanks/Units
Spreaders
Aerators
Trucks
Trailers
Snow removal equipment
Skid-steer loaders

20.2%
5.8%
13.2%
12.5%
6.3%
35.1%
19.0%
11.5%
10.3%

$13,417
$5,596
$6,700
$777
$3,706
$34,162
$9,122
$7,695
$24,818

INSIGHTS O N L I N E

Are Your
Clients Spoiled?
On the Lawn & Landscape Online bulletin boards, contractors get a chance
to network with each other. And every
once in a while, the conversations get
quite interesting - particularly when
contractors talk about meeting "special" client demands.
According to one Lawn & Landscape Online user: "I'll do pretty much
anything my customers want as long as
they pay me what I want for the work.
They are the boss and I want them
happy. I even taught one man how to
launch and navigate his boat."
Some other out-of-the-ordinary client wishes contractors shared include:
• Can you change the oil in my car?
• Can you build me a shed?
• Can you paint my house?
• Can you give my dog a bath?
• Can you polish my silver?
• Can you retrieve my wallet from
my sunken ski boat?
• Can you let my kids help you with
the landscaping?
If you have an experience dealing
with unusual client requests, fax your
story to Nicole Wisniewski at 216/9610364 or e-mail it to
nwisniewski@lawnandlandscape. com.
To see the full conversation on the
Lawn & Landscape Online bulletin
boards, visit www.lawnandlandscape.
com/bullframe.asp.

Credit: Research USA
When the time comes for equipment shopping, contractors know what they need,
especially after a productive season ends and one of their mowers or trucks has seen
its fair share of repairs, and is starting to look - and act - rundown.
Fortunately for equipment manufacturers, contractors spend quite a bit on new
product purchases. According to a Research USA survey of 1,000 industry professionals, Lawn & Landscape readers spent more than $3.5 billion on equipment and plant
material purchases last year. Eighty-nine percent of responding contractors noted
that they purchased at least one piece of equipment or equipment accessory in 1999.
Some of the most popular items for purchase were trucks, hand-held power equipment, walk-behind and riding mowers, and computer software.

INDUSTRY N E W S

Troubles at TruGreen

DOWNERS GROVE, ILL. - Industry scuttlebutt in recent months
carries a common theme - life is not rosy at TruGreen LandCare. The
industry's primary consolidator showed the first signs
of challenges associated with assimilating more than
100 acquisitions into one organization when it reported that its second-quarter earnings were lower
than expected for this year, and earnings for the entire
year 2000 aren't likely to meet earlier estimates.
"The process of bringing over 100 separate business units into one company is taking longer than we
anticipated," noted C. William Pollard, ServiceMaster
chairman and chief executive officer. "Performance
My Quntton It. do you guy« h.v. « Cdrttchtoute
wn
th«t you w« only
issues and additional investment costs in integrating
do ctrtsn wort- | rt*:t th*r* f t t*ctf
y mtodito go*« .
'otowt. Lot mo kno* if your« van*« or *
MP nrandI tn
from PA.
landscape services, combined with lower than planned
Early March- Md Juna-Landccapa tod
sales and higher fuel and other operating costs in
M4 lune MW Au0u»t-Prv»wig of UYXJbt
TruGreen lawn care, were the major causes for our
lower than planned second-quarter results."
In addition, there was a management change as
Paul Anderegg, who had been president of TruGreen LandCare, was
(continued on page 18)
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G r o u n d Ivy 103
50° F 85% H a u t o

450.587 yards
WS: 2 m p h NE

EXTEND OPEN SEASON ON HARD IO KILL WEEDS
For a cool-weather assault

g g j g g g g, ^

on hard-to-control weeds, arm

acres treated

yourself with the powerful arsenal of Super Trimec or
Turf Ester. You can stretch your weed-control season
with extra applications in the fall or get an early jump
on weeds in the spring. So if you have pesky dandelions, black medic, ground ivy or clover in your sights,
take m out now with Super Trimec or Turf Ester. You
can t get better cool-weather performance.
USE READER SERVICE # 4 1

1-800-821-7925

FOR ANY WEED PROBLEM, TRIMEC" HAS THE SOLUTION.
€>2000 T R I M E C * is a registered trademark o f PBI/Gordon Corporation. Always read and follow label directions.

(continued from page 8)

IN THE NEWS

EPA Eyes Diazinon
SEPT. 15-16 Tennessee Nursery & Landscape Association Trade Show,
Nashville, Tenn. Contact: 931/473-3951.
SEPT 15-16 The New Jersey Landscape Contractors Association Certified
Landscape Technician Short Course, N.J. Contact: 201/703-3600.
SEPT. 16 Certified Professional Landscape & Certified Landscape Technician Interior and Exterior Exams, Mequon, Wise. Contact: 800/395-2522.
SEPT. 16 Certified Professional Landscape & Certified Landscape
Technician Interior and Exterior Exams, Gainesville, Fla. Contact: 800/
395-2522.
SEPT. 19-21 Turf and Landscape Field Days, Blacksburg, Va. Contact:
540/231-5897.
SEPT. 21-23 Florida Nursery & Allied Trade Show, Orlando, Fla.
Contact: 407/295-2994.
SEPT. 22-23 Certified Landscape Technician Exterior Exam, Spokane,
Wash., and Milton, Ont. Contact: 425/385-3333 and 905/875-1805.
SEPT. 23 Certified Landscape Technician Interior and Exterior Exam,
Kirtland, Ohio. Contact: 800/395-2522.
SEPT. 24 Missouri Landscape & Nursery Association Field Day, New
Franklin, Mo. Contact: 816/233-1481.
SEPT. 26-27 National Buildings and Grounds Maintenance Expo, Las
Vegas, Nev. Contact: 702/893-9090.
SEPT. 26-27 Landscape Ontario Garden Expo, Toronto, Ontario.
Contact: 905/875-1805.

GREENSBORO, N.C. - The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) wants to
complete its reassessment of organophosphate products by the end of this year, and
diazinon is next in line.
Novartis Crop Protection, producer of
the popular insecticide, has more reason to
be optimistic about the eventual fate of its
product than Dow AgroSciences, Indianapolis, Ind., had when it watched the EPA reassess chlorpyrifos (marketed as Dursban).
While Dow AgroSciences ultimately lost the
right to sell Dursban in the lawn and pest
control markets, EPA's preliminary reassessment found that granular diazinon products
have an acceptable margin of safety. "Also,
the agency determined that no dietary or
ground water sourced drinking water concerns exist for the product," according to a
release from Novartis.

TO ENSURE
that your
meeting date is
published, send
an announcement at least 12
weeks in
advance to
Lawn & Landscape Calendar,
4012 Bridge Ave.,
Cleveland,
OH 44113.

(continued on page 12)
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Advanced

Toll Free:

growing

solutions

(800)441-3573

Safely and effectively...
Dig, transplant and install trees and shrubs even
under harsh and undesirable environmental conditions.

ms

Plant Survival Essentials
BIO-PLEX TECHNICAL CONCENTRATE and PLANT ENHANCER
•

Reduced Transplant Stress •

Establishment •
• l i n

Reduced Wilt 8 Flagging •

Improved Moisture Retention •

kilMÛJÈlMb 1 1

Speeds Root

Decreased Plant Mortality

fe

•

BIO-PLEX MYCORRHIZAE SOIL and ROOT INOCULANT
•

Improves Transplant Survival •

•

Decreases Plant Mortality •

L Wi

ijN* '

BIO-PLEX TREE RING™

Improves Nutrient 8 Water Uptake

Five Formulations to Gioose From

ft

V 100% Deep Soil Moisture Penetration •

targets Water to Root Zone •
by 50% •

«i

-T"'"

No Run

Reduces Water Frequency

_ TECHNICAL
ft CONCENTRATE
and PLANT
ENHANCER
8x1/2 gal/ a

Makes Every Drop of Water Count

mini-drum
case lot - 72 Cal.

TREE RING™
Portable Slow-Drip^
Watering Device
Don 't Gamble with your Watering!

USE READER SERVICE #31
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AT
IF
ot was riding on your next mower?
If you're contemplating a mower purchase - whether a single unit or a whole
fleet - there are probably a lot of "what ifs" going through your mind. Grasshopper
Mid-mount mowers incorporate Grasshopper's legendary design that is perfect
where economy and performance are essential.
W h a t if . . . You could reduce downtime and routine maintenance associated with your mowing?
Keeping the design simple takes R & D and Grasshopper's 30 years of experience
has helped create the most dependable and service-friendly mid-mount design in
the industry.
W h a t if . . . You could book yourself or your operators to more jobs if their efficiency increased
significantly? Or if getting done early meant more family time? From the Ultimate
Operator Station with HydraSmooth™ steering, an operator on a Grasshopper can
complete the job ahead of schedule and feel renewed for the rest of the day.
W h a t if . . . The quality of your work drew the attention of prospective customers? Many
commercial operations are built on this kind of success.
W h a t if . . . You found a mid-mount mower that could outperform any other you've ever tried
and add significantly to your bottom line? Is attaining that next level of
performance everything to you?

M 1 Series Mid-mount mowers,
with true zero-turn maneuverability,
include both air-cooled and
liquid-cooled diesel models,
52" to 72" cutting widths.

First to Finish...Built to Last

Model 32ID
Liquid-cooled diesel

With Grasshopper, It's All Within Your Reach.1

TM

YOUR NEXT MOWER

Finance or lease a Grasshopper. Ask for details.

The Grasshopper Company I P.O. Box 637 I Moundridge, KS 67107 U.S.A. I Phone:316-345-8621 I Fax:316-345-2301
c
www.grasshoppermower.com I Ask for free video.
2000, The Grasshopper Company
USE READER SERVICE # 1 3 4

(continued from page 10)
Not all of the news was good for Novartis,
however. When EPA requested more data
for some uses of the product, the company
elected to withdraw those uses, including
indoor and greenhouse applications.
However, this action shouldn't be construed as an indication of diazinon's future,
according to Pat Willenbrock, diazinon market manager and home and garden product
manager for Novartis. The company now
can put dollars that would have been spent
to continue research on indoor uses of
diazinon toward additional research efforts
on exterior applications, which represents a
considerable portion of diazinon sales,
Willenbrock explained.
Novartis has requested a meeting with
EPA to continue the dialogue about diazinon,
and Willenbrock expects to have it scheduled by Sept. 30. The company has also developed a Web site - www.cp.us.novartis/
diazinon - to keep lawn care operators and
diazinon users updated on its research and
its dealings with EPA.

Zeneca Professional Turf Products named Deborah Meier as North
American technical manager and Kimberly Kangart as Western
region product service representative.
Bayer Corp. appointed Dan Carrothers head of marketing for the
GPC unit. Phil McNally will transition to field research and development representative for the Western United States. Chuck Silcox was
hired to serve as field research and development representative for the
Northeastern United States.
RainBird's Landscape Drip Division named D a v e Palumbo as
Xerigation Specifications Manager in Southern California and Felicia
A b a i as Xerigation Specifications Manager in Northern California.
Arbor Care, a tree care service of Environmental Care, promoted J i m

Walsh to East Coast Chief Technology Officer.
Chuck Barber and Ibsen Dow joined Nature Safe's sales team

Lesch (top),
Silcox (bottom)

as regional sales managers.
OSRAM SYLVANIA's general lighting division realigned management positions. T i m

Lesch is vice president of sales for Industrial & Commercial Lighting; Ken Schedin is
vice president of sales for consumer products; Tom Grover is vice president of
SYLVANIA Lighting Services.

RETAINING WALLS MADE EASY

Labor + Productivity=lncreased Profit
Let S.I.L.C. take care of the Labor part for you

After we looked at all the H2B Providers, we were thrilled to find
SILC (C. Scott, Inc.). You explained the process clearly & put
everything in writing, and then you delivered on time. We are
doing twice the work with oynMexican workers. We put our trust
in the right H2B provider & highly recommend SILC (C. Scott,
Inc.)."
-Tim Clark, Executive Lawn & Landscape

America's leading H2B provider
currently serving 120 G R E E N INDUSTRY
c o m p a n i e s in 2 4 s t a t e s
• Green Industry Specific. Our president has 20 years
experience as a landscape and irrigation contractor
• Still 100% success rate
• Totally bilingual staff of 5 certified H2B case managers.
• One point accountability for total certification through
receiving your workers.
• SILC Lite for smaller companies (6 workers or less)
• Offices in Bay City, Texas & Monterey, Mexico

P l e a s e Call Us at 9 7 9 - 2 4 5 - 7 5 7 7 to
receive y o u r no obligation information packet.

Member National H2B Users Association

USE READER SERVICE # 1 1
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KEEP UP TO DATE!

SUBSCRIBE TO LAWN & LANDSCAPE TODAY!

Lawn&LandscaDe
• H I I I I W

I W I W W v ,

• Free one-year subscription to qualified contractors.
U.S. subscriptions only.
• North America* 1 Year $35.00
• South America, Europe* 1 Year $98.00
• Other International* 1 Year $218.00
'Payment must be in U.S. currency and drawn on a U.S. bank

The leading
management
magazine
serving the
professional
landscape
contracting
marketplace.

•Check Enclosed
• MCA/ISA
• Amex
Exp.

• Novus/Discover

This section must be completed to process your subscription
1 . What is your primary business
at this location? (choose one)
I.CONTRACTOR or SERVICES

• 1. Landscape Contractor
(maintenance & installation)
• 2 . Chemical Lawn Care Company
(excluding mowing maintenance
service)
• 3 . Lawn Maintenance Contractor
• 4 . Ornamental Shrub & Tree Service
• 5 . Irrigation Contractor
• 6 . Landscape Architect
• 7 . Other Contract Services (please

III.DISTRIBUTOR/
MANUFACTURER

•1. Dealer
• 2 . Distributor
• 3 . Formulator
• 4 . Manufacturer

IV. OTHERS ALLIED TO THE FIELD:

• 1.Extension Agent (Federal, State,
County, City, Regulatory Agency)
•2.School, College, University
•3.Trade Association, Library
•4.0thers (please describe)

2 . What best describes your

Signature.

title?

•Owner, Pres., Vice Pres., Corp.
Officer
• Manager, Director, Supt.,
II.IN-HOUSE LAWN/CARE
Foreman
MAINTENANCE
•Agronomist, Horticulturist
• 1. In-House Maintenance including:
• Entomologist, Plant Pathologist
Educational Facilities, Health Care
•Serviceman, Technician, Crew
Facilities, Government Grounds, Parks
member
& Military Installations, Condominium •Scientist, Researcher
Complexes, Housing Developments,
• Company, Library copy only
•Other (please specify)
Private Estates, Commercial &
Industrial Parks

(prepayment required)

Date
E-mail Address
Name
Title
Fax_

Phone_
Company.
Address

9/00

City

_State.

Zip.

FINE-TUNE YOUR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SKIliS.
SUBSCRIBE TO
INTERIOR BUSINES
BUSINESS
T00AY!
Interk

) v r r z

• Free one-year subscription to professional interior
landscape contractors. U.S. subscriptions only.
• North America* 1 Year $15.00
• South America, Europe* 1 Year $35.00
• Other International* 1 Year $100.00

This section must be completed to process your subscription
1 . What is your primary business
at this location? (choose one)

'Payment must be in U.S. currency and drawn on a U.S. bank

Interior
Business... for
landscape
professionals.
Brought to
you by
L3wn&
Ldndscdpe.

I.CONTRACTOR SERVICES

•Check Enclosed
• MCA/ISA
Exp.

(prepayment required)

• Amex

• Novus/Discover

Signature

Date
E-mail Address.
Name

• 1. Interior Landscape Contractor
(maintenance & installation)
• 2 . Interior Landscape Contractor
(installation only)
• 3 . Interior Landscape Contractor
(maintenance only)
•4. Interior Landscape Design
•5. In-house Interior Contractor
•6. Grower
•7.0ther Contract Services
(please describe)

Title
Phone.

Fax.

III.DISTRIBUTOR/
MANUFACTURER

Company.

• I.Dealer
•3. Formulator

Address
City

State.

Zip.

02. Distributor
04. Manufacturer

IV. OTHERS ALLIED
TO THE FIELD:

•1.School, College. University
•2.Trade Association, Library
•3.0thers (please describe)

2 .

What best describes
your title?

•Owner, Pres., Vice Pres.,
Corp. Officer
• Manager, Director,
Supervisor
• Horticulturist
•Service Personnel,
Technician, Crew member
• Scientist. Researcher
•Company, Library copy only
• Other (please specify)
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CONSOLIDATION

J.R. Simplot
Acquires ABT

A-ii

BOISE, Idaho -J.R. Simplot Co. has finalized
its expected purchase of the turfgrass seed
and specialty distribution assets of
AgriBioTech, Las Vegas, Nev. (ABT) to increase its increasingly powerful position in
the turfseed market.
The acquisition will become a part of
Simplot Turf & Horticulture, the turf and
horticulture group of the agribusiness corporation. The divisions before the acquisitions in Simplot Turf & Horticulture included
Professional Products and Jacklin Seed.
The deal was negotiated through ABT's
court-appointed reorganization consultant,
Development Specialist Inc. following ABT's
Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing in January. The
ABT purchase had been bid on by both
Simplot and Kenneth Budd, former president and chief operating officer of ABT, however, the purchase by Simplot is now official,
according to the company.

Freedom Hitch - www.freedomhitch.com
Earth Graphics - www.earthg.com
Weisburger Insurance - www.weisburger.com
Amigos Labor Solutions - www.amigos-inc.com
Benton Landscape Design & Irrigation Co. - www.bentonlandscape.com
Jensen Corporation Landscape Contractors - www.iensencorp.com
To announce a new Web site, e-mail nwisniewski@lawnandlandscape.com.

This deal concludes the five-year
rollercoaster ride of ABT, a company that
barged on to the scene in the turfseed industry in 1995 with an aggressive acquisition
plan. ABT had acquisition goals of 45 percent marketshare or $500 in annual revenue
by this year, but that success never materialized. ABT management came under extensive fire as the company's stock price continued to decline, and class-action lawsuits were
filed on behalf of shareholders in dozens of

states. Eventually, the company found itself
out of cash and with little choice other than to
sell the business and pay off its debt.
Terms of Simplot's transaction include
the production and marketing rights for a
number of turfgrass seed varieties, various
international production contracts as well as
ownership of several distribution locations.
Additionally, Simplot has acquired three
of ABT's distribution locations in Phoenix,
Ariz.; Florence, Ky.; and Las Vegas, Nev. ID

T E M PO E A R Y /S EA S O N A E
LABOR VISAS
We Specialize in Work Permits for the:
• Green Industry

Mark your calendars for September/October,

•

Construction Industry

•

Hotel/ Resort Golf Course

2000 to begin the process for 2001!

Receive work visas for your peak season and have a loyal, productive labor force that you
personally choose! Every day you delay shortens the duration of your visa!
Call now for information packet and a quote.
Join us in our sixth year of obtaining and maintaining a legal work force. You can trust that our
experience and motivation is sincere and our customer service is unbeatable!

rfofap

GLuter

TSo/l^free

frises

(888) 623

Austin (SI2)282

Qjfour labor solutionfor the millennium an J heron J

-<faz. (SI2)282

728S
3237
0qS8

* Other Industries are also eligible for this type of work permit...call us now to find out if your company is eligible.
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We stand by all our commercial
walk-behinds (with 36-inch
decks or larger) like no other
company, with a 3-year limited
transmission warranty.

Enhanced for comfort, HD
and GS Series' precise steering
controls are perfect for mowing
sculpted landscapes.

G S

S e r i e s
13, 14, 17 hp

36-, 48-, 54-inch decks
ANSI B71.4—1999 safety certified
H D

S e r i e s
14 and 17 hp

36-, 48-, 54-inch decks

Like all John Deere products, our

ANSI B71.4—1999 safety certified

walk-behinds are backed by the
country's finest dealer network
and parts delivery system.

f
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V O U R

S H O E S
Our customers don't just drive our
equipment they drive our design.
Year after year, our affordable

You'll find premium features

HD hydrostatic, and

on our walk-behinds, such as

GS gear-drive walk-

high-torque OHV engines,
greaseable aluminum spindles,
even kevlar-reinforced belts.
All at a very competitive price.

^

\

behinds incorporate

HD Series mowers oscillate as

the best of

much as six degrees and include
anti-scalp gauge wheels for a

operators'

great cut on uneven terrain.
Front anti-scalp gauge wheels

suggestions to improve performance.

are also available. (GS Series
decks offer easy cutting-height

HD Series steering controls have

adjustment.)

been upgraded with wider grips, and
the distance to squeeze has been
reduced. On-the-go tracking is even
more precise. You'll find new antiscalp gauge wheels on HD Series
oscillating decks. A reverse-assist
kit is now standard equipment on GS
Series Mowers. The list goes on and on.
Interested? Stop by your local John
Deere dealer (call 1-800-537-8233
for one near you).
You'll see the very finest walkbehinds. All made by a company
that takes whatever steps necessary
to build the best.

JOHN DEERE
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(continued from page 8)

gains from internal and acquisition sources,

better margins and deeper pockets."

although they were mitigated by "a signifi-

Litfin also believes TruGreen LandCare

re-assigned to vice president of sales and

cant decline in operating income reflecting

has a unique position in the industry and

marketing. Dave Slott, president and chief

slower than anticipated integration of the

competitive advantages from a marketing

operating officer of TruGreen-ChemLawn

landscape platform initiative and higher la-

standpoint. "This may be a three-year inte-

since 1996, and Don Karnes, who preceded

bor costs," according to a company release.

gration process rather than a one-year pro-

Slott in that role and has spent the last four

Matthew Litfin is a financial analyst with

cess, but I do think this will be a growth

years overseeing ServiceMaster's Consumer

William Blair & Co., New York, N.Y., a finan-

business," he said. "They've hobbled the ball

and Commercial Services division, have as-

cial investment firm that is among the largest

a little bit, but they haven't fumbled it."

sumed greater roles at TruGreen LandCare.

ServiceMaster shareholders. Despite recent

Slott and Karnes have spent more time in

The company reported that TruGreen-

problems, he remains optimistic about the

TruGreen LandCare branches in recent weeks

ChemLawn showed "modest revenue in-

company's future. "The issues the company

as the company identifies problem areas. And,

creases and slightly lower profits, primarily

laid out to [investors] in a recent conference

at least for the short term, acquisitions are on

attributed to lower-than-planned volume in

call can't be resolved in a two-month period,

hold. "We're always open to opportunities,

its full-service program and higher operat-

but my money is on those guys to turn it

but right now the focus is on integrating the

ing expenses." In particular, increased fuel

around," Litfin said.

operations we have," noted Claire Buchan, a

prices and a lack of available telemarketers

"I like that they're in the landscape busi-

challenged the company through the first

ness," he noted when asked if the LandCare

Meanwhile, ServiceMaster stock was trad-

half of the year 2000 as it was generally

USA acquisition appears to have been a mis-

ing at $9 per share at presstime, which repre-

unable to grow its customer base.

spokesperson for the company.

take by ServiceMaster. "There are synergies

sents its lowest level in the last year. When

There were some positive signs from the

between lawn care and landscape, and they

ServiceMaster purchased Land-Care USA in

landscape side of the business as TruGreen

needed to start targeting the commercial cus-

November 1998, its stock was trading for

LandCare reported double-digit revenue

tomer who offers better customer retention,

more than $21 per share. - Bob West

JUST DUMP IT.
Power Up & Power Down • Two-Year Front to Back Warranty
Low Profile Trailers • Deck Over Trailers
Over 7 Different Sizes up to 12" long & 14,000# GVW
More Standard Features than any other trailer on the market
Available Nationwide
Dealership Inquiries Welcome

For 3 7 Years - the Foremost in

Experience & Knowledge

LANDSCAPE LIGHTING
Acclaimed Distributor of the Industry Leaders:

Nightscaping
B-K Lighting
Kichler
Greenlee
Hadco Lighting

Kim Lighting
Lumière Design
Focus
Rockscapes
Hanover Lantern

Call TOLL FREE for Catalogs & Price Lists

1-800-457-0710
Go online to our website
View our catalogs, place an order at

www.callite.com

Unequaled Stock
CALIFORNIA SERIES transformers • Complete selection of lamps
All gauges of low voltage cable • Fixture accessories • Installation materials

A Name Trusted for 26 Years

ez-dumper.com

1-888-DUMPERS
USE READER SERVICE # 1 5
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California
Landscape
Lighting

A Division of Kina Enterprises. Inc.
31260 Cedar Valley Dr.
Westlake Village. CA 91362

Phone: 1-800-457-0710
FAX: 1-800-457-0730
Email: callite@pacbell.net
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What can I do when my landscape maintenance
customers constantly expect services that are not
mWm
within the parameters of their contract?

This is more likely to happen if you are operating
under a specification-based contract as opposed to
a performance-based contract. In every contract
there are written parameters you have to follow.
However, in a specification-based contract you
typically perform services based on an agreed
upon schedule. For example, if you specify that
you are going to mow 34 times then anything over
and above that would be considered an extra.
In a performance-based contract, the agreement typically states that the landscape will look
good at all times regardless of the time it takes to
perform the various services.
I suspect the scenario you refer to relates to
specification-based contracts and is a result of the
customer's desire to increase the number of intervals in the contract. For example, the customer
might want additional mowings or trimmings, or
even additional services like irrigation repairs or
spray applications. The key here is managing your
customer's expectations. Doing that is the responsibility of the customer's account manager.
Such situations can occur because customers
often judge our performance when negative things
happen in the landscape that are either beyond our

Editor's
David Minor was founder and former
president of Minor's Landscape Services, a Sl2-million company in Fort
Worth, Texas, that he sold
to TruGreen-ChemLawn in 1998.
In addition to serving the industry
as a consultant and speaker,
Minor is professor and director of The
Entrepreneurship Center at
The M.J. Neeley School of Business at
Texas Christian University.
Readers with questions they
would like to ask Minor can fax them to Lawn & Landscape
at 216/961-0364 or e-mail them to

20
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bwest@lawnandlandscape.com.

control or are not covered in the scope of the
contract. You or your manager needs to proacti vely
address these issues with the client before they are
addressed with you. Additionally, document your
position in writing and keep copies of all correspondence, such as quality control reports signed
by the customer, letters, faxes or e-mails.
And remember that many people that you deal
with on a daily basis either did not negotiate their
contract or may not know what is in the contract.
You have to diplomatically address these issues in
a positive light to satisfy the customer. Understand that their goal is to have a beautiful landscape at all times regardless of the cost. But they
may be at a disadvantage because their supervisor
may not be willing to spend the money it takes to
achieve their goal. Empathy is critical here. You
have to make them believe you are part of their
team and that you want to give them the best value
for their landscape investment.
Then you need to get them to empathize with
you and your company. Let them know you would
love to have unlimited specifications and funds to
always have a clean, green and weed-free property. Citing examples of other high-profile properties with seemingly unlimited budgets who achieve
these goals often helps. Then give them ways to
solve their problem.
• If the problem is an interval-related issue,
communicate up front when their service is due. If
you always know there is a particular problem, jot
the customer a reminder each month about the
problem or at least let them know during your
quality control visits. In effect, you are managing
the customer's expectations by doing this.
• Offer additional services for the client with a
bid. Again, be proactive. Depending on the situation you might be able to offer a discount for this
service. Make sure you put the bid in writing so
your clients can share it with their supervisors.
Remember, their goal is to look good to their
bosses or clients. Having a proposal on file shows
that they're on top of things.
• Trade out some services that have less impact
on the property. Experience will allow you to
determine what is needed and what is not needed.
• As a last resort, you could give the service
away. Be careful in doing this, however, because
you can create future expectations of the same.
However, if you are dealing with an important
client or you think you can "make it up" in other
areas, this is an option.
Ultimately, if you know your customer, understand their needs, empathize with them and
proactively manage their expectations, this problem can be minimized.
ID

www.lawnandlondscape.com
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Work

Smarter

PRO
Landscape

Not Harder!

"PRO Landscape tripled my revenues last year!"
- Chris Walter, Landscape Contractor

"Saves time and Increases productivity."
-- nanudii
vv. Mardis,
rnoiuo, «3L«,
nrinn
Randall W.
ASLA, kdnu>i.dp«;
Landscape Architect

HMM

New design software increases profits from every job.
New desiqn software increases profits from every job.

*Just Added! Hundreds of new plants for zones 8-10!
Start w i t h a s i m p l e p h o t o g r a p h ,
t h e n a d d n e w l a n d s c a p i n g by
d r o p p i n g in trees, shrubs,
flowers, g r o u n d cover a n d
o t h e r materials.

A TV/f

A
^ ^

G u a r a n t e e d t o have t h e images
y o u need, or we'll we'll a d d
t h e m for you, for FREE!

• Easy to learn, get started fast video tutorials anasmart help system

• Photos of landscape materialsadd value by up-selling every customer

kf

• Accurate 2D CAD Plan Views licensed from the maker of AutoCAD^

• Automate estimates -

accurate quotes and cost control

• QuickBooks® compatible -

link from built-in proposal generator

PRO Landscape, version 6 b r i n g s an u n m a t c h e d level o f
p h o t o - r e a l i s m t o y o u r presentations.

(800)

231-8574
•

m

www.prolandscape.com

Summer

Specials:

NEW

Get

The

first
fire f- 1,000
1 r\nf\ customers
n » c f o m o r c - full
ft ill product

Best

Create d e t a i l e d 2 D

Far

Less!

purchase

r»nr/-Ai/ica

$295 Upgrade for current users

includes

• 60-day money back guarantee, certain limitations apply.

N o CAD e x p e r i e n c e necessary!

OFREE Mega-pixel digital camera
t

C 2000 drafix.com L.LC. All rights reserved. Pro Landscape is a trademark and
Drafix is a registered trademark of drafix.com LLC, registered in the USA
and other countries. Special Offers expire September 30,2000 available only
to new or additional product purchases made directly from drafix.com LLC.
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new easy-to-use

300+ page

desk reference

manual

and much

more

L , Competitive upgrade discount
_ _ _
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of competitive

product

required
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Learning
To Let Go
U

S Do you wear many hats within your company? If so,

you

j*. are like most small business owners in the landscape
industry. In fact, most owners have so many responsibilities, they do not have enough time to work on the
business. Instead, they spend most of their time working
within the system.
Running a business is like coaching a team. Can you
imagine trying to play a game and coach at the same
time? On the field, a coach cannot see everything that is
going on around him or her. From the sidelines, however, they have the opportunity to look at the team as a
whole and find strengths and weaknesses. The same holds
true for running a business. As an owner, you must conduct
yourself as a coach every day. For most small business
owners, this is an extremely difficult task. It is easier to do
something yourself than to coach or train others to do the
same task. The problem is, this draws the owner back
onto the playing field and keeps him or her from
actually coaching.

TAKE A STEP BACK. Through motivation and training, employees will be able to assume more responsibility, allowing owners to spend more time on planning,
organizing and running the business.
To become a good coach, we need to start with
ourselves. We have to look at what we do on a daily basis
that restricts us from spending more time coaching
others. Most likely, you will find that you are spending
too much time tending to tasks that can be addressed by
other employees. And, in many cases, these are smaller,
less important jobs that could be easily delegated
We want to know what
to foremen or supervisors, such as handling cussmaller contractors
tomer communication, reviewing invoices and
are thinking. Send your
scheduling crews.
comments and ideas
As owners, we need to focus on the pressing
for future "Mind Your
responsibilities of planning, organizing and motiBusiness" topics
vating others. If we can train others to perform the
to cgreenlea)@
smaller tasks, we will have more time to focus on the
laumandlandscape.com
pivotal issues associated with running a business.

22
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A good owner has the ability to step back, look at their
business and determine the responsibilities of each position within the organization. Once we determine what
tasks we can delegate to capable employees, we have to
set aside time to train them to perform those tasks. This
tends to be the most difficult step in the process and can
take longer than performing the actual task. But remember, we are making an investment that produces great
returns in the long run. The time spent today will
reward you with more free time in the future.
Once we relinquish some of our responsibilities, we
must stay committed to our goal of delegating tasks.
Consistently monitor progress with weekly staff meetings
to determine whether the training was successful. The
goal is to continue the training until the employee(s)
demonstrate the ability to perform the task. While doing this, we need to be careful - we cannot fall back into
the trap of reassuming responsibility for the tasks that
we delegated. If you find that the person you trained is
not performing well, you have to assess your training
process and provide additional guidance.
Stay committed to the process. We have the tendency to give up too easily and revert back to old ways.
In that case, the owner is back on the playing field
missing out on what is going on around them. When
working with smaller contractors, I have had numerous
employees tell me they wished the owner would let go
of some responsibility. In most cases, they feel strongly
that they can perform certain tasks better than the
owner. If you feel you are wearing too many hats and do
not have time to work on your business, take a few
minutes to look at your company. Ask your employees
what tasks they feel they could take on, train them and
let them give it their best shot. You might be surprised
with the results. Hopefully, you will have more time to
work on your business instead of being caught up in it.
- Tim Lynott
ID
The author is a consultant with Landscape Consulting
Services, 1357 Splashing Brook Court, Eldersburg,Md. 21784.
He can he reached at 410/795-6248.
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We defy nature.
We're big. Yet nimble. Tight turns?
Standard. Visibility? Outstanding.
We make hard jobs
look easy

Take us to the job.

Let us grow your business.

Call GMC at 1-800-GMC-8782.
Or visit www.gmcforwork.com.

When you're running a seasonal business, you need a truck that won't
take a vacation.
Our W-Series has a rugged class-eight-type frame and reliable diesel
engine that let you efficiently haul tough loads to maximize work capability.
The cab-forward design gives you excellent cargo capacity without
adding to overall vehicle length.
Panoramic windows and a tight turning radius
make it easy for your drivers to maneuver in
tight neighborhood streets.
GMC" W-Series. Powerful and dependable.

Do one thing. Do it well?

Vehicles shown with equipment from an independent supplier. See owner's manual for information on alterations and warranties.
36USC220506

© 2 0 0 0 General Motors Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Goodwrench
Fleet Service

U S A

Q&P
Proud Sponsor of the
2000 U.S. Olympic Team

Thisyear's warm, dry weather caused
some varieties of turfseed crop to
produce reduced seed yields. Photo:
L&L staff

AAARKET REPORT

Growers
Talk Turf

WORKING WITH WEATHER.

Mother Nature can deal a risky hand to turf growers no
matter how the deck is cut. Temperamental weather conditions can trump careful planting, and extreme temperatures in this year's case, a dry spell - can fold a promising harvest.
Turfseed farmers might wonder if they are gambling with
tarot cards instead of the standard four-suit deck.
Unpredictability might be the only constant, but following last year's exceptional crop, this year's turfseed
harvest remains strong and the market steady, with the
exception of some swelling prices.

Weather is one variable that determines the quality and quantity of
a turfseed crop. This year's hot
temperatures prior to harvest minimized the yield somewhat, observed Dan Hemshorn, production agronomist, Seed Research of Oregon, Corvallis, Ore. He reported that this
year's yield falls 10 to 30 percent below average.
"The Pacific Northwest had some of the warmest weather
on record in June when many of our cool-season grass seed
crops were pollinating," Hemshorn noted. "This caused
some of the earlier seed heads to mature quickly and
become more prone to seed shatter at swathing time, reducing seed yields. Seed filling was dependent upon the amount
(continued on page 26)

II 0 R T I C 0
add the winning touch to your landscape proposal
• 11,500 pictures
• complete with data, culture
information & more
• expert search engine
1-800-560-6186

• 5,000 plants
• export pictures in common
Windows® formats
• extensive printing capabilities
www.horticopia.com
USE READER SERVICE # 7 7

Available at these distributors:
Beta Power Products 508-393-1624
Maine, Vermont. N. Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut
Gateway Power 314-429-6777
Missouri
Alamia 303-752-4652
Colorado
PACE, Inc. 8 0 0 - 6 8 6 - 3 1 2 8
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois

• Heavy welded steel construction
• large platform with extra foot space
• 7 day return policy, 1 year warranty
• Best valued sulky on the market

Call 1 - 8 0 0 - 3 7 3 - 5 5 4 2

for more information on Mower Sulky

Roberts Supply, Inc. 800-373-5542
Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee,
N. Carolina, S. Carolina
Blue Grass Lawn & Garden 502-933-1724
Kentucky
Smith South Central 318-539-2594
Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, East Texas
Turf Equipment
Idaho - 208-331-0074
Utah - 800-566-8873

Tri-State & Irrigation 319-332-6684
Iowa
Niemeyer Corporation 610-431-7200
West Virginia, Virginia
Lawn Care - 717-445-8431
Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland
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Aventis

CAMPUS GROUNDS
MANAGER
MASTERMINDED
ESPIONAGE PIOT
"Somehow he knew everything" says awed crew "it was
uncanny.'

Keith MacdonalcTs work crews at Bridgewater State College campus swear he's a master spy, or psychic. "He knows when
we've sprayed off an area with Finale1 Herbicide without us even telling him," said a crew member "sometimes only 24
hours after the job's done." Keith laughs. "When it gets busy and I can't check with everyone, I simply drive around and see
the results. It only takes a day or two for Finale to work. A month later, the area's still clear." But it wasn't always so easy. As
assistant facilities director on the Massachusetts campus, Keith used to use the leading systemic herbicide. "It took 2 weeks
before I knew I had a take," he says, "drove me crazy." Keith also likes Finale's ability to create perfectly clean edges around
beds and baseball fields. "It's the no-creep feature," he says, "the one my crews apply to me."

Pest control everyone can feel good about.

Aventis Environmental Science USA LP I Chipco Professional Products I 95 Chestnut Ridge Road I Montvale, NJ 07645 I 201-307-9700
Remember to read and follow label directions carefully. Finale is a registered trademark of the Aventis Group. © 2000 Aventis
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of soil moisture present, and fields with less
soil moisture had a lot more light seeds that
will be removed when the seed is cleaned."
Though hot temperatures reduced perennial ryegrass and tall fescue yields, the
market for these varieties will not suffer,
assured Tom Stanley, marketing manager,
Turf Seed, Hubbard, Ore. The turfseed supply will not leave contractors empty handed,
he said.
"We will see rising prices on tall fescue
due to a short Kentucky 31 crop," Stanley
added. "It's all been weather related," he
explained, noting that last year's Kentucky
31 crop produced about 130 million pounds
of seed, while this year's harvest leaves growers with between 50 and 60 million pounds.
Other varieties are not exempt from
weather adversity, he continued. "I can't
think of any cool-season species that have
completely escaped yield reduction due to
weather. Bermudagrass production might
be OK - that's a warm species."
Despite a climbing thermometer, ideal
harvest conditions prevented potential

swathing delays and allowed windrows to
"dry nicely to facilitate excellent combining
conditions," Hemshorn added.

JUGGLING THE QUANTITY. The Kentucky 31 shortage leads buyers to tall fescue
varieties for alternative turfseed. This
variety's drought-tolerant characteristics
also are appealing to customers who plant in
dry climates, Hemshorn detailed. As mentioned, this yield is slightly below average,
but certainly will handle absorption from a
weak Kentucky 31 crop, he noted.
Fine fescue crops closely mimic last year's
yield, but the large carry-over from last year
has been consumed, leaving minimal inventory entering the 2000 season, so here, too,
prices will climb, he predicted.
Besides this year's forecasted popularity
of tall fescues, turfseed demand trends fueled by continued strong housing starts and
sod production favor Kentucky bluegrass
and perennial ryegrass, Stanley noted. "Bluegrass consumption is much stronger than it
was a year ago."

FUEL

CATALYST

A PERMANENT, ONE TIME, DROP-IN FUEL TREATMENT

Glenn Jacklin, senior vice president,
Jacklin Seed-Simplot Turf and Horticulture,
Post Falls, Idaho., predicted an overproduction of perennial ryegrass the next couple of
years due to planting increases and
AgriBioTech's recent bankruptcy.
"That leaves a lot of inventory out there,"
Jacklin commented. "To what degree remains
to be seen. The liquidation, the seed hitting
the market - that picture will play itself out,
but [ryegrass abundance] definitely will have
a downward pressure on all markets."
A hefty perennial ryegrass supply will
offer consumer benefits, Stanley pointed out.
Specialty varieties will be available at reasonable prices - an attractive advantage for
this year's buyers, he added.
"These elite varieties are going to offer an
exceptional value for the dollar spent because of the big supplies and the reduced
price," Stanley explained. "They provide better turf quality and better disease resistance,
which results in reduced pesticide use, and
they are a darker green color.
"One of the varieties has improved salt

a
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v
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ONEY

•KEEPS FUEL FRESH YEAR-ROUND
•EASIER STARTING

ON

•IMPROVES FUEL ECONOMY

DRAINAGE

•IMPROVES POWER
•REDUCES DOWNTIME

PermaPanel.

•REDUCES ENGINE MAINTENANCE
•REDUCES PLUG FOULING AND

from

Permacorp

REPLACEMENT
•REDUCES SMOKE AND EMISSIONS

IMLAINACC & INFI11 RATION SYSTEMS

I

The Only Drainage System with Separate
Intake and Discharge Chambers!
•
O
•

The Fitch Fuel Catalyst is
installed once and remains
in the fuel tank(s) permanently, helping fuel burn
better tank after tank.
APSI, Inc. • 558 Lime Rock Road • Lakeville, CT 06039 * 888-881-2774
wwwfitchfuelcatalyst.com
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•
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Less than 50% installed cost of "rock &
pipe"
Installs with a walk-behind trencher
No need for large crews and heavy
equipment
Dimension allows for a narrow &
shallow trench
Easy to transport six-foot lengths
Connects to standard drainpipe and fittings
No need to order expensive "special" fittings
UPC* Certificate of Listing
For more information call

888/844-0296
www.permacorp.com
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tolerance, which is excellent for those who
use effluent water for irrigation," he added.

PRICING ON DEMAND. Pricing is a
little stronger this year, however, in a world
market, cost depends on supply and demand, Hemshorn stressed. Promotional ef-

Hemshorn explained.
Rod Ross, sales and marketing representative, Cibiko International, Halsey, Ore.,
noticed a slight decline in customer orders
this year, and with a buffering Canadian
creeper crop, the market could see some
change, he said. "This year, with things be-

"Elite perennial ryegrass varieties are going to
offer an exceptional v a l u e for the dollar spent

because of the big supplies and the reduced price."
-Tom Stanley
forts by the Oregon Seed Council opened
doors for turf sales in China, where moderate seed purchase orders trickle in each year,
he said. Domestic purchases will support the
market as well, despite heavier seed costs.

ing a little slower, it's hard read the market,"
he noted. "I don't see a dramatic downturn.
Last year we had an above-average utilization of turf grass, and it's rare to see that
continue for two years in a row."

"Prices have increased at the grower level,
and certainly the demand will be a function
of what the market will bear as far as cost,"

For the most part, a thriving economy
creates a healthy demand, and this year's
seed supply will suffice.

SEEKING OUT QUALITY. Slightly steeper
prices might influence buyers to shop for
less expensive seed. But bargain seed is not
such a deal when it compromises quality,
Hemshorn warned. Contractors should request a seed analysis before purchasing to
find out the true contents of their investment, he said.
"One should always be careful and evaluate a seed analysis to see that results meet
their specifications and that seed is a certain
quality so they have proof that it doesn't
have noxious weeds in it," he advised. "Sometimes there is confusion that certified seeds
are perfect. They meet requirements, but still
can contain noxious weeds."
Labels listing seed as "variety not stated"
or "vns" are questionable and possibly can
contain forage grasses, Stanley warned.
Hemshorn added that better seed increases chances of better establishment, so
customers are wise to spend a few extra
dollars. Quality seed more likely will sprout,
no matter the hand Mother Nature deals. —
Kristen Hampshire
ID

vws

My first job with the Ramrod was pulling tiles around a
swimming pool. I needed to maneuver in tight spaces
that I would not have been able to do with my larger
equipment. In the first week, the Ramrod Mini-Skid
Loader saved me a significant dollar amount in labor
alone! The machine is built strong and my crew is impressed with what it can lift. It truly can lift 900 lbs.
I have my Ramrod mini-skids working on job sites on a
daily basis. The machine can easily maneuver through
narrow walkways and backyards. My crew had never
used a Ramrod Mini-Skid before, but with the easy operating controls and smooth hydraulic system, they
learned quickly and easily. The quick attach system
enabled the operator to interchange the Ramrod attachments in no time at all. I could not believe how many
jobs the Ramrod mini-skid could do! The wide assortment of versatile attachments let my crew do anything
- with ONE machine.

<-• M

My Ramrod Mini-Skids paid for themselves after only
two jobs. I saved on labor costs and most importantly,
increased my productivity. It is one of the best capital
investments I have made to my growing business.
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When professionals need superior results they know they can count on
the #1 line of gas powered blowers...Echo. Every Echo power blower is
designed to handle the toughest jobs from start to finish. Power blowers
that are quiet, comfortable and deliver maximum performance when you
need it most — every hard-working day. That's Echo Pro Performance!

OF HE
Built by the team
that knows exactly
what professionals need:
quality, durability and power.
For more information call 1-8QO-432-ECHO (3246).
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by Bob West

Bill Jones didn't grow up in a landscape or
nursery business. He didn't work his way
through high school and college by mowing
lawns. In fact, Jones didn't know he was even
interested in the lawn care industry until he read
about it in the morning paper.
"I was working for AT&T and I was in a hotel
one night," he recalled. "I opened up my door in
the morning and picked up the complimentary
copy of USA Today that hotels give you."
Jones turned to the opinion pages and found
two contrasting articles on pesticides. "The point
of one of the articles was that if the soil is
conditioned correctly and you can
get Mother Nature more in tune,
you'll find that a lot of the lawn
1714 Orr Industrial Court
problems - weeds, diseases, inCharlotte, N.C. 28213
sects - are much less common
704/597-5800
and you won't need pesticides,"
www.terrasyslawns.com
Jones noted. "That really piqued
my interest."

Terra Systems

Jones spent the next two years researching
the lawn and landscape industry and studying
horticulture at a local community college. Then
he and a friend took the plunge, and Terra
Systems was born in 1992 in Charlotte, N.C.
"We both had a sales background, so all we
knew was that we wanted to be extremely professional off the bat," Jones said. "We got our
logo, brochures and two new trucks because we
wanted to give the appearance that we were
more than two guys and two pickup trucks."
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Eight years later, the company is nearing the
$800,000 mark in annual sales, and, most importantly to Jones, it has never lost that sense of
professionalism.

GOING TO MARKET. Like most businesses,
Terra Systems struggled in the early going. Jones
noted that during these days the company developed a strong marketing emphasis. "In the
first few months, we had nothing but time on
our hands so we drove around neighborhoods
and put brochures in people's mailboxes," he said.
"The key was that these brochures weren't just a
bunch of Xerox copies. They were nice pieces that
were professionally printed and conveyed a
sense of professionalism."

Bill Jones
pays
regular
visits to
area garden
centers to
acquaint
them with
his
company
and build
his referral
business.
Photo:
Stephanie
Chesson

The company didn't consider every phone
call from an interested homeowner a new customer, however. "We started a policy from day
one that we still follow today, and that is to
require people to make an appointment with us
before we'll take them on as a customer," Jones
said. He believes that the best customers are
those who are well-educated and have the most
realistic expectations, and the best way to get
customers who understand lawn care is to communicate with them.
"Requiring these appointments also differentiated us from our competition, who was just
going around hanging price quotes on front
doors, and helped us build relationships," Jones
added. "We had to have these relationships and
customers' respect because we charge more than
anyone else in our market. We wanted these
people to feel like they knew us."
www.lownandlandscape.com

Terra Systems offers an
organic approach but
credits a customer-service

TERRA SYSTEMS
LOCATION: Charlotte, N.C.
FOUNDED: 1992
SERVICES: The company earns
all of its revenue from residential
customers. Seventy-eight percent
of revenue is from lawn care work
and 22 percent is from tree
and shrub work.
1 9 9 9 REVENUE: $700,000
2 0 0 0 EXPECTED REVENUE:
$805,000
NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS:

1,600
A V G . SQUARE FOOTAGE OF
PROPERTIES TREATED: 6,000
YEAR-ROUND EMPLOYEES: 10
SEASONAL EMPLOYEES: 8

THE PHILOSOPHY
M I S S I O N STATEMENT: Provide
superior lawn, tree and shrub care.
W e will provide our services with a
dedication to honesty, integrity and
responsiveness to every client. We
believe that our natural organic turf
and shrub care programs are
designed to provide the highest
lawn quality possible without
compromising the environment.
FUTURE CHALLENGES: Our
challenges are keeping and
developing good employees into
professional service providers,
responding rapidly to clients' needs
and concerns, marketing efficiently
and offering cutting-edge service
and products.

THE PRESIDENT
Bill Jones
BACKGROUND: Grew up on a
peach farm. Then worked in a sales
capacity for AT&T for five years.
Founded Terra Systems in 1992.

-.-At a
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After the initial appointment, Jones expected to keep customers by providing quality results and exceptional service. "We make
sure we have a technician on the property the
day after someone signs up for our service,"
he related. "That kind of service goes a long
way because no one offers that."

The growth has been slow but sure for
the company - 10 percent in 1999, a budgeted 15 percent growth in 2000. Many companies sing the praises of referral work since
these customers tend to be more quality
focused than price oriented, and Jones said
growing without referrals would be a chal-

[Lush, green, results]

Bartitia Kentucky Bluegrass:

that can tolerate low mowing.

A fine-leafed variety that forms

Tracer has performed well in a

a strong, dense sod. Maintains

variety of locations and climates.

good color year round and

With its low-mowing ability,

ranks very high in density for

Tracer is an excellent choice

both high and low maintenance

for sport fields, golf courses,

applications. Bartitia is an

and other applications where

aggressive grower with good

short turf is desirable.

seedling vigor that results in
faster stand establishment.

With a vanety of seed choices for a vanety
of locations and climates, Barenbrug has your
ground covered. Make your move to Barenbrug
for consistent top-of-the-line varieties, dependable
product availability, on-time shipping and

Barlexas Tall Fescue: You need
look no further than Barlexas

Baronie Kentucky Bluegrass:

for the ultimate word in land-

An outstanding variety that has

scaping beauty. This premium

excellent spring green-up and

lawn seed incorporates a fine

holds up well under summer

leaf texture and dark green

heat. An aggressive variety

color sure to please homeowners

that grows short and slow to

and landscapes alike. Barlexas

reduce clippings volume and

offers decreased maintenance,

overall maintenance.

excellent rooting ability for

Barrera Tall Fescue: Barrera is

and improved disease and

very dark green in color with

insect resistance.

heat and drought tolerance,

hassle-free service. Finally, a clear choice.

For more information
or for your nearest distributor
call (800) 547-4101 or
info@barusa.com

slow vertical growth, that will
match well with other dwarf

Premier II Perennial

cultivars. Shows good tolerance

Ryegrass: Premier II ranked

for low mowing and excellent

Second in the 1998 NTEP trials,

winter color, plus brown patch

exhibiting high ratings in most

and leaf spot resistance. Barrera

categories. Its aggressive growth

scored high in turf trials from

ability restricts establishment

Delaware to Washington State.

of poa annua and crabgrass. It

Tracer Tall Fescue: The

or high mowing, and is adapted

culmination of a long selection

to most consumer needs. Premier

process concentrating on low

II consistently rates high for

growing, slow growing, fine-

turf quality, disease resistance,

leafed, very dark green plants

density, color, and mowability.

performs equally well with low

I BARENBRUG

lenge. "Referrals lead to 60 to 70 percent of
our business, and that's because doing a good
job and answering people's questions goes a
long way. Plus, we ask for them constantly."
"Ask for the business" is what salespeople
are told, and Jones does this by sending customers a postcard twice a year - right before
the company is about to begin a selling season - and offering them one free application
for each referral they provide.
"We've spent tons of money on things
that don't work, like home and garden shows
and television or radio advertising, and now
we're not spending much money on something that works great," Jones said. "We probably spent $30,000 to $40,000 last year for
television commercials, but that shotgun approach wasn't nearly as successful as we've
been this year, in which we're more focused
and we'll probably spend $12,000 to $14,000."
Jones explained that he doesn't have a set
dollar amount or percent of sales that he
budgets for marketing each year, but he believes in formulating a marketing plan at the
beginning of each year and adhering to it.
"We have an annual marketing plan that
outlines all of our marketing efforts for a
coming year," he explained. "The plan also
explains everything that we need to do for
each marketing effort, so that way everything gets done on time and we don't have to
worry about shooting from the hip."
Jones also thinks companies should make
paying as easy as possible for customers in
order to be truly service oriented. "Before we
start the season or start selling a service, such
as aeration, we send out a letter to all 1,600 of
our customers with a mail-back envelope
and we offer them a 5 percent pre-pay discount," he noted.
Despite added costs and giving up a percent of revenue, Terra Systems also accepts
credit card payments to cater to customer
needs. "We're a service business, so we have
to make things as convenient for clients as we
can," Jones remarked, disputing the supposed
negatives associated with accepting credit
cards. "I'd be happy if I could get all of my
clients on credit cards. It's worth the 2 percent to get paid when you do the work."

THE ORGANIC DECISION. Terra Sys© 2000 BARENBRUG USA • PO BOX 239. TANGENT. OR 97389 USA
(800)547-4101 • (541)926-5801 • FAX (541) 926-9435

www.barusa com • email: info®barusa com

tems has been providing organic lawn care
since day one. Jones explained that the
(continued on page 34)
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Gator Mulcher

Mi

The Gator Mulcher™
Magnum blade from
Silver Streak® is more
Gator for the toughest
mowing jobs. Available for
the most popular commercial
applications, the Gator
Mulcher™ Magnum gives you
even more of what you expect
from a Gator Mulcher™ blade:
25% thicker than standard
Gator Mulcher™ blades for
longer life in sandy conditions
and heavy grass
• 40% more lift for an even
cleaner cut and better bagging
• 90% less flexing
For information on blade availability for your
mowing needs, contact your local Silver Streak®
dealer or distributor.
Frederick Manufacturing Corp. • A Blount Company • Kansas City, MO

25%

I

(continued from page 32)
company's organic focus helped gather customers early on, but that's not a key selling
point for customers today. "When we got
started, we got customers because of our
organic approach," noted Jones. "No one
knew who we were back then, so why else
would they pick us? Now, organics may get
us in the door, but we get more business just
from referrals.
"For the most part, the bottom line with
customers is results," he continued. "If we
don't produce, they'll call someone else. My
customers generally believe in the organics,
but if we don't make their lawn green, then
they are off the program."
The results he needs to deliver might
arrive more slowly with an organic approach
than with synthetic pesticides, but Jones believes the organic products, combined with a
mandatory soil test for new customers and
an annual lime application, promote longterm plant health. "In all of my readings and
(continued on page 36)

f you operate a truly customer-focused company, then you need to provide
them the services they want. That's the case for Terra Systems, Charlotte,
N.C., and the company responds by offering its lawn care customers four
different bi-monthly plans to choose from: Basic, Plus, Season Plus, Systems
Elite. The programs are priced differently, and each one includes:
• Early spring organic fertilization
• Late spring organic fertilization
• Early summer, low-nitrogen fertilization
• Late summer lime application
• Fall organic fertilization
• Late fall organic fertilization
The Plus program adds weed control applications in rounds three and five.
The Season Plus program adds postemergence broadleaf weed control and
preemergence applications in rounds two and three. And the Systems Elite
program calls for monthly visits, fall aeration and seeding in addition to the
aforementioned services.
"The philosophy behind having different services is that we want to offer the
level of service that our customers want," noted Bill Jones, president. "We go all
the way up to the Systems Elite plan, which is really for the customers who are
so demanding that you almost want to fire them. But this gives us a way to deal
with them." - Bob West

www.tr3rake.com • Callfor Free Video (877)788
20-3
$2250

Umylua

:ent No 5,806,605

Scarify • Rip Vegetation • Push/Pull Soil • Finish Grade • Prepare Seedbeds
i
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Shindaiwa power equipment. Arguably the most faithful thing you'll ever own.
All apologies to man's second best friend. But it's an unavoidable
consequence once your hands firmly grip a Shindaiwa. From there
you'll discover we build our equipment under one rigid principle-,
to serve as your most committed and faithful companion.

count on its tireless loyalty. Day after day. Season after season.
All without any costly and inconvenient down time.
So visit your local Shindaiwa dealer today. Perhaps he can direct
your ex-partner to a helpful pet psychologist. For additional

Not a bold statement since all of our equipment is built to start

information, simply call us toll-free at:

on the first pull. Even after several weeks of non-use. And we

800-521-7733 or visit our website-.

carefully engineer each and every engine component so you can

www.shindaiwa.com.

shindaiwa

F I P S T TO S T A R T , L A S T TO QUIT.

(continued from page 34)
research, the deal with organics is not only
feeding the grass but also building up the
flora and fauna that make the soil a healthy
environment," he explained. "Organics do
that because the nutrients are released from
the fertilizer pellets as the fungus and bacteria break down the product."

Terra Systems incorporates some synthetic pesticides in its mix - fungicides for
brown patch and occasional spot treatments
of lawns - and it follows a true Integrated
Pest Management approach with tree and
shrub care work. "The only spray trucks we
have are our two tree and shrub trucks, but

those technicians get out at a property and do
inspections, and they only spray if they find
a problem," Jones emphasized.
Jones said customer education plays a
major role in satisfying customers, and that
begins with the first meeting. "We ask new
customers to give us at least one year on their
property, and I think that should be true for
any lawn care company," he noted, adding
that building strong relationships with customers increases Terra Systems' chances of a
long-term service agreement. "If there is a
problem, call us and let us try to fix it before
you switch to someone else."
Terra Systems strives to develop relationships with its customers through regular communication by distributing newsletters at each
service call and maintaining consistency with
the same technicians serving a particular
property. "The keys to our success have been
our availability to our clients and the fact that
we're honest with them about the results
they can expect and what they need to do to
care for our lawn," Jones related.
Not surprisingly, Jones sees his team of
technicians as the key to his future. "We need
to keep our employees longer and keep them
running the same route," he recognized. "The
longer I can keep them in their territories the
better they perform. Their routes get tighter,
cancellation rates go down and production
goes up.
Concerned with maintaining customer satisfaction and high-quality service, Jones continues to examine whether or not the company should further expand its services. "I
think we've gone about as far as we can
without getting into something totally new
like landscaping," he explained. "I know
we're giving away thousands of dollars by
not offering landscaping, weed control in
beds, irrigation, mulching and so on, but
that's not the work we do.
This is why Jones isn't going to force the
expansion issue. He knows that companies
don't please customers by using a staff whose
skills are spread too thin. "The other side of
offering new services is that you can't be
everything to everyone, and you see plenty
of companies who do too much and fail," he
added. "So it's a matter of delivering what
your clients want."
ID
The author is Editor of Lawn & Landscape
magazine.
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When someone suggests vou spend more monev on a less
effectiue preemergent, it's time to hold on to gour wallet.
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Field trials confirm that PENDULUM® herbicide consistently gives you more dependable,
broad-spectrum weed control than any other preemergent herbicide.
So, even when compared to premium-priced products, PENDULUM controls more weeds.
You can take that to the bank.
For the PENDULUM herbicide distributor nearest you,
call 1 - 8 0 0 - 5 4 5 - 9 5 2 5 , ext. T2611.
O r visit our website at www.turffffacts.com.
Always read and follow label directions.

unmatched ualue. unbeatable pertormance.
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Large-scale
installations demand
extra planning,
preparation and
people to secure
big-time results.

A conductor waves a baton from the podium, eyes
fixed on a half-moon formation of musicians, each
plucking and blowing and tapping their instruments
to create an infusion of sound—a major work.
In this concerto, however, the landscape contractor plays the role of director, the crew stars as
players and instruments range from mowers and
mulchers to excavators and skid steers.
Like symphony conductors, contractors who
tackle major installation projects must complete
the construction before receiving applause, and
with large-scale jobs this includes scheduling, materials, financing, subcontracting and satisfying
customers who make substantial investments.

"What becomes important for a piece to come to
life is the orchestration of the music and the directorthe timing and interpretation," compared William
Wandsnider, president, William J. Wandsnider &
Associates, Menomonee Falls, Wis. "A lot of elements go into that-how I coordinate with my
tradesmen, my regular crew and the owner of the
project. These are all things that are involved."
Some contractors define major installation projects
by dollars, but other considerations include the exposure and visibility of the project, the importance of the
client to a company's long-term growth and the
complexities involved if a job requires a variety of
tasks, like installing a pond or pouring concrete.
"A large project is a difference between building one single component and only being concerned
about what component works vs. being concerned
about how all of these individual components are
puzzle pieces," Wandsnider noted. "You get a
project that has a million trees to plant and that's
major. You get a project that's lighting, irrigation,
masonry and electrical and these are two very
different types of projects."
With proper planning, adding large installation projects to a company's repertoire provides
contractors with a balance of long- and short-term
accounts. In the "Major Installation Medley," this
planning process unfolds in several movements
and success depends on fine-tuning, smooth transitions and most importantly, skilled players.

Large installation projects require more equipment, manpower and supplies,
advanced planning a crucial prerequisite
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to a successful

making

finish.

www.lownandlandscope.com

MANAGING OBSTACLES.

Bringing a major
installation project to life involves tackling issues
(continued on page 40)
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a Month Lease

Fully L

d e d with Body!
Introducing landscape trucks so
advanced, so driver friendly—and
so quiet—they deliver innovation
at every turn: the Bering LD Series.
Standard Features Include:

•
•
•
•
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6-Cylinder Detroit Diesel Engine
Allison Automatic Transmission
Air Conditioning
AM/FM Cassette Radio
Driver Suspension Seat
Power Windows/Power Door Locks
Cruise Control
Fog Lights
Fleated Mirrors
Extended Cab—8 Inches of Extra
Behind-The-Seat Storage

For the dealer nearest you, more
details and a special $50 service
discount offer, call 1-88&9-BERING.
But hurry! Offer ends soon.

s/v*

>ir/

'

,</-

Unconventional. Uncompromising.
Other body types
w

1-888-9-BERING www.beringtruck.com

available

x^lSOn

T r a nnssim i s s i o n

BERING

r i i t a c i a i umici»

•Price may vary slightly depending upon dealer location. See dealer for details. Terms: $ 3 9 9 / m o n t h for 4 8 months, excluding taxes, registration
and fees for a Bering M Y 2 0 0 0 Model LD15 with a landscape body. A $ 4 9 5 non-refundable set-up fee, plus security deposit and first monthly
lease charge due from customer at lease inception. Standard credit review processes apply. Offer good through September 30, 2000.
Customers are responsible for excess mileage, wear and tear. Limit five units per customer. Terms subject to change.
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"If we have

Maior Installations

control over our own destiny—if

we

(continued from page 38)

are the site contractor—things get done much better,

contractors might not confront while work-

e a s i e r and smoother."— David

ing on smaller accounts. While weather, la-

Peabody

bor and materials are common variables,
large-scale ventures augment these road-

more money to finance your labor in cash

SEQUENCING CREW. More work means

blocks. Add traffic, municipal regulations,

money that has to be in your account. The

more crew members—and more need for

scheduling and financing to the mix, and

payments you are receiving from the owner

communication and efficient scheduling to

contractors have a full plate when it comes to

may take three months or more."

organization and planning.

complete a job. Boosting labor on a project by

Obtaining a bank loan is one way to meet

subcontracting and escalating crews increases the importance of contact between

"On larger jobs, accessibility can be a big

financial needs, he added. Additional ad-

issue," commented Steven Buck, president,

ministrative issues also crop up when deal-

team players, emphasized David Peabody,

Buck & Sons Landscape Service, Amlin, Ohio.

ing with large accounts.

owner, Peabody Landscape and Construc-

Streets might need to be closed for the

tion, Columbus, Ohio.

"There's usually a greater level of formal-

project to run efficiently, which could re-

ity required in the job management process,"

Known for completing large projects, such

quire advertising the closing in advance or

he pointed out. "You may need a bond to

as Heritage Lakes golf courser community in

take on the job, and you have to send formal

Hilliard, Ohio, and Cherry Valley Lodge, a

having flaggers on the site to direct traffic.
In addition to transportation setbacks,

submittals for the different materials to the

circular building with a courtyard, pond and

financing a large project can be a challenge,

landscape architect. You have to rely on a

gazebo in Newark, Ohio, Peabody said the

noted David Fernandez, president, Cayuga

trail of memos to help with the many changes

key to avoiding communication blunders is

Landscape Company, Ithaca, N.Y.

that may happen within the course of the job.

organized project management. This means

"Whenever there is an increase in busi-

You have to have good communication with

dealing with scheduling complications,

ness there is an increase in cash flow prob-

the crew, since there are more people work-

which can make a seemingly clear-cut job

lems," he explained. "If you are doing a

ing with you, and you need to have a way to

rather hectic, he commented.

larger volume of business you will need

get information transmitted in between."

O

(continued on page 42)

EXPAND YOUR BUSINESS
by offering t h e COMPLETE line of
Fabrics & Erosion Control Products
PERFECT FOR
Professional Landscape
Service Needs!

The Retail
Garden Center!

-

FABRIC FOR
YOUR EVERY NEED!

Bulk Rolls 3-75' Wide

X m 2 S

X

4' x 50' - 4' x 100'

- 6' * 50'

m

Landscape Fabrics
Weed Control • Woven Ground Covers
Filter Fabric • Paver/Patio Underliner • Soil Separators

Erosion Control
Burlap • Jute • FabriJute™ Erosion Control Netting • Silt Fence

Construction
Road / Driveway / Recreation Park Underliners & Fences

Accessories
Plastic & Steel Securing Pins • Knives • Fabriscape Drainage System

4800 S. CENTRAL AVE., CHICAGO, IL 60638
(708) 728-7180 • 1-800-992-0550 • FAX: (708) 728-0482
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The best way to make an
impression is not to make one at all.

MX
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Work Hard. Tread Light.
When you work on sensitive terrain, marking it up with your equipment can
definitely leave the wrong impression. The Maximum Traction and Support System
( M T S S ™ ) undercarriage distributes the machine weight evenly throughout the rubber
track. The result is an incredibly low ground pressure o f 2.5 psi, exceptional flotation
and longer track life.

2800 Series
Operating Weight: 7450 lbs.
Horsepower: 2800:70 hp • 2810:83 hp (turbo)
Ground Pressure: 2.5 psi
Ground Clearance: 16 in.
Aux. Hydraulics: Std. high and low flow
Industry Standard Quick Attach Interface
© 2000 ASV, Inc.. A Caterpillar afftate

S o whether you're treading lightly on newly-laid sod, or powering through thick mud,
the Posi-Track keeps you working where other machines simply cannot. Add in
almost any attachment for almost any j o b , and
you'll leave a great impression on your
customers—and your bottom line.
See the Posi-Track All-Purpose Crawlers at
any A S V and many Caterpillar dealerships.
For the dealer nearest you, call 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 - 5 9 5 4 .
USE READER SERVICE #134

POSI-TRACK
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G-750 Gold Leaf Vacuum
for fall and spring cleanup

Mod«! ?
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(continued from page 40)
"Communication is key, and it's a matter of keeping up with it,"
he stressed. "There's project management that's involved, which is
writing a lot of letters and documentation, constantly taking photographs and e-mailing information."
Peabody organizes his crew for large projects in a pyramid, with
crews reporting directly to a job site where there is a lead foreman to
oversee the technicians and a project manager to track progress. Ideally,
he dedicates the majority of job responsibilities to in-house crews.
"If we have control over our own destiny—if we are the site
contractor—things get done much better, easier and smoother," he
pointed out.
Buck echoed this point, reserving subcontractors for special needs,
like roofing or electrical wiring. "We try to do everything in-house,
that way we feel like we can control the quality," he said. "We do
combine [crews], but we have special crews where all they do is the
larger projects."
Relying solely on company crews is not always an option, and in
this case companies subcontract to meet project deadlines or beef up
a crew that is spread too thin. Ed Watters, president, Watters and
Chatham, Rome, Ga., subcontracts nearly 15 percent of his work—
$300,000 of the company's $2.2 million in revenue so far this year.
"We become the general contractor over all these different subcontractors," he explained. "That's one big challenge because it's very
time consuming from the designer's standpoint. We need to be
spending most of our time designing and selling jobs for our crews,
but so much of the subcontracting is vital to creating the proper space
for our plantings."
Concrete work, major grading, retaining walls, driveways, lighting and swimming pools are some of the tasks Watter assigns to
subcontracted crews. At times, this presents scheduling and commu-

• Allow time for proper planning between when the contract
is signed and when you begin work.
• Investigate possible pitfalls, including accessibility issues,
seasonal considerations, company finances and materials
acquisition.
• Determine labor needs—whether or not specialized crews,
subcontractors or additional technicians are necessary to
complete the job on deadline.
• Organize labor on a job schedule board, so crewmembers
understand the goals, target dates and tasks.
• Communicate frequently so crewmembers, subcontractors,

Model P Deicing Spreader for
winter salt and sand application
For more information on our complete
line of Hi-Way leaf vacuums and deicing
spreaders call 800/363-1771 or visit our
website at www.HighwayEquipment.com.
Huifdinj

the best since
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project managers and customers are aware of the progress and
project needs.
• Follow through with maintenance practices according to the
contract.- Kristen

Hampshire

Large Leads
for

Major Projects
LAWN &

LANDSCAPE

SÜSS

nication chaos—a contractor can't prioritize a subcontractor's schedule, and sometimes the workers aren't at the job site when they are
needed the most, he said.
"We have to call them at home at night or early in the morning, and
it's hard to get them off a job to bid another job," he mentioned. "Or
another builder may have them laying brick on the house and I need
them laying brick on a patio. We really try to give them as much
notice—the more notice I can give them, the better."
Watter organizes his labor force so the designer becomes the project
manager over subcontractors. This manager designs and sells to the
client, coordinates and oversees subcontractors and corresponds with
the in-house project manager when additional crews are needed.
"We know the exact number of man hours that we are going to
need for each separate task, and we book the crews out on the schedule
board," he said, adding that his own 70 employees are divided among
15 crews. If the distance to a job site is greater than 35 or 40 miles from
the office, crewmembers stay in a hotel on work nights.
"In Atlanta the traffic is horrendous, so by doing this, our indirect
time goes to zero," he rationalized.
Devising a solid chain of command for crewmembers can mellow
scheduling headaches that stem from juggling subcontractors, crews,
deadlines and materials shipments. While some companies organize
dedicated crews, others mix it up. Wandsnider uses a combination
approach, drafting key technicians from each 2- to 3- man specialized
crew to create a team.
"Each crew has a key lead person, a fairly key second person and
a third person who may swing around multiple crews," he explained.
"Rather than having a key foreman with five men underneath for
large jobs, I may have four key foremen with their helpers underneath
and one person that works on the scheduling aspect of things and can
be the general overseer of the jobs," he explained. "It is more efficient."

MINDING MATERIALS. Part of managing an efficient operation
depends on availability of supplies at the job site. Materials that arrive
too soon must be stored and risk damage before installation. Materials that arrive too late cause a project to lag. So how can contractors
cope with a variable that often they cannot control?

INTERNATIONAL

Need Dependable
Seasonal Labor?
1. Taking applications for seasonal
Mexican labor for the 2001 season.
2. Application takes 120 to 140 days
before workers can cross.
3. Apply online today! Application
takes 15 to 20 minutes and let GTO
provide your company with dependable/
affordable labor!

2

TEL: 810.797.4422
FAX: 810.797.4429
Email: info@gtoint.com
www.gtoint.com

3
.

P.O.

Box

82474

©

Rochester,

Michigan

48308-2474
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"One of the things we did last year was to go back to the plant
broker to cut down on our freight bills, our inventory, and have
multiple people on our lot loading, unloading and ordering," Watters
described. "Now we go to the broker, pay 10 to 15 percent more for the
plants, but then have them when we want them where we want them
and at the quality we expect."
For other landscape contractors, dealing with plant material on a
job site presents more of a challenge. Peabody pointed out that
scheduling conflicts often interfere with materials installation. "You
might have to remobilize several times, and that's what seems to be
the largest problem," he added.
. ^ , \/\/Q Pay
Allowing a window of time between signing the contract and
beginning the work provides the opportunity for companies to plan
V ' •4
J Order by
u . . -4
r»i nr\r* r>
A
nDA
4 1/Y
1 _p.m.SHIPS
SAME
for these details. Buck said he prefers four weeks to two months time
prior to beginning the project.
"Some of our landscape contracts will start within the next 10
days, so we always make sure we remember to read specifications up
CALL US AND SA VE! 7:30 am - 5 pm
(continued on page 97)
Pacific Time

Pop-Up

RAIN

Turf Rotor

• Easy To Use •
BEST BUY ROTOR

[¡¡PS] for

u.p.s. Buy The Box
^

^

800-600-TURF

(8873)
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In as little as 24 hours after you apply DYLOX* Insecticide, your grub problems aren't just gone,
they're splattered. Because DYLOX is the fastest grub control around. And as everyone

knows,

speed kills. For more information, contact Bayer Corporation, Qarden & Professional Care,
Box 4913, Kansas City, MO 64120. (800) 842-8020.

www.protect-your-turf.com

Bayer ®

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTIONS.
© 2000 Bayer Corporation

Printed in U.S.A. OOSI7AOOS6
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Mower maintenance extends the life of equipment,
ensures top-notch performance on the job and
helps contractors deliver quality
/
^
customer service. Photo: Toro

tibmm
by Kristen Hanrpshire

Take these tips from
the trade to keep
equipment in prime
condition.

Contractors don't schedule downtime on their
agendas, and they don't plan for the hours that
mechanical repairs can sponge out of their
workday. When the mower isn't running and
the timecard is, landscape companies sacrifice
productivity and profit.
would be like being laid off," compared Maria
Snapper,

McDonough, Ga.
Mower maintenance can prolong the life of
the machine and save the company some bills.

steep hourly rates at a dealer repair shop. Frank
Patane, owner, Golden Gate Landscape Management, Santa Rosa, Calif., allots 45 minutes
per mower each week for maintenance, similar
technicians can accomplish a couple oil changes
and blade sharpenings.
"Time is the largest cost," he calculated. But
keeping up with basic mower care is a necessity
contractors can't afford to ignore.

Regular equipment care is an appointment con-

DAMAGE DOCTOR.

tractors should make and keep to ensure their

taking a physical," related Ken Taylor, man-

capital investments last, Nicholson stressed.

ager of the commercial business unit for

"If that machine goes down or if it blows an

"Maintenance is like

Husqvarna, Charlotte, N.C. "For a product to

engine because of lack of maintenance, that's a

last as long as possible, getting the machine to

lot of money," she added. "Parts can be expen-

operate at its optimum level is important. A

sive, but not nearly as expensive as labor."
46

pressure, is a small price to pay compared to

to scheduling an extra job, he said. In this time,

"For a commercial mower to go down, that
Nicholson, technical adviser,

Staying on top of simple tasks, like changing
oil, sharpening blades and checking tire air

SEPTEMBER 2 0 0 0

(continued on page 48)
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Expo Booth 3650
You'll need to refill before it does.

Honda 4-stroke trimmers use less than half the fuel

of comparable 2-stroke trimmers, run on straight gas, don't whine and are v i r t u a l l y smoke-free.
For a free brochure and the dealer nearest you, call 1 - 8 0 0 - 4 2 6 - 7 7 0 1 or visit www.honda.com

H O N D A

Taking care of tomorrow's environment today.
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Power
Equipment

"Maintenance is
sort of like taking
(continuedfrompage 46)

physical.

figure I use on a preventive maintenance

circulation in the engine, which makes mow-

campaign is about 5 percent of the purchase

ers difficult to start and inefficient to run.

price. Contractors who perform regular

And because of the nature of the environ-

"check-ups" on mowers can avoid large in-

ment where equipment is operated it is nearly

voices from doctoring equipment. A Snap-

impossible to prevent air-borne dirt par-

per maintenance guide cites dirt as the pri-

ticles from saturating a mower's organs,

mary "pathogen" that contaminates oil and

according to the guide. Companies that al-

clogs air filters, resulting in less clean air

low damage to continue will pay the price—

a

For a product to

last a s l o n g a s p o s s i b l e ,
getting a machine to
operate at an o p t i m u m
level is important."— K e n
Taylor

No Pain, All Gain
Thanks to this revolutionary design, your heavy tailgate
can be raised and lowered with virtually no effort,
keeping your back and your bank account healthy.
Back injuries are a serious problem. Back pain is the second leading cause of
absenteeism from the workplace, after the common cold.
The Backsaver Tailgate Assist can also save you money on property damages.

repairs due to air filter and oil neglect generally are not covered by engine warranties.
Servicing basic components takes little
time and decreases risk of engine failure,
Nicholson added. "Most commercial cutters
spend time on maintenance daily—[upkeep'
doesn't take much time."

THE BASICS. Minutes dedicated to mower
maintenance should address necessities such
as changing the oil, lubricating fittings, checking drive belts, sharpening cutting blades,
cleaning or changing the air filter and checking the tire air pressure, Taylor suggested.

"No more
slamming
the tailgate
on your
driveway or
on your
toes."

On riding mowers, he suggested checking castor swivels. And whether it be a walking or riding hydraulic unit, hydraulic oil needs
to be changed annually to ensure clean, fresh
1

MSB»

lubrication in the engine."
Oil changes topped the checklist for most
contractors—every 50 to 100 hours is a target
mark, Taylor recommended. Mowers that
drinks dirty oil suffer, burning up the engine,
he added. "If you hold up water that hasn't
been purified, you see junk. Do you want to

Maintenance free with aluminum and stainless steel parts.
Easy installation
Conveniently mounts on most utility trailers
Helps reduce back injuries and workman's compensation claims
N o more dropping heavy tailgates and risking possible damage to
driveways and personal property.
This product will not allow the tailgate to crash down on children
or pets
RO. Box 315 • Floyds Knobs, I N 47119

1-877-388-8895
Fax (812) 282-8141
www.thebacksaver.com

drink it or do you want a nice, clean glass?"
Consequently, engine manufacturers have
little sympathy for oil-related damages.
"Warranties are rejected usually for two
reasons," said Tom Dibble, supervisor of technical services for Kawasaki. "First, lack of lubrication if the oil is way too low. Second, dirt
ingestion because an oil filter was not maintained. [Negligence] has been known to cost
people an engine or two."
Commercial engines can last several thousand hours depending on care and use, Dibble
estimated. Contractors accented the importance of tire air pressure and sharp cutting

CBacfoJkizser,

blades. These performance-oriented tasks
determine a cut's appearance, Patane noted.
"Sharpening blades increases the life of
the mower and makes the lawn look better,"
(continued on page 50)
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"Whether we're working on
a residential, commercial or
industrial site, Millennium Ultra '
has given us exceptional control
over clover as well as other
weeds. Our number of callbacks
has decreased by 34% in the
three years we've been using the
product. I would recommend
it to anyone who wants
exceptional results."

Vice

President

Greenlon,

of

Inc.,

Cincinnati,

Operations
Ohio

Millennium Ultra is an extremely
effective, broad spectrum broadleaf
herbicide. Its state-of-the-art formulation
results in fewer callbacks, happier
customers and a product that's easier on
the environment. For rapid response
and outstanding effectiveness,
get Millennium Ultra.

R iverdale

The Formulation

millennium Ultra

Innovators

(800) 345 3330
www.riverdalecc.com
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(continued from page 48)
Patane said. "Another performance issue is

training and requires technicians to block

"It's not keep-awake stuff," Nicholson

proper tire inflation pressure to keep the

time for these needs, adding that it is obvious

admitted, "but [manuals] have so much in-

mower level. If one side is lower, it makes for

when a technician skips these steps.

a funky cut," he said, adding that contractors

"Common sense" care includes keeping

formation. So often, a buyer doesn't read the
owner's manual, and it costs them parts."

should recognize that the front tires on walk-

machines out of the elements, Nicholson said.

behind mowers have a higher pressure than

Also, a trouble-shooting tactic that does not

T A K I N G RESPONSIBILITY. So who is

back tires and adjust accordingly.

require time or tools is one many are guilty of

responsible for mower attention? Who main-

skipping: reading the owner's manual.

tains? Who repairs? Some lawn care compa-

Patane covers these basics in employee

nies split the duties, dedicating daily and
weekly needs to technicians while outside
repairmen handle complications that surface. Other operations hire in-house mechanics to service equipment.
"Both the mechanic and employees are
responsible," Taylor said. "[Maintenance] is
like driving a car—is the owner or the mechanic who takes car of the car responsible?
Make sure the operator is familiar with the
equipment, whether or not it is running well
or pulling one way or the other. The operator
can do a quick walk-around to ensure the
mower is set up properly."
Taylor suggested stocking basic parts such
as blades, belts, wheels, batteries and spark
plugs, to solve minor blunders. He also recommended miscellaneous hardware to assist with "non-mechanical" service. He rationalizes this by "looking at things that can
keep mowers running or that stop them."

"I earn 78% more with
a FINN HydroSeeder "
Brian Kerber, The Lawn Firm, Excelsior, MN

"I bought my first hydromulching
machine for price. But it's a toy
compared to my new FINN
HydroSeeder. I've easily doubled
my production."

20 years are still on the job. That's
why no competitive unit holds its
value like a HydroSeeder. You can
get a real HydroSeeder for as little
as $149 a month. Call today for
complete details.

Ask any successful hydroseeding
contractor. Nine out of ten will
tell you "Nothing else works like a
FINN HydroSeeder." You see, no
other machine compares for fast
loading, thick consistent slurry, and
reliable trouble-free performance. As
a matter of fact, the vast majority of
FINN HydroSeeders sold in the past
HydmSeedet<8> is a registered trademark of FINN Cotporatkm.
Shown above: T90 HydroSeeder with 800 gallon working c a n i t y .

FINN

JfydwSeed&i

Innovative Equipment Enhancing
the World's Landscape

Hiring in-house mechanics can be a financial strain for many companies, especially if repair is their sole responsibility,
Taylor commented. Often, dealers are the
most economical service source.
"I base it on revenue," he explained. "If
you have to pay technicians $25,000 to do the
job right, for that person to do some of the
functions a retailer would do on service, you
would have $50,000 and then another $15,000
in shop equipment. You're going to have a
$100,000 investment in the technician, shop
and special tools to work on the equipment.
If you have that kind of investment, what
type of return does it take? "
Besides the investment involved, the credibility of employees, technicians and mechanics a contractor hires is critical, Nicholson
added. Essentially, a company's profit lies in
their hands, and speedy service is key.
"Since these units are the contractors'

1-800-543-7166

bread and butter, dealers will do anything

9281 LeSaint Drive. Fairfield, OH 45014
Fax: (513) 874-2914

Nicholson noted. "The mechanic might not

WWW.TinnCOrp.COm

they can to get them in and out the door,"
know what is wrong and end up on the
(continued on page 51)
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OF THE SNOW & ICE

MANAGEMENT ASSOCIAT ION
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Dan Foley,
D. Foley Landscape

CONTROL

FISHER" Hopper Spreaders are available in a wide variety of capacities and lengths
for ice control on driveways, roads and parking ..lots. Choose stainless or
powder coated steel construction with your choice of gas engine or
hydraulic drive models.

Fisher Engineering • Rockland, ME • fisherplows.com
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Dan Foley,
D. Foley '
Landscape

S8 Growing with Snow
D. Foley Landscape is stepping up its
approach to snow and ice management.

S16 Symposium Success
Hungry to network and share industry
knowledge, SIMA members took the East
Coast by storm during the third annual
Snow and Ice Symposium.

S20 Clearing the Way
Skid-steer loaders plow through
cold-weather conditions.

Snow Equipment
Buyers Guide
This issue features a comprehensive listing of
snow plow manufacturers and their products.

New Products
The latest offerings in snow and ice
removal products.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE...

snow
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SIMA Says

S6

SIMA News
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SIMA
New Look,

New Direction
As our organization enters its 5th year of existence, we are excited by the
changes that have happened over the years. And more changes will
certainly occur as our association learns more about how to better serve
those that work within our industry.
I am particularly excited by the changes that have taken place with
our industry magazine over the past few months. Some won't even
notice that a change has taken place. However, it was time to take our
magazine to another level. After much thought and considerable
investigation, it was decided that a change in publishers was necessary in
order to eventually achieve the goal of having a stand-alone magazine.
Bob West and GIE Media have long had a reputation for being
progressive, aggressive and patient. Considerable discussion and interaction between Bob, Tammy Higham, myself and the SIMA Board
proved to us that GIE Media would be an outstanding partner in order
to achieve the goals that have been set forth.
Now, with a new name (Snow Business) and a new publisher (GIE
Media) our association is forging ahead in a continuing effort to be the
leader in the snow and ice industry. Green industry professionals know
and recognize that Lawn & Landscape magazine is the premier publication in the green industry. SIMA is proud to be associated with such a
fine group of professionals.
Bob and his team have committed to learning volumes about the
snow and ice industry, how it operates and how they can better serve
our industry in the same vein as SIMA. They have committed GIE
Media to becoming our partner in growth - for the good of the industry
as a whole, for SIMA and for Snow Business magazine. Ultimately, snow
and ice professionals will be the beneficiaries of this partnership.
The steady growth of SIMA, from a germ of an idea back in the early
1990s, to its current status as the industry's voice, is quite satisfying and
fulfilling for those of us that were there at the beginning. Snow Business
is the next step in that growth. This magazine is for everyone in the
snow and ice industry - not just for
plowing contractors, vendors or equipment dealers. Anyone who is associated with what we do is a part of it. We
want to supply information to all those
who fight snowstorms and ice events
to keep roadways, parking lots and
sidewalks safe for others to use. Snow
Business magazine will be that vehicle.

John Allin,
Board President, SIMA
S4
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SHORT
WORK
OF LONG WALKS.

T h e Toro CCR® 3 6 5 0 GTS® Snowthrower. T h e perfect machine to clear off sidewalks quickly and
easily. With a 6.5 hp engine, the most powerful in its class, it moves 1800 lbs. o f snow per minute.
Yet its as maneuverable on and off the truck as it is on the sidewalk. And because its a Toro,
you know you can count on it for power, durability
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and peace o f mind. No one moves more snow than Toro.

€> 2000 The Toro Company
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Third Annual

Snow & Ice
Symposium

Meeting

Once again, the symposium will go down as a big
success! Offering his assessment of the show, Mike

Next year's show will

Anderson, Snow Pros, Hammond, Ind., wrote, "I don't

take place on June 7 -

know how anyone could consider this symposium any

9, 2001, in Denver,

SIMA's general membership meeting was held Thurs-

less than a complete success! I recognize and appreciate

day, June 1st at the Holiday Inn By the Bay, Portland,

all the hard work you guys did to pull this off. You can

Colo. This will be our

Maine. Business discussed included the announcement

count on my participation in Denver next year."

of our Fourth Annual Snow & Ice Symposium, which will

In addition to numerous educational sessions (many

first equipment show
and the number of

be held June 7 - 9, 2001, in Denver, Colo., and for the

of which are available on audio cassettes), this year's

exhibitors is expected

first time will include an equipment exhibition.

trade show featured 24 exhibitors, including Bobcat Co.,

to double. Exhibitor

SIMA recognized and congratulated volunteers that
worked on the video committee. It was announced that
the video was completed and ready for purchase. The
association also thanked Western Products and Fisher

Boss Snowplows,

Coastal

Metal

Fabrication,

Cryotech, Dow Chemical, DTN, Fisher Engineering,
General Chemical, Ice Ban, International Salt Co.,

sure to sell out

North America, Ossian, Pro-Tech Sno Pusher, Shindaiwa,

quickly. If you know

Sno-Way International, Snowman Snowplows, Swede-

of SIMA. It was announced that it is our desire to pro-

Attach and Western Products.
Many companies donated prizes that were awarded
at the symposium. Among the dozens of prizes won:

any vendors that were interested in sponsoring one.

• Ron Dawson, Aspen Snow Removal, Glenwood,

In other meeting business, board member Tom
Yackley, Yackley All Weather Service LTD., was re-

N.J., and Mike Anderson, Snow Pros, of Hammond, Ind.

elected to a three-year term that will expire July 1, 2003.

both won polyurethane cutting edges donated by MTS
• Jeff Tovar, Tovar's Snowplowing, Elgin, 111., won a
Power Broom donated by Shindaiwa

SIMA

mailed and spaces are

Ledex, Loftness Snowplowers, Odin Systems, OnSpot of

Engineering for their generosity and continued support

duce a series of training videos and would welcome

prospectuses have been

someone that you
would like to see exhibiting, be sure to tell
them about the show,
or better yet, have
us mail them a
prospectus for you!

• Andrew Muller, Aspen Snow Removal, Glenwood,

Portfolios

N.J., won a blower also donated by Shindaiwa

You asked for it and you got it!

won an 8-foot Sno Pusher donated by Pro-Tech.

• Lynn Booe, Frederick Brothers Corp., Chicago, 111.
SB

At the symposium we thanked
each of our speakers by presenting them with a SIMA Portfolio.
Many of the attendees asked how
they could purchase one and now
they're available for $35. The
portfolios are black with a leather
SIMA patch on the front. They
zipper close, contain an 8^- by

CAMPAIGN

It's back and it's better than ever! The 2 0 0 0 / 2 0 0 1 Member-Get-A-Member Campaign began Aug. 1,
2 0 0 0 , and will continue through M a y 31, 2 0 0 1 . Your job is simply to tell others about SIMA and
why they should be a part of this association. For each new member you recruit, you will receive
one entry into the prize drawings, which will take place at next year's membership meeting in Denver. The prizes include a polyurethane cutting edge as well as a sand & salt spinner, both donated by

11-inch writing pad and a calcu-

MTS, Inc. Or you could win a winter coat, donated by Snowman Snowplows. If you're a golfer, you may

lator. There are plenty of pockets

enjoy a dozen golf balls, donated by Liquid Calcium Chloride Sales. The member that recruits the

for papers, business cards, etc. If

most new members (with a minimum of seven) will be rewarded with an Avalanche unit donated

you would like to order one, call

by Ledex Industries.

SIMA at 814/835-3577.
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For additional membership applications or more information, give us a call at 8 1 4 / 8 3 5 - 3 5 7 7 .
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The Bobcat Attachment Advantage
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S n o w Blower
Hydraulic drive delivers
plenty of power to move snow.
Discharge chute is controlled
from operator's seat.

I
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Designed, Built and Backed by Bobcat,

For a FREE "Bobcat Advantage" video or interactive CD-ROM and 40-page Buyer's Guide,
call our 24-hour fax-back line: 1-800-662-1907 (ext. 702).

(IR)

Bobcat Company • P.O. Box 6000 • West Fargo, ND 58078 • (701) 241-8700

View video clips of these attachments: www.bobcat.com
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BY CYNTHIA GREENLEAF

D. Foley
Landscape
is stepping up
its approach to
snow and ice
management
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VITAL STATISTICS. _.
I). F O L E Y

IJ\NDSCAPE

HEADQUARTERS: Walpole, Mass.
FOUNDED: 1987
PRIMARY SERVICES: 75 percent commercial landscape maintenance; 15 percent commercial
landscape installation; 10 percent snow and ice management
1999 REVENUE: $1,725,000 (a 58 percent increase over 1998)
2000 REVENUE GOAL: $2,000,000 (a 16 percent increase over 1999)
SNOW SETUP: During a typical storm, D. Foley operates 4 snow throwers, 1 tailgate
spreader, 9 plow trucks and 1 skid-steer loader with a "V" plow. In addition, the company
currently subcontracts for 3 hopper spreaders, up to 8 plow trucks, 2 skid-steer loaders and
up to 3 rubber-tired backhoe/loaders.
COMPANY HISTORY: Dan Foley said he always knew he wanted to own his own business, "so
he found something he loved and went for it," starting D. Foley Landscape during his
sophomore year of college. No typical landscape contractor, Foley has a bachelor's degree
in entrepreneurial studies and an associate's degree in horticulture.

Dan Foley's changed his mind about the snow business.
While once considered a necessary evil that New England contractors like himself moaned and complained
about, snow and ice management has become an obvious way of growing his successful landscape maintenance business.
According to Foley, president and owner of D. Foley
Landscape, Walpole, Mass., snow was once just a service
offered to even out the seasonality of landscape work. Now
it's a "fourth season business with excellent gross profit
margin potential," he related.
APPROACHING SNOW PROFITABLY. Foley's change of mind
is in part due to networking with contractors who have
made snow and ice management an impressive profit
center. These snow success stories have inspired Foley
to rethink his landscape-centered business strategies.
"We're not afraid to admit we've been stagnant in the
way we've looked at the snow and ice business," he said.
"We have been reasonably conservative in that we really
wanted to control quality and only wanted to take on the
snow work that we could manage comfortably."
Account managers
John Dinsmore and
John Murphy (left to
right) lead D. Foley
Landscape's crew of 12
year-round and 15
seasonal employees.
Photo: Darryl Leitsinger

In the not-too-distant past, D. Foley's standard approach to snow and ice management
has been to use its landscape client base to bring in snow work, which can be detrimental
in terms of cultivating new business, according to Foley. "We've turned away clients
for snow plowing," he admitted. "And saying 'no' to a client is not a good thing."
The company has even followed an unofficial rule that it only plows for landscape
clients and even then, performs snow and ice removal only after starting with
landscape work. "We basically were limiting the amount of snow work that we would
accept," Foley noted. "This would cause us to say 'no' to certain landscape clients and
simply try to help them find someone."
He added that in the past, his company has also always been careful not to take on
too much "off season" work to avoid jeopardizing the quality of its landscape services.
With a revised snow plan in place, however, Foley said he wouldn't be at all
surprised if the company's snow business grew from its current 10 percent of the
company's annual revenue to 30 or 40 percent within the next few years, with just a
little more effort than the company has made previously. "It's scary to think our snow
work could be any percentage we want it to be, since in the past we have aimed for little
or no growth in our snow business," Foley admitted, adding that in the past three to

snow
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STORY
and prove that we can take on more work,"
Foley said. "We're going to do more with
our existing client base and begin with
clients whose plowing areas fit a certain
profile in terms of size, property type, and
equipment and labor needs."

five years, however, the company has become much better at building its business
through the use of subcontractors.
This season, D. Foley plans to treat snow
as its own business and use a more aggressive approach to sales and marketing.
"The first step is to talk to existing clients

Reversing its standard approach, D.
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Foley also wants to consider eventually
marketing just its snow services in order to
grow its landscape division. "We have never
really marketed snow removal services to
our clients," Foley said. "In fact, one might
say that we have done the exact opposite by
either directly or indirectly steering clients
to use someone else."
Expanding the snow side of the business fits into D. Foley's plan to grow the
company 15 percent to 20 percent consistently every year. "We want to double in
size every four to five years," Foley said.
"We don't want to let up on that goal until
we can't do it."
SNOW SPECIFICS. D. Foley follows a guiding
philosophy for snow and ice management
during its typical eastern Massachusetts season of approximately seven events. "The key
is to control everything that's in your control," Foley observed. "There's so much
you can't control, so you'd better be in a
position to adapt. You can't control the
weather, but you can be prepared."
To ready for these unpredictable variables, the company is highly organized and
follows a carefully written protocol or as
Foley put it, the "McDonald's approach to
snow plowing." These guidelines indicate
everything from snow plowing "do's and
don'ts" and safety precautions to required
pre- and post-storm maintenance for all
equipment. The company also has established a call-in procedure to dispatch its
snow crews as soon as possible when a
storm hits. "That first communication is
critical," Foley pointed out.
The company's snow preparations begin in early September with employees reviewing snow work orders kept on file for
every client. Essential to meeting a client's
specific needs, these orders keep track of
detailed information, such as hours the customer operates, emergency phone numbers,
areas that need to be treated first and any
other special requests. The work orders also
contain a map of every property D. Foley
maintains, indicating essential plowing information such as speed bumps or raised
manhole covers locations and where snow
can be placed.
Training for both employees and subcontractors is another critical component of
(continued on page 12)
SDOW BUSINESS

PROVEN PERFORMERS!
For nearly a half century WESTERN® snow and ice
control equipment has blazed a trail through the
worst conditions winter has to offer. Over these years
we've developed a whole "family" of dependable,
winter-ready products.
We make snowplows to fit every need. The WESTERN®
Pro-Plows are built with heavy-duty components to
meet tough contractor plowing requirements. For
those looking for superior snow rolling action and a
maintenance free plow blade, our Poly Plows, made
from high-density polyethylene, are the answer. And for
the ultimate in plowing efficiency, the WESTERN® MVP®
adjustable V-plow gets more jobs done faster!
For ice control we've got you covered with hopper-type
sand and salt spreaders in several sizes and materials.
Four models of tailgate spreaders help you spread
everything from dry rock salt to wet sand.
Snow and ice control equipment designed to deliver
dependable performance job after job, year after year.

WESTERN PRODUCTS 7777 N. 73rd. Street Milwaukee, Wl 53223
USE R E A D E R S E R V I C E # 1 3
www.westernplows.com
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ON-SITE SERVICE

JM STORY

D. FOLEY LANDSCAPE sees a real future In providing landscape maintenance and snow

(continued from page 10)

removal to private schools and corporate properties. So much so that it has recently
launched a division devoted to on-site management, aptly named "CampusCare."

D. Foley's snow program. " W e try to prepare them as much as possible and go

The company's foray into direct report-type site management was a response to a de-

through what a typical storm would be

mand for heightened customer service from its larger clients, according to Dan Foley, presi-

like," Foley said. Training topics include

dent, D. Foley Landscape, Walpole, Mass. "We realized that sometimes our largest sites

safety issues, equipment use and snow plow

weren't getting the level of detail we thought they deserved," he said. D. Foley already

operation. The company will also conduct
preseason on-site training at its properties.

serves five on-site maintenance clients - one college, one corporate campus and three con-

To prepare for a worst-case scenario,

dominium complexes - and hopes to attract more as the new dedicated division launches its

such as a broken spreader or a damaged

marketing efforts.

plow, Foley has a part-time mechanic on

To qualify for CampusCare, a property must fit a particular profile, Foley pointed out.

call during storms to take care of emer-

Criteria include significant turf acreage (generally about 20 acres); an area suitable for set-

gency repairs as well as a parts supplier

ting up an on-site trailer for equipment and vehicle storage; and most importantly, the site

readily available via pager, he related. The

must have complex needs and/or detailed service requirements.

company also keeps basic parts in stock,

Generally, "our decision on whether to market or implement our on-site management

such as extra belts, pumps, pins and light
bulbs and even has a backup pickup truck

program is driven by the size of the landscape, the intensity/frequency of various weekly

available for plowing if necessary.

services, and the complexity of services," Foley said. "Therefore, it may not simply be driven
by the acres of lawn area." Snow and ice management promises to play a pivotal role in this

SUCCESS WITH SUBCONTRACTORS. A team of

program, since there is always a demand for this service on high maintenance commercial

dependable subcontractors is an essential
component of Foley's snow operation. "I

properties, Foley noted. A personal touch is even guaranteed, as several of his site manag-

like the idea of building our business with

ers operate the plow trucks themselves on their particular property. - Cynthia Greenleaf

(continued on page 14)

Meyer Products
www.meyerproducts.com

Diamond Equipment
www.diamondplow.com
Divisions of T h e Louis B e r k m a n C o m p a n y
Meyer
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Everything You IMeed

[November 1st to April 30th3:
• Know in advance— three-day, site-specific forecasts
• Know by the houi— first two days in three-hour segments
• Keep up to date— twice-a-day forecasts
• Keep control— up to four forecasts a day during a storm event
• Get help 2 4 X 7 - consult with a meteorologist for an additional fee
• Delivery choice— satellite, Internet, fax or FTP
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(continued from page 12)

quality subcontractors/' he said, pointing
out that subcontractors are an effective way
to build his snow business without being
limited by available resources. No matter
how big his company is, with subcontractors, "we've got the ability to do the work,"
Foley said. "We can manage the process for

V>/

our clients and not plow every flake of
snow ourselves." In the future, he said he'd
like to see his in-house snow management
capabilities and use of subcontractors grow
in direct proportion to each other.
Foley added that no matter how many
subcontractors he brings on, his employees

Vv/
®

A Symbol of Excellence
"SWEDE-V gives us the opportunity to efficiently clean areas
that have been very labor intensive. Our parking lots are
cleaned quickly and left with absolutely no mess."
Matt Colby, Supervisor at the Jumps
Olympic Ski Jumping Complex-Lake Placid, N.Y.
SWEDE-V is the highest quality 5-way v-plow
and is backed by a 2-year warranty. SWEDE-V
will allow you to increase profits by spending
less time plowing due to our user-friendly finger touch controls and superb maneuverability.
Whether you mount the SWEDE-V on your skid
steer, utility tractor or loader you can be sure
that SWEDE-V is an investment in the future.

jÊ•mMèl
••
I l i 1 il'

"SWEDE-V allows us to remove snow safe,
fast and easy. Plus- it gives us more flexibility
for our front end loader."
Mike Young
University of Toledo-Toledo, Ohio
When the plowing stops and the sanding
begins, it is only fitting to connect GAL-V, B L
the self loading multi-purpose 4-season B
dropspreader. GAL-V is by far the most
reliable sander/topdresser and better yet,
is a one-person operation. Either by itself
or together in tandem with SWEDE-V, you
will always be seeing green.
PO. Box 732 • Harwich, MA 02645
Phone: (508) 430-8079 * Fax: (508) 430-4347 • E-mail: emas@mediaone.net

will always play a key role in snow management as his business expands. "Some
people have been successful subbing it all
out and just being in the office. But we want
to be out there with them," he said.
OUT IN THE OPEN. One of the most distinct
aspects about D. Foley is its open book
management. Foley first considered this
approach three years ago as a way to hold
employees more accountable for the
company's performance in everything from
using equipment carefully to getting a job
done right the first time without having to
make a callback. "I was frustrated that our
people didn't understand how their actions affected the company," Foley said.
"People were just doing their jobs but not
really driving the company's performance."
As part of its open book management, D.
Foley shares financial information with all
employees on every aspect of its business from maintenance and enhancement work
to construction and snow management.
These numbers are discussed weekly during D. Foley's "company huddle" every
Tuesday morning. Shown in three formats:
"plan/budget," "current projection" and
"actual," these numbers - depicted both
numerically and graphically - are posted
on a large scoreboard in the shop for everyone to see, Foley said.
"We are forecasting the future rather than
reviewing the past," he observed. "It really
helps us drive the business. Our goal is to
have employees think and act like business
owners with a direct line of sight on how
their individual performance effects the
company," he said, noting that this tell-all
approach has forced his company to have
good financial and business plans in place.
He's also seen teamwork and morale improve substantially. "Before employees
would complain about how things were
without making changes," he said. "Now,
everybody's stepped it up."
As his company grows, Foley is committed to continuing open book management.
"Open book management is our future. We
are a better company now that our employees are informed," he said. "There's absolutely no way I would ever go back." SB
The author is a Contributing
Snow Business.

Editor to
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WAUER MOWER
to multiple
grounds maintenance uses with several front mounted attachments

WALKER MOWERS CAN BE ADAPTED IN A FEW MINUTES
and implements. So winter,
spring, summer and fall, the
Walker is on the job, getting
the work done. The fiveangle rotary broom is ideal
for lawn dethatching and
sweeping debris or light
snow on hard surfaces.

The 4 6 " five-angle dozer
blade works great for moving
snow, loose dirt, and gravel.

Pictured above, the powerful high production twostage 42" snowblower throws snow up to 40' and is
recommended for Model D and T tractors. Also shown,
is optional operator soft cab. Pictured to the left, is the
single-stage 36" snowblower with its high speed d o g resistant auger.
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WALKER MANUFACTURING

CO.

5925 E. HARMONY ROAD • DEPT. SL & L
FORT COLLINS, CO 80528
(800) 2 7 9 - 8 5 3 7 • www.walkermowers.com
Independent, Family Owned C o m p a n y Designing and Producing
C o m m e r c i a l Riding Mowers since 1 9 8 0
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SYMPOSIUM REVIEW
BY CYNTHIA G R E E N L E A F

Symposium
Hungry to
network and
share industry
knowledge,
165 SI MA
members
took the East
Coast by
storm during
the third
annual
Snow and Ice
Symposium.

Bobcat Company was one of 24 exhibitors at
the symposium's first-ever trade show.

On all accounts, SIM A's latest Snow and Ice Symposium, held in Portland, Maine, June
1 through 3, was a success. Highlights included the debut of SIMA's official "Basic
Snowplowing Techniques" video. Tammy Higham, SIMA's executive director, was
pleased the video came through just in time for this year's show. "We've been waiting
for the video for an entire year," she noted. "We really were biting our nails since we
wanted to have it for this year's symposium."
Video sales are going well thus far and have exceeded everyone's expectations,
Higham observed. "We
knew that (videos) were
wanted since we've had
a lot of requests.," she
said. "But no one expected to have been this
successful."
In light of this warm
reception, SIMA plans
to eventually offer two
additional training videos: intermediate and
advanced snow plow(continued on page 18)

The SIMA show gave
snow removal experts
such as ProTech's
Dave Manning (far
left), Lipinski Snow
Services' Mike
Sullivan (left) and
Pro Scapes' Rick Kier
(below) a valuable
opportunity to
talk shop.

The symposium featured a talk on snow event management by Allin
Companies' John Allin (above) and started off with a tour of Fisher
Engineering's new manufacturing plant in Rockland, Maine, where
attendees shared a laugh during a break (left).
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Reduce the chance of people
slipping and falling
on ice and snow...
E H

r

...Immediately!

1

L
When you need to melt
ice and snow quickly, you
need TETRA 94 ".

TETRA Chemicals
A Division of TETRA Technologies, Inc.
The Woodlands, TX

800-327-7817
281-298-7150 (Fax)
chemsales@tetratec.com
www.tetratec.com

The Pellet with Promise.
ISO 9002
FM 38434
Lake Charles Facility

Melts ice and snow better than any deicer!
Faster for you, greater safety for them.
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(continued from page 16)
ing techniques to pick up where the first
video left off, according to Higham.
The show's "snack and chat" breakfast
round tables were also a conference highlight, despite the pressure on sleepy attendees to "share thoughts very early in the
morning" Higham said, noting that the symposium was an invaluable networking opportunity. "There was an unbelievable
amount of information shared," she observed. "Contractors really used every
minute of the (show's) three days."
While all the sessions were well-attended, the symposium's most popular offerings included a talk on marketing plowing services by Chris James of Chris James
Landscaping, Midland Park, N.J., and Mike
Anderson of Sno Pros, Hammond, Ind.,
and a session on using subcontractors
with Mike Sullivan, Lipinski Snow
Services, Mount Laurel, N.J., according to
Higham, based on feedback she received
after the show.

Sno-Way's
Dwayne
Schaufler
(near right)
talks snow
with an
attendee at
the trade
show, which
featured table
top displays.

Another well-received session featured
University of Wisconsin professor of engineering Donald Walker on effectively using deicing chemicals and abrasives. Walker
delivered two talks, both to a packed house,
Higham noted, adding that she wasn't
surprised at the level of interest
in Walker's session. "Contractors are al-

ways looking for the most effective products, what's new and how they can learn
more about it and be more productive with
their time."
With this year's symposium a wrap,
SIMA's looking forward to the fourth annual show, to be held next year in Denver,
Colo., June 7 to 9.
SB

The Hiniker C-plow is turning the world
of snow removal upside down!
Get the performance of a conventional plow
and the added versatility of a backdrag
plow in a single unit.

k
• Compare Speed
and efficiency. The C-Plow
moves more snow in
less time.

I

• Convert from
conventional to backdrag
plowing with the touch
of a button.
• Complete snow removal
without a separate backdrag
plow or loader.

HINIKER COMPANY
Airport Road • RO. Box 3407
Mankato, MN 56002-3407
Phone (507) 625-6621 • Fax (507) 625-5883

The C-Plow from Hiniker—
Revolutionizing Snow Removal!

www.hiniker.com
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It's The Hottest Ice Melter Around
Nothing beats PELADOW* calcium chloride pellets for helping
you get walks and drives clear and safe fast.
• PELADOW
• PELADOW
• PELADOW
• PELADOW
• PELADOW

works faster at all temperatures
melts more, so you can use less
works all the way down to -25°F
works longer, so you apply less often
is easier on plants and concrete

i

)

This year get the ice melter that outperforms all the others.
For more information, call us at 1-800-247-8069 or visit us on
the web at www.peladow.com

Pelachnw
CALCIUM CHLORIDE PELLETS
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^

* Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company
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PREMIER S N O W A N D ICE MELTER

PLOWS
BY KRISTEN H A M P S H I R E

Clearing

Way

Plowing with a skid-steer loader
allows contractors improved
maneuverability, access to cramped
areas and sturdy clearing power.

Skid-steer loaders plow

through cold-weather conditions
Cold fronts bring more than dropping temperatures and
wind-chill factors. For snow removal contractors, Winter
Wonderland s not-so-wonderful ice, sleet and snow spark
winter plowing business.
These conditions might call for an alternative to pick-up
truck plowing - or at least a helpful addition to shave time
and frustration off a pile of snow-clearing concerns. Many
contractors are considering snowplows for skid-steer loaders to get detail plow jobs done quickly and carefully.
"You name it, you can do it with a skid-steer," noted
Mario Perricone, owner of Pennicone Brother Landscaping,
Northbrook, 111.
That includes clearing large snow-filled parking lots,
maneuvering between parked cars and trimming curbs. Attaching a snowplow to a skid-steer means adding versatility
to clearing methods and reducing winter weather hassles.
CLEARING THE WAY. Sturdy, compact and maneuverable,
skid-steers are built to withstand challenging conditions
which makes them ideal for snow removal. Snowplows on
skid-steer loaders offer increased strength and precision
when plowing, and are a convenient addition to a contractor's
snow-clearing regiment.
"Where the skid-steer shines is maneuverability," emphasized Jerry Holman, sales manager for Stonebrooke Equipment, Minneapolis, Minn. "They are used a lot for clearing
whole parking lots or in conjunction with a truck. While a
truck is good for long passes, a skid-steer is ideal for going
between cars, trimming parking lot islands, running curb
lines, trimming light poles, clearing loading docks and handiS20
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capped parking stalls. Any area that is tight or restricted with
lots of obstructions - that's where the skid-steer is worth its
weight in gold."
A skid-steer loader's mobile qualities are ideal for snow
removal on bike paths, contained spaces around bulidings,
areas with sharp corners or parking lots. The only disadvantage is frigid temperatures, which can be remedied by heating the cab.
Actually, adding heat to the cab is the only necessary
winterizing procedure, and even then, this ergonomic addition is optional, he mentioned.
Skid-steers are especially helpful in high-traffic parking
lots where clearing the surface is a priority, Holman added.
Certain winter weather conditions, however, can make this
task challenging or nearly impossible for some plowing
methods. The full down pressure of a skid-steer - when the
front wheels are elevated, shifting weight to the plow scrapes ice, hard-packed snow and freezing rain from surfaces with clearance that can't be achieved by other clearing
methods. This down pressure clears away more of Old Man
Winter's leftovers than the gravity down from a pick-up
truck, he pointed out.
When a large snowfall blanketed Perricone's area, his
residential accounts were knee-deep in accumulation and his
contractors were relieved that their equipment could plow
through the problems, he said.
"Instead of cleaning the driveway two or three times and
getting to a limit where the snow plow could not push more,
we used a skid-steer with a plow," he explained. "With a
(continued on page 22)
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<^HITCH-N-RUN™
World's Fastest Attachment Snowplow
Curtis plows are a one piece, one step process. Major time savings is offered with
our exclusive, near automatic H I T C H - N - R U N S Y S T E M . This is a pinless, spring loaded
device that works in unison with a patented hitch system.

Discover
www.curtisplow.com

Quality
I -800-343-7676

Curtis Tractor Cab, Inc. I I I Higgins Street, Worcester, MA 01606

VEHICLE CAR SYSTEMS

SNOW A N D ICE CONTROL EQUIPMENT
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SKID-STEER P L O W S
(continued from page 20)
skid-steer, you can get rid of all of the snow
in one sweep."
For Perricone, and other contractors who
use skid-steers to plow, "a single sweep"
means a time savings, which allows his
employees to service accounts efficiently.
Using a skid-steer also maximizes landscape contruction equipment, which save s
money, he added.
Clearing goes more than one way when

constructed with qualities that will hold up
to rigorous activity. A heavy weight is important, for starters. Most skid-steer plows
weigh 100 pounds per foot of width, compared to the 50 to 75 pound weight of
traditional plows, Holman said.

curved plow blade, he explained that a 14inch radius curl on the moldboard moves
more snow.
"Visualize if you pushed a sheet of plywood down the parking lot," he compared.
"A 6-foot-wide sheet of plywood would
take 80 horsepower to push. The snow is
not going to be cooperative - it's going to
bunch and come off of the blade like a rock.
But with a tight curl on the moldboard, as
snow comes up it goes into a natural rolling
motion and actually looks, from the
operator's position, like a rolling log at the
end of the blade."
More snow can be pushed aside more
quickly because operators are not dealing
with an immovable block of snow that can
result from plows with standard 17-inch
curl radiuses, Holman noted. A 45-degree
contact angle on the blade caters to snow
clearance better than typical vertical setups used in similar conditions.

Recognizing the importance of a sharply

(continued on page 24)

PACKING M O R E P O W E R . Skid-steers stand up

to large quantities of snow - engineering
details enhancing their performance ability. Certain features are key for skid-steer
plows, as the equipoment withstands more
weight and pressure from both the machine and the volume of materials pushed.
Holman refers to his skid-steers as "tanks,"
and this tag is not far off the mark.
Plows attached to skid-steers should be

"THERE'S A LOT OF WEAR AND TEAR THAT
OCCURS WHEN PLOWING THAT DOESN'T
EFFECT A SKID-STEER."— MARIO PERRICONE
using a skid-steer, Holman mentioned.
Operators can spin 180 degrees, angle the
plow in the opposite direction and plow the
other way going backwards. The long arms
on the machine allow snow to pile higher,
scraping off more accumulation from the
pavement for clear car and pedestrian paths.

Snow & Ice Control Products

All of the articles
presented in each
issue will also be
• Salt/Sand Spreaders: #

on inquiry card •

S n o w and Ice removal
products to best
fit your needs.

Predator

Steel

Plows:

*

j /
J

262-673-7200

www.snoway.com
SNO-WAY INTERNATIONAL INC
Hartford, Wisconsin 53027
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available through the
Snow Business
portion of Lawn &
Landscape Online.
Check it out!

www.lawnandlandscape.com
SHOW B U S I N E S S

FOR E V E R Y M I N U T E
SIX M O R E PE
A R E LA' E FOR W O R K .
M
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The city's frozen under a mountain of snow. And no one's going anywhere until you
get down to work. Driveways... parking lots... they've all gotta be cleared before
most nine-to-fivers can even start their day. Which is why you're out here at 3:00
every morning. And why you should count on The BOSS to help you get the job
done right. W e offer a full line of snow-removal equipment - plows, spreaders and
more - that's so tough, so reliable, so advanced, it can actually make you better at

T h e BOSS Poly Power-V

what you do. But then, that's what being The BOSS is all about.

T H R O U G H IT A L L .

L A

A -

4

t^mmWS-

International
'fugtetrar*

p/oducts
are designed and.
manufactured in an
I SO-9001 registered facility.

Boss Snowplow

"52000 Boss Products

For more information or The BOSS dealer nearest you,
USE READER SERVICE # 1 9

caM 800-286-415S, or visit our Web site at www.bossplow.com

SKID-STEER P L O W S
(continued from page 22)
Another important feature for skid-steer
plows is what Holman calls a trip-cutting
edge. On traditional plows when the blade
hits a manhole cover or curb the blade falls
forward and has to be reset before the operator can continue. With the trip-cutting
edge, the bottom of the blade trips rearward instead, so false tripping, when the
machine catches on snow obstacles, does
not occur.
"Like anything, you can use a shoestring budget, but the performance will be
limited," Holman added. Traditional plows
can be attached to skid-steers, but they do
not offer some features like a tight moldboard curl,a trip-cutting edge or down pressure, so attaching them to a skid-steer is
less effective.
In addition, environmental-resistant cylinders and a long-lasting finish on the plow
increases equipment life, as most contractors rely on outdoor storage for their machinery, Holman said.

ADDING TO THE MIX. Skid-steers are a valuable snow-clearing alternative, however,
they are not a replacement for common methods, such as pick-up truck plowing or using a
bucket, blower or broom. Each tactic is designed for certain tasks, and while skidsteers are ideal for some plowing projects,
they are cumbersome on other jobs.
"Everything has a place," Holman reminded. "There are things a truck will do
better - a big open lot with long passes
where it can go faster. It's not fair for me to
say this revolutionary device makes everything obsolete. But if a snow storm starts at
10 tonight and lasts until midnight, speed
is the name of the game, and if you're going
to make any money, you've got to get out
there and get the job done. On a skid-steer
loader, the angling snow blade will get the
pavement clear twice as fast."
Brad Wise, district manager of The
Davey Tree Expert Co., Kansas City, Mo.,
added that though he can cite situations

where shoveling or using a pick-up plow is
more efficient, the benefits of a skid-steer
plow outweigh the downfalls. His skidsteer loader has been wearing a plow during winter months for two years.
"The main benefit is the zero-turn of the
skid-steer," Wise stressed. "A skid-steer
will turn on a dime - they're just quicker.
"As long as you've got an intelligent
driver," he added, quickly. "You've got to
trust the guy behind the wheel, because he
can do lots of damage."
Just as skid-steers are sturdy, strong
tools, they can be dangerous because they
are so powerful. But, as Holman pointed
out, there is very little chance an operator
will damage the vehicle. Pick-up trucks are
more likely to endure dents and dings while
on the job than stubborn skid-steer loaders.
"If you are trying to do detail work with
a pick-up truck and you hit something, the
repairs will cost you money," he explained.
"If you get a little too close to the light pole

JUST DUMP IT.
W i

1

Maximize productivity and profitability,
your lot clearing time by up to 50% over a bucket, broom or blower.
Unique oscillation feature allows the blade to follow the ground contours
and scrape to the pavement, even with full down pressure applied.
Exclusive trip cutting edge design protects operator and machine if an
obstacle is encountered. False trips are eliminated.
Innovative options such as the Soft Touch cutting edge, Curb
Guards, and more, give you the competitive edge.
Available in 7 sizes from 6.0 to 9.0
Ultra-rugged, commercial duty construction.
• 100% powder baked paint, beautiful fit and finish.

E-Z SAND
& SALT
SPREADER
TAILGATE
• Heavy duty 12-gauge hot rolled steel hopper
• Solid weld joints w/continuous beads • Special agitator arm to
loosen material & eliminate tunneling • Auger feed draws material
from sides to center gate • Adjustable center gate to ensure proper
feed rate • Weatherproof V2 horsepower 12-volt primary drive
motor • Reversible 60:1 heavy duty gearbox w/non-vented internal
bladder • Secondary drive • Adjustable spread pattern from 8'-30'
wide • Removable spinner allows for sandbag or wheelbarrow
filling operation • Full one-year warranty
<B>

800-905-2265

6022 Pillsbury Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55419

Available Nationwide • Dealership Inquiries Welcome

1-888-DUMPERS
P.O. Box 31, Waynesboro, PA 17268 • Fax: (717) 762-7160

ez-dumper.com
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PLOWS
you're trimming, then you've caused a lot
of damage. The skid-steer, on the other
hand, is kind of like a little tank - you really
have to do something wild to put this machine out of business." The peace of mind
that comes with knowing that equipment

wear and tear that occurs when plowing
that doesn't effect a skid-steer." He has
depended on his skid-steer to service plowing accounts for 18 years, and his only gripe
is transporting the machinery to the plowing site in a trailer. Even then, time is saved

steer loaders are an option that need to be
looked at very closely."
Since skid-steers share a universal
mounting, plows are interchangeable, and
the optional attachments available to combat various winter weather situations ere-

"INSTEAD OF CLEANING THE DRIVEWAY TWO OR THREE TIMES AND GETTING
TO A LIMIT WHERE THE SNOW PLOW CANNOT PUSH MORE, WE
USED A SKID-STEER WITH A PLOW. WITH A SKID-STEER, YOU CAN GET RID OF ALL
OF THE SNOW IN ONE SWEEP."— MARIO PERRICONE
can stand up to rough riding makes the job
less stressful, he said.
Perricone echoed that durable skidsteers ease doubts over whether or not a
machine will survive rugged conditions.
"You're not breaking a transmission,
going through u-joints, brakes or front-end
suspensions," he listed. "There's a lot of

upon arrival, he said.
The advantages of plowing with skidsteers are not necessarily well known, Holman
admitted, noting "word has not gotten out."
"There's a whole lot of people who have
not thought of using a plow on their skidsteer loader," he said. "And when you can
clear twice as much pavement, I think skid-

J*
;
•'«¿f

ate a versatile "toolbox" for contractors. No
matter the make, this attachment can be
added to a contractor's inventory.
"This is definitely a new dimension in
plowing," Holman asserted.
SB
The author is a Contributing Editor to Snow
Business.

The SnowEx Sand Pro tailgate
spreader exceeds all other sand
and salt spreaders on the market.
• Infinite spread pattern
• 2-stage auger delivery system
• Independent spinner/auger controller
• Full tailgate access with pivot-mount option

Mr
1

• Low maintenance direct drive

G e t a t t a c h e d to the
SnowEx Sand Pro...
a n d e x p e c t the best!
S n o w Q ^
Manufactured

by TrynEx International

2 3 4 5 5 Regency Park Drive
Warren, Ml 4 8 0 8 0
800.725.8377
Patents Pending
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Buyers' Guide
The following

pages feature a comprehensive

MANUFACTURER
LISTING
snow plow manufacturers
and

their

listing of

products

A R C T I C EQUIPMENT

DANIELS

HOLLAND EQUIPMENT

SNO-WAY INTERNATIONAL

MANUFACTURING

15N365 Old Sutton Road

2870 W. 2100 S.

844 State St.

531 North Service Road E

East Dundee, IL 60118

Salt Lake City, U T 8 4 1 1 9

Hartford, Wl 53027

Oakville, Ontario

Phone: 800/386-1171

Phone: 800/234-8611

Phone: 262/673-7200

www.hecplows.com

www.snoway.com
SNOWMAN SNOWPLOWS

Canada L3P 2M7
Phone: 905/844-6902

EXCEL(HUSTLER)

www.arcticsnowplows.com

P.O. Box 7000

KUBOTA

Hesston, KS 67062

3401 Del Amo Blvd.

P.O. Box 78

BLIZZARD

Phone: 800/395-4757

Torrance, CA 90503

Bloomfield, IA 52537

95 Airpark Blvd.

www.excelhustler.com

Calumet, Ml 49913

Phone: 888/458-2682

Phone: 888/766-6267

www.kubota.com

www.snowmansnowplow.com

Phone: 888/680-8600

FFC

www.blizzardsnowplows.com

P.O. Box 122

L E D E X INDUSTRIES

S T E I N E R T U R F EQUIPMENT

Lee, IL 60530

1100 S. Service Road W.

289 N. Kurzen Road

BOBCAT COMPANY

Phone: 800/747-2132

Oakville, Ontario Canada L6L 5T7

Dalton, OH 44618

250 E. Beaton Drive

www.ffcattachments.com

Phone: 800/232-6950

Phone: 330/828-0200

www.ledexindustries.com

www.steinerturf.com

West Fargo, ND 58078
Phone: 701/241-8780

F I S H E R ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 529

M E Y E R PRODUCTS

S T O N E B R O O K E (SNOW W O L F )

Rockland, ME 04841

18513 Euclid Ave.

6022 Pillsbury Ave. S.

BOSS SNOWPLOW

Phone: 207/594-4446

Cleveland, OH 44112

Minneapolis, MN 55419

P.O. Box 788

www.fisherplows.com

Phone: 216/486-1313

Phone: 800/905-2265

www.bobcat.com

Iron Mountain, Ml 49801

www.meyerproducts.com

Phone: 800/286-4155

GRASSHOPPER

www.bossplow.com

P.O. Box 637

NORTHMAN SNOWPLOWS

SWEDE-ATTACH
P.O. Box 732

Moundridge, KS 67107

1600 W. Highland

Harwich, MA 02645

C O A S T A L METAL FABRICATION

Phone: 316/345-8621

Sioux City, IA 51102

Phone: 978/689-9330

410 Lewiston Road

www.grasshoppermower.com

Phone: 800/624-0138
www.northmansnowplows.com

W A L K E R MANUFACTURING

1085 S. Third Street

PLOW P A R T S WAREHOUSE

5925 E. Harmony Road
Fort Collins, CO 80525

Topsham, ME 04086
Phone: 207/729-5101

HENDERSON MANUFACTURING

www.sandspreader.com

COMPANY

Manchester, IA 52057

2245 Olthoff Dr.

C U R T I S INTERNATIONAL

Phone: 319/927-2521

Muskegon, Ml 49444

Phone: 970/221-5614

111 Higgins St.

www.henderson-mfg.com

Phone: 800/228-7569

www. wa I ke r mo we rs. com

Worcester, MA 01604

www.ppwarehouse.com

Phone: 800/343-7676

HINIKER COMPANY

www.curtisplow.com

PO Box 3407

P R O - T E C H SNO PUSHER

W E S T E R N PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 245038

Mankato, MN 56001

711 West Ave.

Milwaukee, Wl 53224

Phone: 507/625-6621

Rochester, NY 14611

Phone: 414/354-2310

Phone: 888/787-4766
www.snopusher.com
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For even faster service, fax this card to

FOR
MORE
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PO BOX 5817
CLEVELAND, OH 44101-0817
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CLEVELAND, OH 44101-0817

BUYERS' HTTrnj
MODEL

LENGTH
EQUIPMENT
78"
84"
gogò"
102"

gò"
102"

120"
90"

36"
29"
29"

102"

108"

10S-

BLIZZARD
810
800
760

S'-10'
8'
7'- 6"

BOBCAT COMPANY
84"
T
8'

96"

BOSS SNOWPLOW
re", 8\ 8\

Straight blade
Multi-position
Skid Steer

8' 6", 10'
7'6", 8'2"
9'2", 10'
5'5", 7'6"

MATERIAL

MANUI ACITJRINCi
25"
12-gauge
2T
10-gauge
27"
10-gauge
27"
10-gauge
2r
10-gauge

co

ARe n e
78"
84"
90"
96"
102"
Commercial
120 " X H D
go-

MOLDBOARD
HEIGHT

29"
29"

10-gauge
3/8"
U.H.M.W.
3/8"
U.H.M.W.
3/8"
U.H.M.W.
3/8"
U.H.M.W.

PLOWING
WIDTH*

COMPLETE
WEIGHT (LBS.)

MOUNTING
TYPE

REMOVABLE
LIGHTS &POWER

68"
73"
78"
ssss"

500
639
654
669
690

Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

or Detachable
or Detachable
or Detachable
or Detachable

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

104"
78"

1,120
688

Fixed
Fixed or Detachable

No
Yes

sa-

698

Fixed or Detachable

Yes

ss"

743

Fixed or Detachable

Yes

94"

755

Fixed or Detachable

Yes

poly
poly
poly
poly

31"
31 "
28"

12-gauge
12-gauge
12-gauge

120"
96"
90"

980
750
550

Power hitch
Power hitch
Power hitch

Yes
Yes
Yes

28"
28"

steel
steel

73"
83"

620
660

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

COASTAL METAL FABRICATION (DOWNEASTER)
Diamond

N/A

2" to 32"

N/A

6.5'-9'

500 - 750

Frame

Yes

Blizzard

N/A

28"

N/A

8'-10 '

750

Frame

Yes

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

CURTIS INTERNATIONAL
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

24"
28"
28"
28"
28"

3/16 poly
11-gauge
11-gauge
11-gauge
11-gauge

73"
79"
79"
85"
95"

460
695
750
765
795

Hitch N Run
Hitch N Run
Hitch N Run
Hitch N Run
Hitch N Run

Wing Plow

N/A

31" or 41"

7- or 10-gauge

1,550-4,300

Pull Flow

N/A

19"

3/16" steel

12M4M6M8*
20', 24'
70',80',90', 96'

250 to 350

Quick disconnect or
Bucket mount
Speed hitch

N/A

N/A

60"

N/A

N/A

15P7
15P75A
15P75
15P8
15P9

DANIELS
N/A
N/A

EXCEL (IIUSTLLR)
4000/3000

N/A

Yes

$ a t full a n g l e

P R O Ice-melter for professionals...
• Safe, quick acting, long lasting
• Effective to -12° F
• Smaller, consistent particle sizing
for superior coverage and safety
• Safer for children, pets, concrete, lau ns,
plants, carpet and the environment
The professionals choice, call...
1 - 8 0 0 - 4 4 1 - 3 5 7 3
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BUYERS' JjJJJjJJEi
MODEL

LENGTH

MOLDBOARD
HEIGHT

MATERIAL

PLOWING
WIDTH*

COMPLETE
WEIGHT (LBS.)

MOUNTING
TYPE

REMOVABLE
LIGHTS &POWER

N/A
N/A
N/A

21.5"
31.75"
28"

N/A
N/A
N/A

60"- 96"
84" - 144"
60" -100"

450-525
1135-1446
385-714

Skid-steer
Small industrial wheel
Skid-steer

N/A
N/A
N/A

14-gauge HS
11-gauge
11-gauge
12-gauge
11-gauge

68773"
73" & 78"
83" & 94"
93"-96"
947104"

525/635
710 & 715
855 & 925
920
1,690/1,790

Detachable
Detachable
Detachable
Detachable
Detachable

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

N/A
N/A
N/A

48"
60"
60"

154
168
166

Front Mounted
Front Mounted
Front Mounted

N/A
N/A
N/A

varies
9'-10'

1,500-1,755
1,850-2,150

N/A
N/A

N/A
Yes

varies

1,020-1,080

N/A

Yes

88"
82"
87"
92"
82"

890
708
721
746
759
800

Drive-in
Drive-in
Drive-in
Drive-in
Drive-in
Drive-in

N/A

580-2,500

Truck or loader

EEC
1400
1500
6400

FISHER ENGINEERING
LD Series
RD Series
HD Series
EZ-V Plow
Municipal

6 ' 977' 6"
T & 7'6"
8' & 9'
8' 6" & 9'6"
9710'

23"
26"
29"
28
34"

W

GRASSHOPPER
480
482
V Plow

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

H E N O E R S O N M A N I JFACTIìR1NG
Patrol Wing
One Way
Mid-Mount Wing

8'6"-12'6"
11'-12'
6'-8'

10-gauge
30"
30"- 50" (intake) 10-gauge
50"-78" (discharge)
10-gauge
27"

HINIKFK C O M P A N Y
1851-V
2752
2802
2852
2902
3800-C

30"
30"
30"
30"
30"
30"

ZW
7W

8*
81*'
9'
8'

11-gauge
12-gauge
12-gauge
12-gauge
12-gauge
12-gauge

I T

Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick

Hitch
Hitch
Hitch
Hitch
Hitch
Hitch

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

HOLLAND EQUIPMENT
6-12'

24"

Steel/poly

Yes

r at full angle

Now there are more reasons to
get attached to a Steiner.
What makes the Steiner the hardest working turf tractor you can
own? Start with unmatched versatility. With 20 available Quick-Hitch
attachments, including a new V-blade and core aerator, the Steiner does
the work of up to 20 single-purpose machines. In minutes, it becomes a
chipper/shredder, snow blower, lawn mower, edger. Whatever
the job, the Steiner gets it done.
You'll find more compelling reasons behind the
attachments. One turn behind the wheel tells you that
nothing moves like a Steiner. Constant four wheel drive
and a fully articulated frame allow you to tightly
maneuver around obstacles, while the floating cutting
deck follows every crease and curve.
Best of all, the Steiner is
designed, engineered and built with
pride for years of dependable
service. Find out why, for versatility,
performance and long-term value,
people get attached to their Steiners.
Visit your authorized dealer today.

Rotary Sweeper

Rotary M o w e r

STEINER
A turf tractor with a different twist
Stump Cutter
Mfg. in Dalton, OH

289 N. Kurzen Rd.

STEINER TURF EQUIPMENT, INC.
P.O. Box 504 • Dalton, OH 44618 • Phone: 330/828-0200

Reel M o w e r
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BUYERS'
MODEL

LENGTH

MOLDBOARD
HEIGHT

MATERIAL

PLOWING
WIDTH*

COMPLETE
MOUNTING
WEIGHT (LBS.) T Y P E

42"
48"
60"
48"
60"
48"
54"
60"
72"

11.4"
17"
17.5"
18.3"
18"
18.5"
17"
21"
20"

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

36.4"
41.5"
51.9"
42.3"
52.5"
42"
46.7"
52.5"
62.5"

55
130
245
90
205
145
165
285
N/A

Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick

50"
36"
36"
24"

10-gauge
10-gauge
10-gauge
10-gauge

10' to 24'
10' to 14'
6' to 12'
8' to 9'

2,430-4,140
1,365-1,705
660-1,120
485-745

Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast

36750"

10-gauge

36" or 50"

6' to 11'
6 W to 10'
907967104"
90796"
907967104"

REMOVABLE
LIGHTS & P 0 W E R

KUBOTA
T2083
T2748
FZB2019
GF2748
BX2763
G2001
TG2754
B2765
L2072-1

attach
attach
attach
attach
attach
attach
attach
attach
attach

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

connect
connect
connect
connect

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

9' to 10'/10'-12' 1,650-2,160

Fast connect

N/A

10-gauge

8'-18'

1,365-2,820

Fast connect

N/A

23"-34"

7 to 14 gauge

64"-114"

360-1,520

Varies

N/A

23"-30"
30"
2716"
30"

3/8" Poly
11-gauge
11-gauge
11-gauge

69"-103"
83793"
80783"
83793"

400-1,222
699-738
734-748
744-782

Varies
Conventional
Supermount
Supermount

N/A
No
Yes
Yes

16-gauge

75780"

425-440

Supermount

Yes

LEDEX INDUSTRIES CORP.
Loader
N/A
N/A
Backhoe
N/A
Skid Steer
N/A
Pick-Up
(rubber or steel edge)
Dump Truck
N/A
(medium or heavy size)
Ag Tractor
N/A

MEYER PRODUCTS
Steel plow
(15 models)
Max plow
(12 models)
2200 Magnum
2300
2300 Magnum

NORTHMAN S N O W P L O W S
1200-Sport Utility

78"/84"

24"

• at full a n g l e

EDS

AHL Grand£hnmpinjì

Equipment for Sale
For sale: Fair twin fan snow blower mounted
on Chevy C-60 tandem. Separate engine
for blower. 150 hours on engine. New paint.
90 percent rubber. Located in Illinois.
$15,000,630/554-8475.

Y

L '
à

Advertising

-

STAHL

finally...
u a truck built
around you!

is available in Snow Business for
$1 per word. Prepayment required

o-

on all classified ads. To place an or
lift

for more classified advertising
information, call Lori Skala at

800/456-0707
snow B U S I N E S S

m

dump

store

haul

call STAHL for all your commercial truck equipment needs!
for the distributor nearest you,

call 1-800-CS-STAHL
WWW.Stahl.CC

(1-800-27-78245)
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B U Y E R S '
MODEL

jaUJU.
MOLDBOARD
HEIGHT

LENGTH

NORTHMAN SNOWPLOWS
2200
2200 Magnum
2300
2300 Magnum

90796"
907967104"
90796"
907967104"

MATERIAL

(continued)
11-gauge
11-gauge
11-gauge
11-gauge

27%"
30"
27%"
30"

PLOWING
WIDTH*

COMPLETE
MOUNTING
WEIGHT (LBS.) T Y P E

80783"
83793"
80783"
83"/93"

690-704
699-738
734-748
744-782

Conventional
Conventional
Supermount
Supermount

2,2004,500
3,6504,450
1,300, 1,450
and 1,600
650, 800,
950 and 1,100

Patented Quick Change
Attachment System
Patented Quick Change
Attachment System
Patented Quick Change
Attachment System
Bolt-on/lnterchangeable
OEM coupler

N/A

REMOVABLE
LIGHTS &P0WER

No
No
Yes
Yes

PRO TECH S N O PUSHER
SP Loader

10' to 30'

50"

FOP-Foldout

16', 18' or
20'
10', 12'
or 14'
6', 8',10'
or 12'

50"

BSP- Backhoe
SSP-Skid-Steer

3/16"
steel

38"

1/8"

38"

steel
1/8"
steel

Fixed 90
degree pusher
Fixed 90
degree pusher
Fixed 90
degree pusher
Fixed 90
degree pusher

3/16"
steel

N/A
NA
NA

S N O WAV INTERNATIONAL
L-1872, L-1880,
L-1890
L-2469, L-2480
L-2490
S-2480/S-2490
L-2590, L-2596,
L-25108
S-2590, S-2596,
S-25108
V-2899/28109

6', 6'8", 7'6"

18"

Lexan

63"-90"

376-405

EZ-pin

Yes

6*8" - 8'
6'8"-7'6"

24"
24"

Lexan
Steel

60"-78"
70"-78"

495-558
555-570

EZ-pin
EZ-pin

Yes
Yes

7'6"-9*

25"

Lexan

78"-94"

EZ-pin

Yes

7'6"-9'
8'379'r

25"
28"

Steel
Steel

78"-94"
87"-98"

611-660
792/822

EZ-pin
EZ-pin

Yes
Yes

6'/7'
N/A

450/470
450-500

2" receiver hitch
2" receiver hitch

Removable power unit
Removable power unit

N/A

528-545

2" receiver hitch

Removable power unit

598-645

SNOWMAN SNOWPLOW
Power Angle
Single Cylinder
Spreader
Compatible

6Vè'/7 1 /2'

6'-8 W

23"
23"

12-gauge
10-/12-gauge

7'-8 %'

23"

10-gauge

• at full a n g l e

ENGINEERED TO MOVE MORE SNOW IN LESS TIME.
DANIELS' WING PLOW
•
•
•
•

www.danielsplows.com

Unbeatable maneuverability.
Wings fold back to transport easily.
Six sizes ranging from 12 to 24 feet.
Turns your skidster or wheel loader
into an unstoppable snow moving
machine.

DANIELS' PULL PLOW
•
•
•
•

Ideal for small jobs and tight spaces.
Complements your front-mounted plow.
Hook up is fast and easy.
Sizes to fit light trucks, sport utility
vehicles, 3/4 ton and 1 ton trucks.

ut

Put The Fun Back Into
Snowplowing
Call Toll-free 1-800-386-2932 or fax 847-426-1171
USE READER SERVICE #35
S30
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SNOWPLOW OWNERS
FREE PARTS

CATALOG!

Discounted parts for all major brands
of Snowplows and Salt Spreaders

'S nourpíow Tarti Specialists' - St ne/ 19SO!

New Plows Starting @ $2100.00
V-Box Spreaders $2895.00
"Mini" Salt Spreaders $749.00
Low Profile Headlight Kit $89.95
Pro-Wing Kits $166.50
C A L L NOW to Reserve your FREE
copy of our 99/00 Parts Catalog

Central Parts Warehouse

1-800-761-1700
USE READER SERVICE # 3 6
snow B U S I N E S S

BUYERS'J2JJ1L
MODEL

MOLDBOARD
HEIGHT

LENGTH

REMOV
LIGHTS i

MATERIAL

PLOWING
WIDTH*

COMPLETE
WEIGHT (LBS.)

MOUNTING
TYPE

steel
steel
steel

48"
60"
53"-58"

160
185
248

Quick hitch
Quick hitch
Quick hitch

N/A
N/A
N/A

STEINER T U R F E O U I P M E N T
BD248
BD260
BD358

19"
19"
21"

48"
50"
58"

STONEBROOKE [ S N O W WOLF)
Ultra Series
(7 models)
Pro Series
(4 models)

72" to 108"

28"

11-gauge

60" to 90"

677-857

Skid steer

N/A

60" to 96"

30"

12-gauge

52" to 82"

515-650

Skid steer/compact tractor

N/A

33"
35"
39"

steel
steel
steel

4'
6'
IV

300
470
1,650

Quick coupler
Quick coupler
Quick coupler

Yes
Yes
Yes

10-gauge

46"

90

Front mount

N/A

16-gauge
11 -gauge/
3/8" poly
11-gauge
3/8-inch poly
12-gauge
7-gauge

70"
68"-78"

425
560-614

Detachable
Detachable

Yes
Yes

78"-93"
78"-83"
94 Vi"
987109"

695-750
730-745
880/1,049
1,277/1,335

Detachable
Detachable
Detachable
Detachable

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SWEDE-ATTACH
FB1200
FB1800
FB 3400

4'
6'
11'

WALKER MANUFACTURING
Dozer Blade

18"

19"

WESTERN PRODUCTS
6 Vz
6 Vz-T/z

Sport Utility
Standard
Pro
Pro Poly
MVP V-plow
Heavyweight

23"
26 Vz- 27"
28"
29"
28 Vzn
33"

7 Vi'-9'
7
8 y2-91/2'
9710'

* at full angle

EDITOR'S NOTE:
Snow Business attempted to contact and include all manufacturers of snow plows. A company's inclusion or exclusion in this guide should not be
viewed as a comment on its products. Industry products such as snow throwers and spreaders will be featured in upcoming issues.

ICE BAN
De-icing & Anti-icing Products are
Environmentally Friendly
Anti-Corrosive

; i Biodegradable

No Adverse Effects

Non-Toxic

on vegetation o r fresh water organisms

¿g

t

\

ICE BAN
Developers of ICE BAN® de-icing product

(888) 423-2261

www.iceban.com

WINNER
IO98

USE READER SERVICE #29
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BOSS POLY POWER-V
SNOW PLOW

• Available in new extra-wide 9-feet 2inch model with automatic removable
mount system
• Designed for use with 1-ton trucks
with or without dual rear wheels
• Features a self-lubricating, Vs-inch
polyethylene, scratch-resistant,
low friction moldboard
• Moldboard resistance to ultraviolet
rays prevents fading, cracking and
deterioration
Circle 1 on reader service card

HINIKER COMPANY
C-PLOW

SWEDE-ATTACH
GAL-V DROP SPREADER

• Combines conventional and backdrag
plowing systems
• Plows with normal hydraulic angling
and spring-trip moldboard functions

• Versatile, fourseason drop
spreader comes
in hydraulic- or
wheel-driven
models

• For backdragging, upper part of moldboard hydraulically folds over, creating
a rear facing backdrag blade
• Optional clip-on box ends attach
with two pins each, forming a "snowbox"
for cleaning in both forward and
reverse operation
• 8 feet-wide, fitting most domestic 34- and
1- ton 4-wheel-drive trucks
Circle 2 on reader service card

• Handles a variety of materials, including
sand, stone, grit
and fertilizer
• Hot-dip
galvanized for
durability and ensures non-skid surface
on roads and walkways
• One-person operation
•Suitable for front or back of skid-steers,
tractors and other carriers either by
itself or with a snow plow
Circle 3 on reader service card

E-Z

SCOOP

CONVERT Y O U R SNOW PLOW...

TO:

E-Z

SCOOP

I

WITH...
OPTIONAL
MULCH MOVER
ATTACHMENT

I

H

H

M

I

THE "E-Z" WAY
IN MINUTES!

FITS MOST SNOW PLOW ATTACHMENTS
W I T H N O PLOW OR FRAME MODIFICATION

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

800-773-6511 or 908-354-3535
NAURS THROUGHOUT NORTH AMERICA

1-800-232-6950
or w w w . l e d e x l n d u s t r l e s . c o m

S32
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Proudly Made in USA by:
B & G Equipment Co.
Clifton. NJ

Auth. Dist. for E-Z Scoop/Meyer Plows
Industrial Truck Body Corp.
251 North Ave. East • Elizabeth. N] 072011

Ph.: 800-773-6511
Fax: 908-354-1485

Ph.: 908-354-3535
Fax: 908-354-3545

USE READER SERVICE # 3 9
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BUILT FOR EFFICIENCY AND PROFITS!
m r yifrt

E-Z DUMPER
TAILGATE SPREADER
•Suitable for salt and sand
•Features a center feed auger in a

iminate b a c k d r a g g i n g •
lean at least t w i c e the drives pei
• Great for clearing l o a d i r t g d o M
, • Power p o w n - ^ g g ^ B
]iFbe i
• Exclusive Wigh lift (up t o

replacement tailgate
• Secures using standard tailgate latches

SPORT/UTILITY
POWER ANGLE

RECEIVER
HITCH HOOK-UP

SPREADER
COMPATIBLE

• A free floating spinner head remains
horizontal as body is raised to
ensure proper feed rate and pattern
disbursement
•Powered by dual 12 volt DC motors
Circle 4 on reader service card

TORO COMPANY
SNOW COMMANDER
SNOW THROWER

Easy on your Vehicle...Tough on Snow!
T R E t lii i r / ) r\f C n n i i /
The
Future of Snow
Removal is Behind You!

• Combines single-stage and two-

iNQWMAN

stage snow thrower designs
• Features "Power Propel" self-pro-

i N O W P L O VW T

pelling system for easy handling

P.O. Box 78
Bloomfield, IA 52537
1-888-766-6267 • Fax: 1-641-664-3438
www.snowmansnowplow.com

• Operates by pulling back on handle

USE READER SERVICE # 4 1

Dozer Blades
Bobcat
Case
• No lifting or pulling the machine
required to start
• Equipped with GTS R-Tek 2-cycle,
7-hp engine

Caterpillar

Our heavy duty angle blade meet
the high performance standards
that are needed in today's
competitive market.

Available in Manual and Hydraulic.

Daewoo

• Features 24-inch clearing width

Gehl

• Three curved rotors expel consis-

JCB

j

Our rubber cutting edges
let you move material
0 over any surface that requires
a lighter touch!

tently smooth snow stream
Circle 5 on reader service card

J o h n Deere
Our
blade has four
Mustang
double-acting cylinders
to deUver 10° tilt
Posi-Track
either side and
Our Patented
30° right or left angles, v-blade alloi
Thomas
you to have
the same angles
New H o l l a n d
as our other dozer blades
and more!
H y d r a Mac

CURTIS TRACTOR CAB
SNO-PRO 3000
• Suitable for 4 x 4,

and 34-ton vehicles

• Attach with "Hitch-N-Run" method
• 79- to 95-inch full angle plow width
• Features low profile, dual halogen
lights with combination park and
turn signal lights
• Blade markers for improved visibility
Circle 6 on reader service card

Sionxmrsfi • FAX HB3WWÏ3

1-800-843-3720

No. 5,960,569

K-W also manufactures
loaders
and
backhoes for lawn and garden
tractors!
Check Out Our Website At: www.kwmanufacturing.com

USE READER SERVICE #29
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Snow Plow
Replacement Parts

SNOWMAN
SNOWPLOW
COMMERCIAL PLOW

Complete Line Of Parts
For Most Major Brand Plows

• 70+SC and 80+SC models designed for use with full-size and Vèto 1-ton, four-wheel-drive vehicles

Meyer®, Western®, Fisher®,
Diamond®, Boss®

In Stock For Same Day Shipping
Call For Your Free
Glove Box Size Catalog

1-800-228-PLOW
PLOW PARTS WAREHOUSE

• Hooks up to any class IV or higher
receiving hitch
• Spring-trip action protects plow
and vehicle
• Heavy duty design, durable and
effective in deep snow
Circle 7 on reader service card

Phone: 1-800-228-7569
231-777-2001
Fax: 1 - 8 0 0 - 4 3 8 - 1 1 4 5
231-773-4485

2 2 4 6 Olthoff R o a d • M u s k e g o n , Ml 4 9 4 4 4
visit our w e b site at: w w w . p p w a r e h o u s e . c o m

MEYER PRODUCTS
MINI JR. SPREADER

USE READER SERVICE # 4 2
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SIMA and S n o w
B u s i n e s s would like to
thank all of the

compa-

nies who supported
issue with their
ing. If you're
in receiving
product

this
advertis-

interested
more

information

from

any of the advertisers

in

this issue, just circle

the

corresponding
number

on the

RS
reader

service card and send it
back to us.
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ADVERTISER
BioPlex Organics
Blizzard Corp
Bobcat
Boss Snow Plow
Central Parts Warehouse
Curtis Plow
Daniels
Dow Chemical
DTN
E-Z Dumper
EZ Scoop
Fischer
Hiniker
Ice Ban America
Kois
KW Manufacturing
Ledex
Meyer
Plow Parts Warehouse
Pro-Tech
Snowman Snowplow
Sno-way
Snow Wolf
Stahl
Steiner
Swede Attach
Tetra Chemicals
Toro Snow Throwers
TrynEx
Walker
Western

PG#
27
35
7
23
30
21
30
19
13
24
32
2
18
31
10
33
32
12
34
36
33
22
24
29
28
14
17
5
25
15
11

RS#
32
20
12
19
36
18
35
17
14
28
39
10
25
37
22
40
38
23
42
21
41
26
27
34
33
24
16
11
29
15
13

•
•
•
•
.

Ideal for smaller jobs
Hopper holds up to 400 pounds of salt
Constructed of no-rust thermoplastic
Internal spiral auger provides a continuous and even flow of
material
• In-cab speed
control allows
a variable
spreading pattern of 3to 30-feet
• Attaches to a
standard square
channel trailer hitch
Circle 8 on reader service card

SNOW WOLF PLOW
• Built specifically for skid-steer loaders
• Seven widths from 6- to 9-feet
• Dual pivot A-frame construction
• Oscillating frame plows ground
contour
• Full down pressure to deal with ice
• Spring-loaded trip edge
Circle 9 on reader service card
SB
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BLIZZARD POWER PLOW
U.S. Patent No. 5 , 6 3 8 , 6 1 8
U.S. Patent No. 5 , 8 9 9 , 0 0 7
O t h e r Patents Pending

Top: Need to clear snow fast? The BLIZZARD POWER PLOW is designed
to automatically e x p a n d f r o m a c o m p a c t 8" blade into our 10'
WidePass™
position at the touch of a switch! Left: The wing blades conveniently "slide"
out from the front of the main blade to provide an additional two feet! Center:
Not only does the POWER PLOW move laterally, its independent wings can
automatically be pivoted forward. Right: Once in the BucketBlade™ position,
the P O W E R P L O W b o a s t s a g e n e r o u s 9 ' - 3 " blade w i d t h for i n c r e a s e d
c a r r y i n g capacity. Below: T h e Blizzard Power Plow M o d e l 81 OSS is an
ALL-SEASON
attachment. Whether
clearing snow from parking lots and
sidewalks or spreading topsoil
and gravel, the Model 81 OSS
will get the job done fast!

A MOVE SNOWFAST!

DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE!

BLIZZARD

C O R P O R A T I O N
95 Airpark Boulevard
Calumet, Ml 49913
www.blizzardplows.com

[906] 482-5555
[906] 482-5445 Fax

Blizzard. Blizzard Corporation, Power
WidePass and BucketBlade are trademarks ol Blizzard Corporation
Blizzard is registered m the United States Patent and Trademark Office Copyright O 2000 Blizzard Corporation
All rights reserved 1152-8-00

USE READER SERVICE#17
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W e ' l l cut y o u r p l o w i n g
t i m e in h a l f , w i t h o u t cutting
into y o u r w a l l e t .
The Pro-Tech Sno Pusher® means business.
When the snow flies, you have to act fast. In less than five
minutes, you can connect a Pro-Tech Sno Pusher to your
backhoe, skid steer or loader and be on your way to clearing
snow. Not only will you get started faster, but you'll also
finish quicker: the Sno Pusher removes as much as 500%
more s n o w volume than conventional blades or buckets.
So while your competition is still out plowing, you've already
finished the job and are on to the next.
The Sno Pusher is priced well below traditional plows and
snow attachments. It's a proven investment that pays for
itself within the first snow season, and offers lower
maintenance costs, and increased productivity. It's safe,

over curbs and obstructions, and an engineered breakout
system help avoid site and equipment damage. Bottom
line, the Sno Pusher means business - more business,
more satisfied customers, and more profits for you.
Visit your Sno Pusher dealer today, or call Pro-Tech at
1-888-PUSH-SNO (1-888-787-4766) for the name of the
nearest distributor.

Special Offer:
Place your order for a Sno Pusher by October30,2000, mention code
SIM9A to receive a free Sno Pusher Carhartt® jacket plus a free rubber
replacement blade for skid steer owners, or a free chain and binder kit
for backhoe and loader owners.

too. Rubberized cutting edges, angled wear shoes that ride

PROTECH
S N O PUSHER I
© 2000 Pro-Tech Welding and Fabrication. Inc.
All rights reserved.
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(continued from page 50)
phone talking through the problem. A dealer

said. "Even if you use preventative mainte-

will get the mower back up and running."

nance at five years, there is a point where

from the 1950s. This means the mower has

these components will start costing money."

been maintained and taken care of."

T I M E TO RETIRE. Despite thorough main-

and it is no more unusual than seeing a car
ID

But mowers can age gracefully if cared

tenance regimens, mowing miles eventually

for properly, Nicholson reminded. "We have

The author is Assistant Editor of Lawn & Land-

cost contractors more than they want to spend

units that have been out there since the 1950s,

scape magazine.

on parts and repair services. The point when it
is time for a mower to retire from the fleet
varies among companies, Nicholson said.
"A lot of it depends on how many hours
are on [the mower]," she said. "Some people
that have them for 10 years, and others change
them like a leased car."
A three-year benchmark—after 1,000 to
2,000 hours of use—often signals the end of
a mower's prime, Taylor noted, adding that

TASK:

25HRS

Air cleaner

x

Spark plug

x

Fuel filter

X

Engine cooling system

X

Battery

seasonally

Tire pressure

each use

Drive belts

x

winning situation for the contractor.

Mower blades

each use

Lubrication points

x

Patane's equation for mower replacement
mower purchase price. "If everything else is
in good shape, we can pop a new engine in
there and get a couple more years out of it," he

E X P O 2000
B O O T H #427

100HRS

x

mower life beyond a three-year trade out is a

is when a repair costs more than half of the

50HRS

Oil

*Based on a

Tracking

schedule

maintenance
provided

by

Snapper

Mower Needs
DEALERS W A N T E D

t f ^ C B A T F T I
The A M A Z I N G

Gote Lifting

System!

• P a t e n t Pending

• Saves o n w o r k m a n comp, claims due t o back injury.
•

I - K i t w o r k s o n gates up t o 180 lbs.

• Reduces lifting by up t o 80%.
H D Spring, Polished Stainless Tube,

• Increase crews productivity.

Stainless Hardware & Polished
Aluminum Roller Assembly.

• Quality I-Year W a r r a n t y .
• Universal, easy 20 minute installation.
• Fully assembled, no welding.
Note: Works on all utility trailers with side rails.

CALL for a DEALER Near You!
Toll Free: I -877-965-0951
( A l l Maj or Credit Cards Accepted^
• DIRECT ORDERS STILL AVAILABLE I N SOME AREAS •
For More Information Contact
Ballard, Inc. 6550 N.E. 14th, Des Moines, IA 50313
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Manufacturers are
developing safer and
more user-friendly
ways to deliver
pesticides.

Ninety-five percent of Michael Scott's jobs involve residential liquid pesticide applications. Scott, lawn care manager,
Excel Lawn Care, Merrimack, N.H., knows what pesticide
formulations he likes to handle based on ease of use.
"We use an emulsifiable concentrate that comes in a
plastic jug," Scott said about the formulation that contains a
liquid active ingredient, petroleum-based solvents and an
agent that allows the pesticide to be mixed with water and
emulsify. "If we don't use a whole batch one day, we can
leave the product in the truck overnight and reagitate it the
next day without having to worry about powders or dusts
that have settled to the bottom of the tank."
Michael Hornung, president, Valley Green, St. Cloud,
Minn., on the other hand, uses water-soluble packets (premeasured packets of powder pesticide that dissolve instantly
in water) for 90 percent of his preemergent herbicide treatments. "The product doesn't have the odor of an emulsifiable
concentrate and it's easy to work with," Hornung explained.
Pesticide packaging and formulation preferences differ
from contractor to contractor, but what remains constant is
the importance of considering safety when buying and using
pesticides. Now, manufacturers are making pesticide use
safer with improved packaging.
T H I N K I N G OF Y O U . While thinking about the type of
packaging a pesticide comes in isn't at the top of contractors'
to-do lists, they should rest easy knowing that manufacturers
are designing packaging with ease of use and safety in mind.
One way this is being done is through the development of
packaging that eliminates or minimizes contractors' potential for exposure during the mixing process, pointed out Jim
(continued on page 54)

If rocks

could dream
Designing and building

^Boulder

awe-inspiring landscapes
requires vision, skill and

*a*Mmmmmm*m

a world-class supply of
rock & boulders

DELIVERING TO YOUR
JOB SITE

™

Lock & Soul
n

A

reams are made

Wc take the hassle out o f
shipping. All o f our rocks and
boulders are shipped directly
to your job site. Our prices
include shipping within the
Continental United States.

Western Rock & Boulder, Inc.
Toll-free 1-877-BUY-A-ROCK (1-877-289-2762)
www.westernrock.com

S

ometimes in the haste to get to the revenue-producing part of the day, contrac-

tors forget to make sure they are storing their pesticides safely. Despite the fact

(continued from page 52)

that an increasing number of the products in their pesticide arsenals are now pack-

McGreevy, manager of the packaging tech-

aged in pre-measured doses, and that the solvent systems of many liquid pesticides

nology group, Bayer Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

have been improved, the fact remains that these are still toxicants that must be

Creating packaging concepts, such as water-

stored, transported, handled and applied with extreme care and great respect.

soluble packets and liquid dose dispensing
bottles, is one way manufacturers are minimizing contractors' pesticide exposure.

The following pesticide storage safety checklist can help landscape contractors
reduce the potential for liability in their operations.
1.

Is the area kept neat and clean? Is the area well-ventilated?

"Anytime pouring is required, the chances

2.

Are emergency numbers prominently posted?

of spilling or splashing increase," McGreevy

3.

Is the area free of open flames, and away from heaters?

said, explaining that dose dispensing bottles

4.

Do you issue your oldest stock first (first-in first-out)?

allow the product to be poured from the

5.

Are all containers identified with their original labels?

bottle in measured increments.

6.

Are all pesticides in their original containers?

"With dose dispensing bottles, accurate

7.

Are herbicides stored separately from insecticides?

measuring can take place without having to

8.

Have all empty containers been triple rinsed and held for proper disposal?

pour the pesticide into another jug - elimi-

9.

Are dry formulations stored on pallets or otherwise above floor level?

nating an extra step in the process," added
John Thomas, sales manager for the turf and
ornamental and pest group, BASF, Research

10. Are adequate absorbent materials and clean-up equipment readily available?

- Professional Lawn Care Association of America and WeisburgerGREEN Insurance

Triangle Park, N.C.
To protect contractors during the buying
process, special seals now are on most packages to alert contractors to products that
have been tampered with, McGreevy pointed
(continued on page 56)
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ARE YOU READY TO MEET THE PRODUCTIVITY DEMANDS OF THE NEW M I L L E N N I U M ?

W e can show you how to save time and
money and increase

edge with

your competitive

one compact, multi functional
machine w i t h attachments
available for every job

Phone for FREE V I D E O & I N F O R M A T I O N
Phone (918) 629 7230 Fox (918) 461 0996

I LOADERS

son

first & best mini loader since

1981

1

The world's

Web Site: http://www.kanga-loader.com
11219 S. M i n g o , B i x b y , OK 74008 • Dealer enquiries invited
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When it comes to preventing the broadleaf and grassy

the gap. PRE-M is everything you'd expect from

weeds that most often plague your customers' turfgrasses,

LESCO", the leading supplier in the professional turf

PRE-MH preemergent herbicide is right on target. Why pay

care industry.

more for other products when, time after time, university

Ask your LESCO professional or call 1 -800-321-5325

trials prove that PRE-M offers you better overall

to learn how you can earn generous rebates for your

performance combined with unmatched value?

PRE-M purchases. Get behind the leading edge.

Superior performance made PRE-M the
leading* preemergent herbicide. Superior value widens

[ESCO

USE READER SERVICE # 9 4

* Source: Kline & Company report, US Acre Treatments by Turf Management.
Always read and follow label directions.© 1999 PRE-M® and LESCO® are registered trademarks of LESCO, Inc.

The Leading Edge.

(continued from page 54)
out. These include tamper-evident closures
with bands that break when opened or foil
inner seals applied to the neck finish of bottles
that have to be removed prior to pouring the
product. "If a seal is broken before use, the
product should be returned," he said.
Other warning signs that products might
not be fit for purchase include liquid around
container lips, odd deformities in containers

that signal a temperature or storage problem,
granules falling out of holes in bags and
product packages that are covered with the
dust of other products that ripped open on
the pallet, Thomas added.

measured doses of dry products, can be
dropped directly into spray tanks, McGreevy
explained. Because water-soluble packets
are sensitive to moisture, they are placed in
foil envelopes and then packaged in cardboard boxes.

JUST A D D WATER. Water-soluble packets also can eliminate extra steps in the mixing process. The packets, which come in pre-

This extra packaging, however, is what
makes a water-soluble packet 20 to 30 percent
more expensive than the same amount of product packaged as an emulsifiable concentrate,
commented Curtis Clark, business development and marketing manager, Riverdale
Chemical Co., Glenwood, 111. "The majority
of the marketplace is not willing to pay for
these packets even if they save mixing time."
But some contractors do appreciate the
ease of use associated with water-soluble
packets and don't mind paying the extra
money for them. "As far as measuring is
concerned, you don't have to even think you just add the packet to a tankful of water
every 1,100 square feet," Scott said.
One disadvantage of water-soluble packets is the product's capacity for reagitation.
"The powder will settle to the bottom of the
tank overnight and I worry about how well
the powder gets re-dispersed through the
water during reagitation," Scott said.
Hornung echoed concern about
reagitating powder pesticides, but said he
bought a spray tank with mechanical agitation to ease his anxiety. He also fills his tanks
partway to provide extra room for reagitation
the following day. "I try to add specific
amounts based on the pre-measured packets, always leaving room for reagitation in
the tank," Hornung explained.
Another important aspect to remember
when using water-soluble packets is that
they might not dissolve completely in colder
water temperatures based on the terms on
their labels.
"A water-soluble packet isn't a cure-all,"
Thomas explained. "Sometimes the bags
don't break down and clog the spray nozzles.
"When using any pesticide, contractors
should read labels and make sure they are
using the appropriate temperature of water
and the appropriate safety gear," Clark
added. "Just because water-soluble packets
are easy to use does not mean they shouldn't
be handled safely."
ID

MULCH IN

MINUTES

DAYS BECOME M I N U T E S . . . with the easy, one
person, remote controlled Express Blower application.

FINISH IN A F L A S H . . . with a production rate of 3 0 to
100 cubic yards per hour, large crews are a thing of the past.

SEASONED WITH TIME . . . EB is the industry leader
with over 5 decades of mulch, compost & soil application
technology and experience.
SERVICE IN S E C O N D S . . . with a customer support
team that is available and ready to assist, 2 4 hours a day.

^HjjressH/DUjer
www.expressblower.com
A division of Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc , Eugene, OR
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W A S T E PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
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FOR THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE LINE OF HAND-FED CHIPPERS

Seven Models of hydraulic feed disc style chippers with
6", 9", 12" & 18" diameter capacities
Models of conventional Drums
The NEW Intimidator hydraulic feed Drum chipper

The most effective waste reducer and mulch
producer available - process stumps, logs, brush,
pallets, railroad ties, wet leaves, construction waste and
demolition material.

• ¿.tr

. >i

The most productive, cost effective
whole tree chippers - towable and self
propelled 14", 18" & 19" diameter capacity
chippers.

Chipper chipbox combo

BANDIT

INDUSTRIES,

Big log and stump splitter

INCORPORATED

G750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, Ml 49340 PHONE: (800) 952-0178 OR (517) 591-2270 • FAX: (517) 591-2273
E-Mail:
brushbanditDeclipsetel.com
• Website: www.banditchippers.com
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by Nicole Wisniewski
The realization that irrigation design specifics are not on key in the middle of a system

Contractors can save
installation systems' lives
by focusing on proper
design techniques.

installation can be a frustrating experience, Bob Giordano pointed out.
"Irrigation design is the weakest area of the entire industry," said Giordano, North
Bay irrigation manager, Cagwin & Dorward, Novato, Calif., explaining that a poor
design can delay an installation a few days or even a few months, depending on how
tight a contractor's job schedule is. "Forty to 50 percent of the designs we get in are done
poorly. This can be a nightmare during a busy summer."
Dave Daniell agreed. "The only problem that can delay an installation is getting out
in the field and realizing that something is wrong with the design - either there are too
many heads on one valve, slope elevation wasn't taken into consideration or sunny and
shady areas of the site share the same zone," said Daniell, vice president, Heads Up
Landscape Contractors, Albuquerque, N.M. "Correcting the mistake is always time
consuming and costly."
Bad irrigation design also costs the client money. "If a system is designed poorly,
especially the system hydraulics, repairs will need to be made more frequently,
including valve replacement from excessive wear and plant material
replacement if an ornamental or turf suffers as a result of bad head
spacing," Giordano said. "Poor irrigation system design threatens the
entire life of the system."
(continued on page 60)

Making site
visits prior
to designing

can enable
contractors
to spot severe
elevations
or obstacles
can affect

that
spray

patterns.
Photo: Rain Bird
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Step up to t h e
Since Great Dane introduced the first
stand-on mower, thousands of professionals have learned the advantage of
IIJJJIJJJJU on the job!

h m m
Gel your jobs done in
less time. See tor yoerselt, real time savings ol over 25%!
® I i D I » » No other mochine, stand
on or sit down can compere on hills. Up, dowm and oil
around best performer!

in the stand-on
mower business

^JJiJJ J lyj J B j j j S t k w customers win love
the results the Super Surler* Heating deck produces!
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Don't Stand On Anything Thatfs Not A Super Surfer!
Call 1.812.218.7100 (or the name o( your nearest dealer and information on the Free Super Surfer Time Study Program.
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(continued from page 58)
By following proper procedures, such as
making site visits and calculating pressure
correctly, contractors can extend irrigation
systems' lives and save themselves and their
clients' time and money.
B A D T O T H E B O N E . A poor irrigation
system design can be spotted a mile away.

"In the future, if computer
software manufacturers
make design software
easier to learn and use, we
may

try it." - Bob

Giordano

The first sign of faulty design is dead plant
material, Danieli pointed out.
"If Kentucky bluegrass doesn't get watered properly, it shows with splotches and

water supply for plants at the end of the line.
"If you run water through a long stretch of
pipe, friction will eventually slow it down,"
he said. "When using 34-inch poly pipe, the
furthest spray head should be no more than
200 feet from the valve."
When water audits are conducted, Giordano
said most contractors are shocked at the distribution uniformity that results. This number - calculated as a percentage - indicates
how closely the driest area compares to the
average precipitation rate of the irrigated
area. It also can indicate poor irrigation design. "Distribution uniformity should be at
60 to 80 percent," Giordano stressed. "Most
of the time, the number that comes up is
much lower than that - 35 or 40 percent on
average. This low number means there is a
design problem somewhere in the system."

dry spots," he said. "Head-to-head coverage
is essential when irrigating turf."
Improper design also can be easily redflagged the moment a system begins running. One hydraulic-related aspect of a system that accentuates poor design is excessive
misting from sprinkler heads, Giordano
mentioned. "Excessive system pressure is
released through mist from sprinkler
heads," he explained. "This usually
reflects a contractor's inability to calculate system pressure correctly. He
or she probably guessed that using
two heads on every section is the safe
alternative. By doing this, he or she
has under-designed the irrigation system, which means 50 to 60 pounds per
square inch (psi) of pressure is being
emitted through each pop-up spray
head when only 25 psi per head is needed."

FORGET-ME-NOT. Just as flawed designs

In drip irrigation, which is difficult to
botch, according to Daniell, contractors tend
to run a pipe too long, which can squelch the

can be spotted effortlessly, remembering the
(continued on page 65)

«»EZReacher
EZ on your hands

• EZ on your back • EZ on your time

Don't get off your mower to pick up debris
1

Easily pick up bottles, trash, rocks
Protect your

equipment

• Don't mow trash

We're Light Years Ahead!
• Illuminated Holiday Decorating

High Quality
Aluminum & Stainless
Steel Construction

Toll Free
(877) 84-ARCOA
(877) 842-7262

If your ride one of these..

• High Quality - L o w Startup
• Distributorships Available
• The Perfect A d d - O n Business
• 2 Days of Training On Going Support
• Secure Your Area Today
• Highly Functional and
Fully Equipped Trailer

IDEAS

decorating

You need an

#aZE>EZReacHer

Simplifying Everyday Chores'

Dealer Inquiries Welcome!

Made in the U.S.A.

CALL TODAY 1-888-200-5131
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BUSINESS
STRATEGIES
CONFERENCE
Financial
Management
For Your
Company
OCTOBER 8-10, 2000
Wyndham Northwest
Chicago, Illinois
Program Benefits
• In-Depth Sessions Focusing Solely On
Financial Management
• Speaker Q&A Roundtable Sessions Ask The Experts Your Questions
• Networking Opportunities - Share
Success Stories With Fellow Contractors
• Affordable Registration - $195 per
person - Bring Your Management Team
• Great Location - Chicago - Easy To
Get To, Plenty To Do

For Registration Information
Call

800/456-0707
Visit Us On The Web At
www.lawnandlandscape.com
or
www.lawnandlandscapeconferences.com
A Lawn & Landscape Media Group Event

SCHEDULE-AT-A-GLAIMCE
Tuesday, October 1 0

Sunday, October 8
8:30 AM
5 : 0 0 - 7 : 0 0 PM
5 : 0 0 - 7 : 0 0 PM

Business Strategies Golf Tournament
(Buses depart hotel)
Registration Desk
Attendee Welcome Center

9 : 1 0 - 1 0 : 3 0 AM

Monday, October 9
7:00 AM
7:30 A M - 9 : 0 0 AM

9:10 A M - 1 0 : 3 0 AM

10:50 A M - 1 2 : 0 0 noon

1 2 : 0 0 - 1 : 0 0 PM
1:15 P M - 2 : 3 0 PM
2:45 - 5:00 PM
5 : 0 0 - 6 : 3 0 PM

7:00 AM
7:30 A M - 9 : 0 0 AM

Registration Desk
General Session
Jerry Gaeta, Varider Kooi & Associates
10 Rules for Financial Success
General Session
George Koziarz, Koziarz & Associates
Effective Budgeting Techniques in
the Real World
General Session
Robert West, Sr., West & Co.
Organizing Your Business to Take
Advantage of Tax Savings Opportunities
Networking Lunch
Speaker Roundtable Session
Sponsor Product Showcase
Welcome Reception

10:50 A M - 1 2 : 0 0 noon

1 2 : 0 0 - 1:15 PM
1:30 PM - 3:00 PM

3:20 - 4:30 PM

9:10 - 10:30 AM

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8

General Session

Effective Budgeting Techniques
In the Real World

8:30 AM
Business Strategies Golf Tournament
Golf Club of Illinois

George Koziarz
Koziarz & Associates

(Buses depart hotel promptly at 8:30 AM)
Sponsored by Woods Equipment

Effective budgeting is a critical skill for any lawn and landscape contractor
looking to keep a company moving forward. An accurate budget helps managers properly forecast labor and material costs, develop realistic sales numbers, determine compensation packages, maintain positive cash flow year
round and build a foundation for future growth. In this information packed
session, you'll review the steps required to effectively prepare a budget for
your company or business division. You'll learn how to identify weak spots
on a balance sheet and what steps to take to turn those areas into positives.

5:00 - 7:00 PM
Registration Desk

5:00 - 7:00 PM
Attendee Welcome Center
Sponsored By Hunter

Industries

MONDAY, OCTOBER 9

1 0 : 3 0 - 1 0 : 5 0 AM
Refreshment Break

7:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Registration Desk

10:50 - 12:00 noon
General Session

7:00 - 8:00 AM
Continental Breakfast

Organizing Your Business to Take
Advantage of Tax Savings Opportunities

Sponsored By U.S. Lawns
Morning General Session Sponsored By

Registration Desk
General Session
Robert West, Sr., West & Co.
Planning for the Financial Future Yours and Your Company's
General Session
George Koziarz, Koziarz & Associates
Structuring Effective Employee
Compensation Packages
General Session
John McCarty, KeyBank
Building Beneficial Banking Relationships
Lunch On Your Own
General Session
Pam Jordan, Acquisition Strategies
How to Properly Value Your Business
General Session
Tom Oyier, U.S. Lawns
Balance Sheet Management:
Don't Eat Your Seed Corn

Irritrol

7:30 - 9:00 AM
Opening Session

10 Rules for Financial Success
Jerry Gaeta
Vander Kooi & Associates
Every successful business has in place a set of rules for operating at maximum
efficiency. These rules allow a company to function consistently and to remain on the right track. These rules are rooted in day-to-day operations and
if not properly followed, can have a significant impact on a company's financial well-being. In this valuable session, you'll review 10 valuable rules for
financial success. You will learn how to prepare your operations to maximize
results and how to manage your company's financial future so it doesn't
manage you.

Bob West, Sr.
West & Company
The success of your business will require you to pay several forms of tax.
Three of those taxes - payroll taxes, income taxes, and estate taxes - can
be effectively reduced with timely and continual tax planning. The opportunity for such tax planning begins with selecting the best form of
organization for your business and exists throughout each year as you
continue to decide how to withdraw the income thatyour business is generating. You have options and effective tax planning requires that you understand those options. Should you be incorporated? What is the difference
between a limited liability company and a corporation or a partnership?
How can you withdraw earnings from your business so as to minimize
your payroll tax and income tax liabilities? This program will discuss
questions such as these and will also present some simple ideas for designing a financial reporting system for your business that can provide
you with the information you need to make these decisions.

1 2 : 0 0 - 1 : 0 0 PM
Contractor Networking Lunch
Sponsored By Aventis

CALL 800/456-0707 TO REGISTER
1 0 : 3 0 - 1 0 : 5 0 AM

1 : 1 5 - 2 : 3 0 PM
Speaker Roundtable Session

Refreshment Break

Join the speaker Faculty of Business Strategies 2000 for a series of informal roundtables designed to answer your important financial management questions. This is a great opportunity to tap into the expertise of
our speaker faculty and network with other contractors.
Sponsored By Century Rain Aid

General Session

2:45 - 5:00 PM
Sponsor Product Showcase
Kick the tires, look under the hood and fire up the engine at the Business
Strategies Sponsor Product Showcase. Join fellow attendees and take a
look at the latest equipment, product and service offerings from the sponsor partners of Business Strategies.

3:00 - 3:30 PM
Refreshment Break
Sponsored By Ewing Irrigation

5:00 - 6:30 PM
Welcome Reception
Sponsored By John Deere, Aquascape Designs and Lawn &
Landscape magazine

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9
7:00 - 4:00 PM
Registration Desk

7:00 - 8:00 AM
Continental Breakfast
Sponsored By Super Lawn Trucks
Morning General Session Sponsored By Shindaiwa

7:30 - 9:00 AM
General Session

Planning for the Financial Future Yours and Your Company's
Bob W e s t , Sr.

West & Company
You will devote much of your adult life to the task of building a business a source of financial security for your family. But, without effective planning, at your death, much of that financial security may go to the government and not to your family. This program will explain, in simple terms,
how the federal estate tax is computed as well as some steps that you might
take now to significantly reduce the amount of your assets that will pass to
the government. You will learn why all of your assets should NOT be owned
"joindy" with your spouse, and how you might use trusts to properly structure your estate. This program will discuss "living trusts' and how the relatively simple task of creating a family limited partnership might save your
family hundreds of thousands of dollars in estate and income taxes.

9 : 1 0 - 1 0 : 3 0 AM
General Session

Structuring Effective Employee
Compensation Packages

Sponsored By John Deere

10:50 - 12:00 noon
Building Beneficial Banking Relationships
John M c C a r t y

KeyBank
Establishing a strong relationship with a bank is essential for any business
hoping to expand its operations and its revenue base. Whether seeking
financing to purchase new equipment or build a new company headquarters or looking for capital to acquire another company, you need a banking partner who knows your business. But how do you establish such a
relationship? This session will take the mystery out of how to build a
beneficial relationship with your banking partner. Learn the steps you
need to take before approaching your banking partner to properly position your company's financial status. And discover what services a bank
can offer you to help drive your company's growth.

1 2 : 0 0 - 1 : 1 5 PM
Lunch On Your Own
Afternoon

General Session Sponsored By Echo

1:30 - 3:00 PM
How To Properly Value Your Business
Pamela Jordan

Acquisition Strategies
Whether you're in the market to buy or sell, determining the true worth
of your business is paramount to your success. In this helpful, hands-on
session, you'll be presented with the tools to work through the process of
valuing your business. If you're exploring acquisition, discover what resources you bring to the table. If you're selling, learn how to accurately
present your business's potential to possible buyers and how to negotiate
for the best price. No matter what your business goals, you can't afford to
miss this informative and practical session.

3:00 - 3:20 PM
Refreshment Break

3:20 - 4:30 PM
Closing Session

Balance Sheet Management:
Don't Eat Your Seed Corn
Tom Oyler

U.S. Lawns
Solid financial management and close control of the balance sheet are at
the top of the list of challenges experienced by business owners. In dealing with these elements, owners must make decisions daily which impact
both the short-term and long-term growth of a company. For advice on
making the right choices for your business, join us as we examine the
three phases of business development (the Growth stage, the Maintenance stage, and the Mature stage) and the owner behavior that guarantees a bountiful return.

George Koziarz

Koziarz & Associates
In todays tight labor market, comprehensive and innovative compensation packages are a selling point for retaining current or attracting
new employees. Companies in all areas of business are becoming more
creative in the compensation packages they offer employees. And while
most compensation programs are still geared toward providing employees with additional income, items such as health care benefits, flex time,
day care and tuition reimbursement are rapidly appearing as a standard
part of employee compensation packages. All of these items carry with
them a price tag that employers mustfitinto the company budget. In
this session, learn how to determine the best methods for structuring
compensation programs that benefit your employees and stay in line
with your budget.

Business Strategies Golf Tournament
Sunday, October 8
8 : 3 0 A M (Buses depart hotel)
Sponsored by Woods Equipment
Test your golf skills at the Lawn & Landscape Business Strategies Golf Tournament at the challenging 6,511 yard, par 71 Golf Club of Illinois - rated as one of
Chicago's Top 1 0 Public Courses by Chicagoland Golf Magazine. The tournament format is a scramble with the winning team taking home special prizes.
Cost for the outing is $ 8 0 and includes greens fees, cart rental, practice balls,
lunch, prizes and transportation to and from the course. Advance registration and payment is required - no on-site registrations accepted Registration deadline is September 2 8 , 2 0 0 0 .

Conference Registration Form

Discount Travel Information

Lawn & Landscape Business Strategies Conference
October 8-10, 2 0 0 0
Wyndham Northwest
Chicago, Illinois

Lawn & Landscape has arranged for special discount airfares for the attendees of the Business
Strategies Conference. To take advantage of these
discounts please contact AAA Business Travel at
800/999-0038 between the hours of 8:00 AM 5:30 PM EST.

(Please print or type. Form may be photocopied for additional registrants; one form per person)
First Name

Hotel Information

Last Name

First Name On Badge

A block of rooms has been reserved for Business
Strategies Conference attendees at the Wyndham
Northwest Chicago. Attendees should make their
reservations directly with the hotel on or before
September 14, 2000 to receive the special conference room rate of $ 1 1 8 per night (single/
double). Please ask for the Lawn & Landscape Business Strategies conference rate. For reservations
call the Wyndham Northwest Chicago at 6 3 0 /
773-4000 or 800/996-3426

Title

Company
Address
City

State

Phone

Zip Code

Fax

E-mail Address

Airport Transportation
Payment Information

Shuttle service is available from O'Hare International
from My Chauffeur Limousine Service. Reservations
are required and can be made by calling 800/2446200. Rates are $18 per person, each way. Prices
are subject to change without notice.

Check Enclosed (payable to GIE Media)
Bill My:

VISA

MasterCard

Card Number,

American Express

Discover

.Expiration Date.

Cancellation/Substitution/
Refund Policy

Billing Address.
Name On Card.

.Signature.

Please Note: Registrations will not be processed until payment information is received. All faxed and phone
registrations MUST include credit card information. Check must be drawn in U.S. dollars and drawn from a
U.S. Bank. There will be a $ 2 5 fee for returned checks.

Emergency Contact Information
Name

All cancellations must be made in writing. A full refund will be accepted if postmarked by September
22, 2000. Those received seven to 14 days before the conference are subject to a $50 cancellation fee. No refund less than seven days before
conference. Attendees can notify Lawn & Landscape at any time that another individual will attend the conference or social events in their place.

Relation

Phone Number

SPONSOR PARTNERS

Registration Information
Number

Total

Educational Sessions

Full Conference Registration

$195

=

$80

=

/-Mtors

¡CENTURY RAIN AID I

Special Events

Golf Outing
TOTAL

By Mail: Complete form and mail, with payment, to Lawn & Landscape Business
Strategies Conference, 4 0 1 2 Bridge Ave., Cleveland, OH 4 4 1 1 3
By Fax: Complete form and fax, with credit card information, to 2 1 6 / 9 6 1 - 0 3 6 4
On-Line: At www.lawnandlandscapeconferences.com
Confirmations
All registrations postmarked by September 2 2 , 2 0 0 0 will be acknowledged by mail.
For Office Use Only
Date Received
Registration #
Amount
9/00
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kipping a step in the design pro-

how many gallons per minute (gpm) of

cess is the worst mistake a con-

water at a certain pressure the well will

tractor can make, according to Bob

produce for the system. If the water is

Giordano, North Bay irrigation man-

coming from a stream, lake or river,

ager, Cagwin & Dorward, Novato, Calif.

know the land elevation and the water

To help contractors prevent future de-

(continued from page 60)

flow so the right pump can be selected.
4. Select sprinkler heads, determine

sign disasters, Giordano and Mark
Attard, sales manager, Spartan Irrigation,

proper head spacing and place the heads

Lansing, Mich., share their steps for an

onto the design.
5. Determine available gpm of water.

accurate irrigation system design:

6. Section and zone out the system.

1. Obtain a site utility plan and a

7. Determine the static pressure. Re-

landscape plan.
2. Obtain or draw a plot plan to

member to multiply the static pressure

scale. Check the plot plan against the

by 90 percent, which will give you the

site and develop a site-grading plan.

pressure you should design to and will

3. Determine the water source. This
is dependent on the project. If the waseparate water meter can be obtained
that water. If the water is coming from

8. Determine the piping route and the
physical section separations.

¿¿hp Definitive

10. Complete the design piping with

Design

lateral pipe sizing using the 3- to-5-feetthe system is smooth. -

Nicole

an irrigation system is failing to visit the site.
Without seeing the site, contractors don't
know whether severe elevation or obstacles
affecting spray patterns need to be addressed.

"Contractors receive a site plan, design the
system without actually visiting the property and don't realize that their design doesn't
address these types of site problems."
lateral lines of an irrigation system need to

calculation.

per-second rule so the water speed in

One of the biggest and most irresponsible
mistakes contractors make when designing

When elevation is severe on a site, the

9. Run a preliminary pressure loss

a well, establish the size, location and

design to avoid these pitfalls is not difficult.

"A large tree will restrict the spray on a spray

to the system.

for the system to avoid sewer taxes on

appropriate elements involved in proper

head causing dry spots," Daniell remarked.

allow room for changes and/or additions

ter is coming from the city, find out if a

iii'iimijiflswBi

run perpendicular to the slope to prevent
flooding and drainage problems, Giordano
explained. But without visiting the site, elevation issues aren't brought to an irrigation
contractor's attention.

Wisniewski

A site visit also gives contractors the op-

C & S TURF CARE EQUIPMENT, INC.
T U R F TRACKER

KWIKREPAIFT

SS8030

A WHOLE NEW CONCEPT IN PVC
PIPE REPAIR & FITTING REPLACEMENT

If Your Last Repair Wasn't A KwikRepair
You Weren't KWIK Enough !
AVAILABLE IN 1/2" THROUGH
1-1/4" COUPLINGS,
ELBOWS & TEES
1-1/2" & 2" COMING SOON

FEATURES:

• Spreads and sprays over 4000 sq. ft. per minute.
• Zero turning radius for maximum maneuverability.
• Full hydrostatic drive.
• 12' break away spray broom.
• 150 lb. capacity; 3 speed electric spreader.
• Designed for residential and commercial properties.
(330) 966-4511 (800) 872-7050
FAX: (330) 966-0956
www.csturfequip.com
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ORDINARY FITTINGS KWIKREPAIR
Number of fittings required
4
1
Number of solvent welds required
7
3
Pipe movement restraint required
YES
NO
Possible O-Ring failure
YES
NO
Minimum space required to install 1" Tee 21"x5-1/2"
9-3/4"x5-1/2"
Approximate minutes to install
15 - 45 minutes 5 - 1 5 minutes

L

DAWN INDUSTRIES, INC.
4410 N. Washington Street Denver, CO 80216
(800) 321-7246 Fax (303) 295-6604
www.dawnindustries.com

Made In U.S.A. Patent Pending
'Available to Wholesalers & Distributors only
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Irrigation Desi
portunity to separate areas of severe shade
or sun into different zones so the plant material in those areas receive the right amount of
water. A sunny area will always need more
water than its shady counterpart. Similar
requirements are true of the west vs. the
north side of a building, Daniell said.
While on the property, checking and com-

paring the measurements of the plan to the
actual site also can save contractors time. "If
you're off just a couple of feet, the plan
design can change drastically," Giordano
pointed out.
On high-traffic commercial sites, protecting bubblers or sprinkler heads from vandalism is another design element that contrac-

-

D E S I G N E D FOR T H E O P E R A T O R
W H O H A S TO C U T C O R N E R S .
Hino FE 2. Ford F-650

out — withoutriskingany
And branches, and
of your resplendent hard
bushes, and shrubbery,
work. Sharper handling
and... When work is bustsaves time and energy,
ing out all over, landscapers
and heightens overall
leave it to a truck they
efficiency. And Hino's
know can handle the job.
state of the art engine
Whatever the reason, and
design keeps fuel costs
for all four seasons, industry
O u r turning radius is
low and reliability high.
professionals count on the
u p to 30% tighter than
conventional trucks.
Nothing is better for
truck that's down to earth
the landscape than
and helpful at every turn:
sunshine, rainwater, and the help
Hino.
of a Hino truck.
Designed to hold more and to haul
For more information on the full
more and do it all in less time, Hinos
line of Hino trucks and for a dealer
are built tough to withstand anything
near you, call us at (845) 365-1400 and
put in their way. They feature a tighter
press #1 for Hino Sales. Visit our Web
turning radius that lets you drive in,
pull up, maneuver around and back
site at hinotrucksusa.com.

Financing
available

MINO
through

THE QUALITY

®TOYOTA
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Toyota Financial Services is a registered Service
Mark of Toyota Motor Credit Corporation,

CHOICE."

HINO Diesel Trucks (U.S.A.), Inc.
25 Corporate Drive, Orangeburg, NY 10962
Tel: (845) 365-1400 • Fax:(845)365-1409

tors tend to forget, Daniell commented. "If
you're using bubblers, you may want to put
them in a box or container where they are
hidden from the public or put a lock on
them," he said. "Another option is setting
spray heads down lower to save them from
being kicked or hiding them so they are more
difficult to access."
In new construction areas, Daniell said
another key to proper design that contractors overlook is pressure at the point of connection. "Contractors have the tendency not
to think about the future of irrigation systems," he explained. "Often, in new areas,
pressure will be high, and then as the area is
built up and there are more water users, the
pressure goes down. Contractors tend to
design a system for high pressure and when
more people are using that water source, the
system doesn't work well because the system pressure has been thrown off."
A few other aspects of irrigation systems
contractors tend to forget during the design
process, according to Jeff Lovell, design
manager, Century Rain Aid, Madison Hts.,
Mich., include:
• Water source locations and capacity
• Power availability and voltage
• Exact project boundaries (what is being
watered)
• Type of soil on the site (sandy soil needs
more water than clay soil)
• Existing sleeve locations
• Project schedule (landscape, grading,
utility and concrete)
• Existing site utilities
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS, f or contractors who do a large percentage of in-house
irrigation designs, design software can be
beneficial, providing automatic counts of
items, such as control valves, heads, piping
and total materials used. A clean, color-coded,
computer-generated design that some software generates also can function as a helpful
selling tool. "Computer-aided drafting visuals are cleaner than those that are handdrawn," said Mike Clark, construction manager and former irrigation manager, The
Brickman Group, Long Grove, 111. Curved
lines, however, are harder to draw with software, Clark added.
Daniell has been using design software
for approximately five years, and the time he
(continued on page 97)
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stellar performance

• • •

You can trust the stars if you like, but the fact is that
UHS S i g n a t u r e Brand Fertilizers" are outstanding performers.

But don't take our word for i t , both university trials and
customers are attesting to Signature's premium results.

www.uhsonline.com • 800-847-6417
U H S Signature Brand Fertilizers are a product of United Horticultural Supply
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In any climate; plants may die or be damaged
BY ALI CYBULSKI if landscape contractors ignore essential
overwintering tasks.
Winter in northern climates can have devastating effects
on plants. Possible damage includes frost heaving, sun
scald on thin-barked trees, browning foliage, flower bud
death or injury, or root death.
Many landscape managers turn to overwintering to
keep plants dormant while protecting them from severe
cold and excess transpiration. "There is a significant
range of temperature that the plant can survive given it
has enough time to go through the chemical processing
before winter," said Steven Rodie, associate professor/
landscape horticulture specialist, University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Neb. "The healthier the plant is in the summer
and through the end of fall, the better it will adapt to the
process to get ready for winter."
In any climate, if landscape contractors neglect to
prepare plants for winter, they may find dead or damaged material on their clients' properties. And no landscape is safe - both new and established plantings can
become winter's prey. "Once new landscaping is in for
two or three years, many people think it's going to take

care of itself," said Jeffrey Skelton, landscape architect,
Frank Otte Landscape & Design, Louisville, Ky. "But
plant loss and severe damage is done to existing material
that has been in for several years."
PLANT INJURIES. The extent of winter injury can be
difficult to determine and may only be exhibited as
delayed bud development or slightly reduced growth.
Other times, plant injuries are more obvious. "The biggest problem is the drying out of the plant, which typically means you get dieback and the tree can't support
whatever grew the year before," Rodie said. "You can
also get some root death. Overall, you can lose some of the
new growth. And any time a plant is in stress, this also
opens up bug infestations and diseases."
Ohio State University extension reports the two main
types of winter injury are freeze damage, which occurs
when temperatures decrease rapidly and plant cells
freeze, rupture and die, and desiccation, which occurs
when evergreen plants lose water to the atmosphere
(continued on page 70)
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Guess Which Animal Won't Track On Your Turf.

Elephant (50 psi)

Big Foot (40 psi)

Average J o e (10 psi)

Gator (7.1 psi)

Walk lightly and carry a big load. That's the general philosophy behind the John Deere Gator - Utility
Vehicle. Thanks to high flotation tires, a Gator Utility Vehicle has the ability to get out of muddy, swampy
terrain, while treading lightly on even the most sensitive turf. Even fully loaded, a Gator* weighs in at only
7.1 pounds per square inch (psi). That's impressive, especially when you consider most other utility vehicles have an average of
20 to 22 psi. Gator Utility Vehicles also feature hefty hauling and towing capacities, plus exceptional balance and stability. And
with prices starting as low as $5995**, there's no reason not to have a Gator on your turf. For more information, see your local
John Deere dealer or call 1-800-537-8233.

*Psi for a Gator 6x4 "Price of a standard Gator® 4x2 Utility Vehicle

www.deere.com
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Nothing Runs Like a Deere

PINCHERS

• Load and Unload
• Fastest 2" and up
Tree Planter Ever!

Winter Preparation
(continued from page 68)

SKI LANDSCAPE
3 1 7 - 8 9 7 - 5 8 8 5

Cutting back mums (aboveI in addition to
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mulching, are two tasks that landscape

CLEANS*®
Into The New Millennium

overwintering

Sweeping

the

process.

faster than the roots can absorb and replace it.
On needle evergreens, desiccation injury
shows up as yellowing or browning needles
during winter or early spring, and on broadleaf evergreens, typical injury is scorched or
brown

SWEEPSTER

contractors

typically complete in autumn as part of the

foliage,

according

to

Bruce

Spangenberg, extension educator, horticulture, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

World

1 - 8 0 0 - 7 1 5 - 5 3 1 3 • fax: (734) 996-9014 • www.sweepster.com
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HOLEY* MOLE Y

Hydro-Tools
working for you!
Hydro-Powered Post Hole Digger
Fast and easy. Use for post and fence installation;
post, shrub and tree removal; aeration; root feeding;
and vertical mulching. Dig a
4-foot hole in 40 seconds.
Hydro Planter™
Quickly plant annuals, perennials,
ground cover and bulbs. Also
plant one- and two-gallon containers. Eliminates tilling and saves
time and labor...Waters where it
counts - at the roots.
Holey«Moley™ Hydro-Tools
hook up to your garden hose
or portable water source. Only
15 psi pressure required.
Visit our website at www.holey-moley.com
for more information

PROTECTION STRATEGIES. Preparing
material for winter often involves mulching,
watering, applying chemicals, fertilizers or
burlap wrap.
Generally, contractors include these overwintering services as part of landscape maintenance and include charges as part of regular maintenance fees. Skelton said his company charges according to time and materials. The average overwintering job, he reported, takes two or three people working
two to three hours.
Here are some common overwintering
tasks and how to best complete them.
Mulching. A blanket of mulch maintains a
more even soil temperature and retains soil
moisture, helping to reduce plant loss and
injury from frost heaving. Mulching is ideal
for every kind of plant, Rodie enthused.
"If the mulch is organic, it will break
down and amend the soil," he said, adding
that he recommends peat moss, compost or
wood chips, which break down over time.
Rodie suggests putting down a 2- to 3-inch
layer of organic mulch.
Peggy Campbell, director of education,
Molbak's, Woodinville, Wash., recommends
compost mulch to prepare landscapes for
Pacific Northwest winters. Compost mulch
helps prevent pansy diseases, which tend to

For more information, contact: S n a k e R i v e r T o o l C o m p a n y
P.O. Box 732 Lewiston, Idaho 83501

1.877.372.7782

Fax 1.208.743.5371

be a problem in the region, she said.
(continued on page 72)
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Winter Pr

tion

(continued from page 70)
Generally, mulching should be done be-

Plants must enter winter with enough

fore the first chance of freezing, Rodie said.

moisture in the ground, especially conifers

antitranspirant reduces damage to foliage.

browns and can drop. Applying

an

"For us, this is probably in mid- to late Octo-

or broadleaf evergreens, Rodie said. "We

This can be especially effective in windy sites,

ber, when the irrigation systems are turned

had a severe drought [in Nebraska] last year

Rodie reported.

off, but there are still warm, windy days and

through the fall and winter, and you can see

"Antitranspirants reduce some of the

a lot of sunshine after this," he explained. "If

damage even on plants that have been in the

moisture loss from conifers and broadleaf

you wait to mulch until the ground is frozen,

ground for four or five years," he said.

evergreens, especially when they are first

getting water into the root systems is more
difficult to do."

Irrigation systems often do not ad-

planted," he said. "I've also seen people put

equately meet the water needs of the mate-

up a sheet of burlap with stakes to cut the

Ben Lowell, co-owner, BJL Landscape,

rial, Rodie noted. "Many times, contractors

wind down. The sheet of burlap forms a wall

Denville, N.J., always mulches recently

put in spray irrigation as opposed to drip,

and cuts the wind."

planted material before winter arrives. "Other

but I don't think the spray can really soak the

Lowell uses either an antitranspirant or

than that, we give clients detailed care infor-

root ball as well as it needs to be," he re-

burlap to protect rhododendrons, which tend

mation, and if there are problems with the

marked. "The ideal situation is to walk from

to dry out. He said both methods have effec-

plants, we tell them to call us," Lowell said.

plant to plant and directly saturate with a

tively reduced loss or damage.

Watering. An effective way to slow desiccation is to make sure plants get plenty of

gallon or 2 at the roots."

Burlap wraps. A wrap of burlap or canvas

While retaining soil moisture is impor-

can offer plants protection from desiccation

water in the fall, which will also encourage

tant, soil should not be soggy. Excessive

and drift from deicing salts applied to drive-

growth. "Most residential clients think plant

moisture may lead to root rot, which can be

ways and streets. The recommended tech-

growth stops totally (in winter)," said Greg

fatal to perennials, Rodie said.

nique is to wrap the "bodies" of the ever-

Fracker, co-owner, BJL Landscape. "While

Antitranspirants. Because soil moisture in

greens without covering the top because some

there is no growth above ground, the plant is

winter can freeze, plant roots cannot absorb

light is still needed during winter for growth.

still growing below ground."

what is lost and the foliage desiccates, turns

(continued on page 74)
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But no one has to know how easy...
Sure, you had to cut around a lot of obstacles, but you did it in record time! And if
the customer's turf looks better than ever? You did it all on a Grasshopper, and it's
never been easier. The secret is in the equipment.
No one has to know how easy mowing is with Grasshopper's front-mounted deck,
where you have the visibility to trim and mow. Or the advantages of HydraSmooth™
steering that eliminate all footwork. By all means keep mum about how you stay
comfortably in control with the Ultimate Operator Station. You complete your job
ahead of schedule and still feel renewed for the rest of the day.
Snow removal & turf renovation
systems, PTO-driven, for no-slip RPM.

If you're lucky maybe they won't notice all the comfortable legroom
you enjoy while reaching the deck under shrubs and
trees. You'll be the envy of every other
contractor if anyone finds out ...
You can't even break a sweat with
maintenance so accessible and easy.
So keep these secrets low-profile much like the terrain-hugging
Grasshopper design - and let your
quality of work speak for itself.

•
CI
DuraMax™ 90° FlipUp ™ Deck
(44" to 61"). Bag, mulch or discharge
using the same (44" to 72") deck.

Give us a call or visit our website for details on Grasshopper's complete
line of true zero-turn (True ZT) mowers and large capacity leaf/grass
collection systems.

First to Finish...Built to Last

Ask for our free video on the Quick Converter Implement System, which transforms
your air-cooled or liquid-cooled Grasshopper True ZT power unit into a compact turf
renovation and snow removal system.

It's easy to finance or lease a Grasshopper! Ask for details.
YOUR NEXT MOWER
The Grasshopper Company I P.O. Box 637 I Moundridge, KS 67107 U.S.A. I P h o n e : 3 1 6 - 3 4 5 - 8 6 2 1 I F a x : 3 1 6 - 3 4 5 - 2 3 0 1
www.grasshoppermower.com I Ask for free video.
©2000, The Grasshopper Company
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top deer
from browsing
on valuable
landscaping
O

TREES
SHRUBS
ORNAMENTALS

• ' • THE COLOR OF INNOVATION"

trees are transplanted," he said. "But if you're

Rotating Laser

trying to prevent sun scald, you may get a lot

only

of heat gain on the bark on the southwest

$995.00

Free Tripod & 16' Rod
w/Purchase!!
Reg. Price $1365.00

that helps, he said.
Some contractors, he said, make the mis-

$395.00

take of leaving burlap on year round. "Some

Kit includes tripod
and 9' aluminum rod

trees have the capability to conduct photosynthesis in their bark," he said. "If you take
a small tree and wrap it, they have less

ROLATAPE

opportunity to produce food for themselves."
Other tasks. Sometimes Skelton uses a

MSRP = $115.00

Sale Price = $86.25
You must mention this ad for the sale price

www.treeguard-deer.com
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real cold. If you get enough warmth in tissues, the bark will freeze and crack at night."
shade trees, but research is unclear as to whether

24X Auto Level

Canton, OH

side of a property and, at night, the air gets

Some people like to wrap the trunks of

Omni Mark 24

Model 300

1-800-232-5907

Still, Rodie has observed that the jury's out
on wraps. "Burlap helps protect bark when

AGL EAGL-400

Complete Kit Only

BECKER
UNDERWOODw

(continued from page 72)

Columbus, OH.

AndersonInstruments.com

"winterizer," or a low-nitrogen fertilizer, to
feed roots during winter months. "We have
to be careful with that so that we do not put
too much down to promote growth," he said.
Rodie warned not to fertilize too late in

(800) 362-0646

the season. "If a high-nitrogen fertilizer is

USE READER SERVICE # 5 5

put on in a warm fall, you get a lot of extra

TRY

•E

plant growth late in the year," he said. "This
is not good because the growth won't harden
off in time and the plant can get a lot of
freezing death or dieback."
Perennials or annuals generally don't
need much special attention, but some caution not to plant them too late. Smaller plants
that haven't had a chance to root properly
may frost heave, Lowell said.
Rodie advises planting perennials in the
Midwest before early September. "If you
can't plant perennials by early September,
you risk not getting them established before
the weather gets too cold," he said.
In warmer regions, winter preparations
are often limited. Andee Bechtold, president,

Every Wells C a r g o landscape
trailer is built w i t h r u g g e d durability
a n d h a s s l e - f r e e p e r f o r m a n c e as s t a n d a r d
features. No shortcuts. No cutting corners. Just t h e
_
best built trailer you can o w n a n d customized the w a y 1
y o u w a n t it. T h o u s a n d s of units on t h e road are our
proof. O u r c o m p r e h e n s i v e 3-Year W a r r a n t y P r o g r a m is
your protection. Call (800) 348-7553 for a FREE information
packet a n d nearest a u t h o r i z e d Wells C a r g o dealer.

Longhorn Maintenance, Allen, Texas, said
taking steps to protect plants can be more
damaging than not protecting them. "Our
sun can be hot enough to suffocate the plant
under the protection we use from the cold,"
she said.
For successful overwintering in any area,
plants must be cared for properly all year,
Rodie said. "Overwintering is about how the
plant is planted and year-round maintenance
more than anything else," he said.

[fl

The author is Associate Editor of Lawn & Landscape magazine.
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Online Marketplace
drafix.com
http://www.drafix.com

PLANT
HEALTH
CARE, INC.
http://www.planthealthcare.com

shindaiwa
http://www.shindaiwa.com

http://www.wellscargo.com

http://www.crewsinc.com
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http://www.dixiechopper.com

http://www.sterlingtrucks.com

http://www.rainaid.com

MIDWE5T
ARB0RI5T 5UPPLIC5
http://www.isuzucv.com

Lighting I n c . v.»*

http://www.cascadelighting.com

http://www.treecaresupplie

http://www.aquascapedesigns.com
http://www.tuflexmfg.com

http://www.gopst.com

o

OLSON
I IRRIGATION
SYSTEMS

http://www.olsonirrigation.com

Contact your account manager today to be a part of the show, 800-456-0707.

LESCO Prosecutor
Herbicide
• Broad-spectrum, postemergent,
non-selective herbicide
• 41 percent glyphosate
• Mixes well with water, requiring minimal tank agitation for uniform mixture
• No soil re-

Komatsu Tight Tail
Swing Compact
Excavators
• PC20MRx, PC30MRx and PC40MRx offer HydrauMind hydraulic system with
closed center hydraulics and load sensing system
• CLSS circuit with variable flow hydraulic pump allows only necessary amount of

sidual or root

oil to be dispensed

uptake means

• Pressure Proportional Control joystick with built-in PPC valve

only seven-

• High-strength brass bushings in boom, arm and blade extends greasing

day delay be-

intervals to 500 hours

fore reseeding

• Multiple access doors for easy access to engine, hydraulic pumps and main valve

• Controls

• Maintenance points grouped together for easy access

weeds in crop

• Gauges and indicators display fuel level, hydraulic fluid level, air cleaner,

and non-crop

battery /charging, system, oil pressure and coolant temperature readings

areas, such as
industrial, recreational and public areas,
roadsides, ornamentals and turfgrass areas, and can be used for injection, frill or
cut stump treatments

• PC20MRx is 5,050 pounds, 18.7-hp, with 7-foot, 9-inch maximum digging depth
• PC30MRx is 7,280 pounds, 27.6-hp with 9-foot, 6-inch digging depth
• PC40MRx is 9,880 pounds, 37.8-hp with 11-foot, 2-inch maximum digging depth

Circle 201 on reader service card

Circle 200 on reader service card

SEEDA-vator

We've Got You
Covered...

ADVANTAGES:
• OVERSEEDER OR PRIMARY SEEDER
• LOOOSENS AND PREPARES SEED BED
• GREAT SEED TO SOIL CONTACT
• BROADCAST SEED PATTERN
• RAKE MOVES SEED THRU THATCH
• ELECTRIC OR GROUND DRIVEN SEED HOPPER
• ADJUSTABLE ROLLER TO GAUGE TINE DEPTH
• SEED SCREENS IN HOPPER
• SWIVEL HITCH FOR OPERATING IN TURNS

FIRST PRODUCTS, INC.
TIFTON, GA
CALL SALES 9 1-800-363-8780
www. 1 stproducts.com/sales@ 1 stproducts.com
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Lawn Monkey
At Lawn Monkey we've been working overtime! LM
now integrates seamlessly with QuickBooks, Palm Pilots,
Symbol bar code readers and Microsoft Outlook Express.
Ask us about

OLY-OLA's EdgKeeper Makes
Pond Installation
Easier
Edg-Keeper for Ponds is specially designed to hold pond

Fall Clean-up is
Fast & Easy...
The JRCO Blower Buggy Carrier is designed to hold walkbehind blowers on the front of zero-turn mowers. The
carrier's low profile frame allows the blower to move
yard debris with speed and ease. Utilizing the mower's

and water garden liners permanently in place. Edgpower, the Blower Buggy increases productivity as it

the "Lawn
Monkey Data
Collector," our
new job costing
tool. With the use
of a Palm Pilot, the LMDC will track the precise time,
equipment and materials used on each task at each
property by each crewmember. Job costing has never
been so precise and so easy.
Circle 225 on reader service card

provides a
natural
looking
border,
allows
plant
materials

decreases operator fatigue. Blowers are secured to the
adjustable carrer with three straps, allowing one person
to quickly
load/unload.
The carrier

or turf to grow to the edge of the pond and gives
contractor with the versatility to install attractive ponds
with or without rock borders. Constructed of black
vinyl, Edg-Keeper has a unique T shape design that
allows root growth in the 2 inches of soil that top the
edging and liner. Call 1-800-334-4647 for more
information.
Circle 226 on reader service card

Valent Professional Products

CLIP - Sensible
Software

Orthene Turf, Tree & Ornamental Spray 97 is a broad-

Take the pain out of owning your own business! CLIP'S

spectrum insecticide that is effective on more than 40

mounting bar
with two clevis pins.
Circle 227 on reader service card

time- and money-saving features help you stay efficient
and increase your profitability. CLIP'S automatic routing,

Brought to you by the

two ways: on

scheduling, revenue tracking and billing features are just

contact and

some of the features that enable you to stay on top of

systemically as the

the JRCO

Introducing the
New Business
Strategies
Conference

insect species. It
kills target insects

attaches to

you paper work. Know exactly, minute-for-minute,

Lown&
Landscape

insects feed.
Because OHO 97

which jobs are meeting your profit margins! Small,

BUSINESS
STRATEGIES
CONFERENCE

Media

contains a higher

medium, or large—no matter what your size—CLIP'S

percentage of the

three affordable versions will "fit" your business and

Group. This new conference will focus on

grow when you grow. Manage growth effectively with

financial management issues; helping owners

active ingredient
acephate, applicators are able to use lower rates to
achieve the same results as other products.
New OTTO 97 delivers these advantages: less dust,
lower odor, smooth flow, quick dissolution, convenient
measuring and handling, and excellent insect control.
OTTO 97 is available as a 7.7 pound bag or 0.77

CLIP! Links with QuickBooks.
Circle 229 on reader service card

of landscape contracting companies better
operate their businesses. See the registration

/—i

cu

cm

o — ^

brochure on page 65 for more information.
Circle 230 on reader service card

pound canister.
Circle 228 on reader service card
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BlueBird
Stump Grinder

Selbro Blower
for Walk-Behind Mowers

• 14-inch

• Several models to choose from, features efficient debris removal and ergonomic
qualities with smooth, quiet operation
• Use with riding attachment to increase productivity
Circle 202 on reader service card

Toro Dingo®
Tree Foxks
Attachment

• Can securely hold trees while minimizing root ball damage
• Hydraulic arm has capability of moving
a variety of materials

• Attached to a 0.5-inch frame, forks are 3
inches by 3 inches by 0.25 inches thick with
a triangular shape
• Forks can open to 30 inches wide

• Compact design enables planting in confined areas
• Consists of two forks with a hydraulic
cylinder that pivots one of the forks
Circle 203 on reader service card

/—•

diameter
blade with
carbidetipped
teeth offers
cutting
depth up to
12 inches

• Full cable control for left or right discharge
• Aerodynamic impeller
• High velocity, high volume output

• HiPower
Double Vdrive belt
increases
stability and control
• Adjustable, ergonomic handle adds comfort for operator, and lift handles simplify
transportation
• Available in SG914 with 9-hp Honda engine and SGI 14 with 11-hp Honda engine
Circle 204 on reader service card

GOT QUESTIONS?
Visit us on the web:
WWW.WEISBURGER.COM
E-mail us:
WEISINSURE@WEISBURGER.COM
Call us direct:
1-800-431-2794
Fax-on-demand:
1-800-ASK-Weis
Serving the Industry over 65 years
Ask around.

WEISBU]RGERGreen
tcdaratcce
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21st ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL IRRIGATION SHOW

THE IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION

November 12-14, 2000 • Phoenix • Arizona
PLEASE CLIP HERE BEFORE FAXING TO EXPEDITE TRANSMISSION

For more information on our 21st Annual

NAME

International Irrigation Show, please visit
our home page at http://www.irrigation.org
or return this form to the IA.

THE IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION
8260 Willow Oaks Corporate Drive, Suite 120
Fairfax, Virginia 22031 USA
(703) 573-3551 • FAX (703) 573-1913

COMPANY .
ADDRESS _
CITY

STATE .

COUNTRY

E-mail

PHONE

_

FAX

ZIP

Precision
Laboratories
Delux7
_TM

• Biodegradable activator surfactant
and ammonium sulfate premix
• Enhances performance of generic
glyphosate and certain postemergence herbicides
• Ties up antagonistic hard water
ions and provides ammonium ions
for improved herbicide uptake by targeted weed plants in stressful growing conditions
• Safe to sensitive turfgrass species
• Use with phenoxies and generic
glyphosate herbicides to improve
control
• 2.5 gallon containers
Circle 205 on reader service card

Worksaver
Adapter
Attachment

Echo PE-2601
Power Edger
• Echo 25.4cc, dual ring piston engine with
Pro-Fire Electronic Ignition, purge pump
and all-position
diaphragm carburetor

• Designed for skid steers with quick-attach system
• Front mount permits Category I, 3-point
implement or attachments such as bale
spears, forks and blades to be mounted
quickly and efficiently
• Bushings for Category II attachments
provide 3-point adapter attachment

• Equipped with
an 8-inch blade,
edger weighs 13.5
pounds
Circle 207 on
reader service card

Circle 206 on reader service card

Less Expens
From

• Features vibration-reducing engine mounts with
cushioned left and
right handles,
heavy-duty wheel
height adjustment
and 21.6-ounce
fuel tank

i

v

w e

Tree Tech® Microinjection Systems comes

a full line of nationally labeled insecticides, fungicides,
bactericides and fertilizers in leakproof microinjection units.
Insecticides - Acephate, Vivid®ll, and MetaSystox®R
Fungicides • Bayleton®, Aliette® and Alamo®
Fertilizers - Our proprietary Nutrijecf formulations
Bactericides - Oxytetracydine antibiotic
1879 SW 18th Ave
Williston, FL 32696

1-800-622-2831
e-mail: info@treetech.net
website: www.treetech.net
Tree Tech® Environmentally Sound Tree Health Care for the 21st century and beyond.

Labels,

MSDS

Sheets and Other information Available at www.treetech.net
USE READER SERVICE #79
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www.lawnandlandscape.com
This month's features, plus exclusive online stories, industry databases and more are at www.lawnandlandscape.com.

COMING SOON:

Web-based
Tele-seminar
On Grub Control
Log on to Lawn
& Landscape
Online in
November for a
live, interactive
Internet-based program for turf
managers. Join university entomologists David Shetlar, Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio, and Dan

Exclusive Online
Features For September:
The industry's premier Web site brings you the following features in September:
Fall Prevention Of Weeds - Discover advantages of treating broadleaf weeds with
herbicides in the fall.
How To Take A Good Soil Sample - Learn when, why and how to conduct
soil samples, and where to take sample
material to be tested.
Tree Leaves: Bag 'em Or Mulch 'em
- Contractors discuss methods they
practice when mowing Autumn leaves.
Contractor Profile - Learn how a

Potter, University of Kentucky,

fellow landscape company is making its

Lexington, Ky., for a multimedia

mark in the industry through innovative

presentation covering current trends in

business practices.

grub control. This online event is
conducted through a partnership
between RohMid, the Lawn & Landscape Media Group and Golf Course
News. Stay tuned to Lawn & Landscape Online for more details.

Weekly Features
Plant of the Month Author Barbara Ellis provides information
about pennisetums, also called
fountain grasses, in September's
online exclusive.
Novartis TechNotes - Learn
weekly tips, soil temperatures from
around the U.S., bug activity maps,
growing degree days and more in
this weekly department.
GreenSearch PeopleSmarts
Find information on the diminishing
industry labor force in an article
titled "HELP WANTED! The
Honeymoon Truly Is Over" in this
month's GreenSearch feature.
ALCA Driver Safety Toolbox
Talks - ALCA explores safe
passing techniques this month,
including three circumstances in
which a driver should never pass.
Find the above features at
www.lawnandlandscape. com/
weeklyindex.asp.

LAWN & LANDSCAPE

ONLINE Contents

Check the following links to discover the tools available on Lawn & Landscape Online
that will help you stay on top of the latest industry news and grow your business:
Dally News Catch daily industry news.
www.lawnandlandscape. com/news.asp
E-newsletter Receive breaking industry news in your e-mail inbox.
www.lawnandlandscape.com/signup.asp
L&L Online LawnStore - Locate the best resources to help your business grow.
www.lawnandlandscape.com/lawnstore.asp
L&L Outfitter - Dress your employees for success with custom company attire
www.lawnandlandscape. com/outfitter, asp
Bulletin Boards - Discuss hot-button issues with fellow industry professionals
www.lawnandlandscape.com/bullframe.asp
Online Marketplace Obtain contact information and the latest products from
industry suppliers,
www.lawnandlandscape.com/marketplace.asp
Virtual Training School - Training information for lawn and landscape
professionals,
www.lawnandlandscape.com/virtualschool.asp
Weekly Poll - Vote on industry-related topics and compare your answers with others.
www.lawnandlandscape.com
Events Calendar - Locate industry events across the country.
www. lawnandlandscape. com/calendar, asp
Please e-mail your comments to shunsberger@lawnandJandscape.com. Enjoy your visit
to Lawn & Landscape Online! Lawn & Landscape Online is: Scott Hunsberger, internet editor
(shunsberger@lawnandlandscape.com) and Sydney Work, web department manager
(swork@gie.net).
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BOMAG Vibratory Tampers
for Compacting Soil

Salsco 525
Strawblower

• Designed to compact cohesive, semi-cohesive and granular soils
• Travel speeds of 62.3 to 65.6 fpm and impact forces of 2,630 to 3,485 pounds
• Standard operating rate is 9 inches for the BT50 model and 11 inches for the BT60
and BT65 model
• 4 interchangeable shoe sizes
• Optional 6-inch extension foot for utility work
• No mechanical linkage in engine; features low center of gravity
• Anti-vibration handle
• Features a tamping foot's high-strength polyethylene honeycomb construction absorbs shock
• Foam-insulated, high-density plastic air filter cover reduces dust intake and decreases noise levels by up to 6 decibels
• Externally-mounted electronic ignition system and specially designed fuel tank
• Corrosion-free leak and rust-proof tank equipped with built-in fuel filter and engine oil measuring and mixing thread on the cap
• Impulse style carburetor reduces wear and repair
Circle 208 on reader service card

• Two triple "B" section belts and troublefree jackshaft arrangement separates engine
from reverse shock load
• 65-foot straw discharge
• Can process 3.3 bales per minute
• Available in skid and trailer mount
Circle 209 on reader service card

ATTENTION LANDSCAPERS

Special Deals On All Landscape Trucks
Call Chris Fountain or Greg Wellford
, S Alis

912-788-4601 • 1-800 899-8696
Middle GA. Freightliner-lsuzu
Fax: 912-781-0966
e-mail: chrisfountain@mindspring.com

ISUZU
TRUCK

USE READER SERVICE #79
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OLDHAM

Think About M

CHEMICALS COMPANY, INC.
OVER 30 YEARS OF RELIABILITY

Why Hove Successful Turf Professionals Leveraged
Their Experience And C h o s e n Y W T M * * ? Over 130
We«*! M>n Dealers Operating Fleets Between l And
3 0 Trucks Have Made W^WM*
North America's
Largest Franchised Lawn Care Company.

200 GALLON LAWN RIG
» 200 GALLON OLDHAM TANK WITH BAFFLE.
• HYPRO D30 TWIN DIAPHRAGM PUMP.
> 5.5 HP HONDA ENGINE.
• HANNAY ELECTRIC REEL WITH 300' 1/2" HOSE.
INSECTICIDES • FUNGICIDES • HERBICIDES
SAFETY EQUIPMENT • SPRAY RIGS AND ACCESSORIES

1-800 888-5502

• Turnkey Operation With Support Systems In Marketing,
Technical, Administration & Financial Planning Facilitates
Easy Start Up
• Highly Respected, Recognized Leader In The Industry For
30 Years
• Large, Exclusive, Protected Territories Allow You To
Develop Your Franchise To Its Full Potential
• Repeat Sales Provide Solid Base To Grow Every Year
• Custom Designed Applications And High "Quality"
Products Lower Maintenance And Improve Results
• State Of The Art Custom Weed Man Software Increases
Efficiency In Your Business
• Excellent Return On Investment, High Profit Margins
Contact Us For Opportunities In Your Area

PO BOX 18358
3701 N E W G E T W E L L R O A D
MEMPHIS, T N 38118

(41Ó) 2 6 9 - 5 7 5 4

^ f t f e e d

W í & K

WWW.WEED-MAN.COM
USE READER SERVICE # 6 4
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Aerators, Bed Edgers, Sod Cutters,
Lawn Overseeders And Parts Factory Direct.
$999i

$2,125:
$110lmo

$58lmo

w/B&S Engine

Sod Cutter

Edge-R-Rite

I High performance equipment
at prices you can afford
I Easy set-up and service
I With parts direct, delivered
overnight you save time and $$$

$1,725.
$1,580.
$91 Imo
$841mo
w/B&S Engine

Lawn Overseeder

12-year warranty backs our
quality promise
I Monthly payment option
I 90 day same as cash
I Just 2-3 jobs a month can
cover your*payment

Aerator

$2.55

each
re
Aerator Tines
Aerator tines that fit Ryan, Claussen,
Bluebird I Lesco' and Turfco'

(800)679-8201 or turfco.com
* Monthly payment may vary, call for quote.

® Registered marks are owned by their respective companies.
LAWN & LANDSCAPE
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Hunter 1-60
Low Pressure
Rotor

out a booster pump

• Durable stainless steel riser

• Features a 3-inch pop-up

stands up to harsh soil condi-

height, available in a full

tions, has six color-coded

circle or adjustable arc

nozzles, self-adjusting stator,

model (40-360 degrees)

heavy-duty gear drive, drain

• Features a single nozzle

check valve checks up to 10 feet

• Rotor provides 50 to 66 feet of irrigation

precision distribution con-

of elevation change

coverage

trol system with gear-

Circle 210 on reader service

• Designed to operate at 40 to 60 psi with-

driven diffuser pin

card

Roadrunner "C" Series
Grader-Spreader-Maintainer Blades
• Suited for skid steer and compact tractors
• Dual blade configuration eliminates washboarding, ruts and potholes
• Side panels return material to graded area
• Spreads and levels topsoil, aggregates and millings
• Highly visible blades
• Long skid baralso helps prevent dipping and gouging
Circle 211 on reader service card

Creative

Lawn
Model shown: TM35-PR

Brass Ball Valves
are more reliable,
smaller, and
easier to use

OHV Engines are
standard on all units
and provide quieter,
cooler operation and
longer life

•
•
•
•
•

Low maintenance
Create various shapes, sizes and colors
Self-propelled, electric or gas powered
Residential, commercial and golf course uses
Add to your services and bottom line
- material costs $.40 per foot
• Durable curbing is freeze thaw tolerant

1 - 9 0 0 - 2 1 2 - 1 1 * 9 9
Concrete

Curb & Landscape

Border

Equipment

Fork Pockets for
easy loading

TURF MASTER
SERIES
STARTING AT
$3,995.00
Molded Bale Hopper w/16"
Hinged Fillwell Opening
speeds loading and eliminates
wasted material

Kink-Free
Hose Hooks
come standard and
can hold 100' of
1 1/4" hose
Easy Lawn HPV pumps
deliver industry leading
flow and pressure

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR
TO SEE A DEMONSTRATION

CALL 800-638-1769

Fax 949-587-9680 • 949-587-8488 • 5 Chrysler • Irvine CA 92618

USE READER SERVICE # 6 5
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The Spade

HAVE WE GOT A
TOOL FOR YOU.

"Patented"

Lawn & Landscape
Media Group Reprints
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed to aid in planting of large trees and shrubs.
Attaches to any brand skid loader.
End back breaking labor - let spade dig hole and wrap it up!
Almost no maintenance - replace digging teeth and go.
Great for construction of retaining walls and digging in horizontal banks.
Need additional soil or compost for your tree? The spade is a 1/2-yard bucket
already attached to loader - just haul it in.
• As compared to the auger, which leaves the walls of the hole flat, the
spade scores the hole so that the tree enjoys maximum root growth.

The Perfect
Marketing Tool.

We have been marketing the spade for a while and now we have a mini-spade
that attaches to mini skid loaders. The price of the mini-spade is $875.00.
Due to enormous response our production costs enable us to pass our savings on
to you! We are now offering the spade for $975.00 plus shipping.

Article Reprint Service
Lawn & Landscape Magazine • Interior Business Magazine

For more information or to order call:

TRIPLE D ENTERPRISES

Call Anita Tucker at 800-456-0707

1-800-478-7077
USE READER SERVICE # 6 9

AddMore$To
Your Bottom Line

DECK • DOCK • PATIO & GARDEN LIGHTING

We'll cut your p l o w i n g time in half,
without cutting into your wallet.
The Pro-Tech Sno Pusher means business.
When the snowflies,you have to act fast
In less than five minutes, you can

connect a Pro-Tech Sno Pusher to your
backhoe, skid steer or loader and be on
your way to clearing snow. Not only will
you get started faster, but you'll also finish
quicker the Sno Pusher removes as much

as 500% more snow volume than

conventional blades or buckets. So while
your competition is still out plowing, you've
alreadyfinishedthe job and are on to the next

MORE MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

Designed by Experienced Landscaper
Cast Aluminum Body. Copper Vein Color,
2 year warranty. Contact us for a catalog

at 888-636-2277 or on the Web at

www.northoaksinc.com

The Sno Pusher is priced well below traditional
plows and snow attachments. Its a proven
investment that pays for itself within the first

snow season, and offers lower maintenance
costs, and increased productivity. Its safe, too.
Visit your Sno Pusher dealer today, or call Pro-Tech at
Rubberized cutting edges, angled wear shoes that ride
1S88-PUSH-SN0 (1 -888-787-4766) for the name of the
over curbs and obstructions, and an engineered breakout
nearest distributor.
system help avoid site and equipment damage. Bottom
line, the Sno Pusher means business - more business,

PROTECH

more satisfied customers, and more profits for you.

n o r t H ^ S
PATENTED

Lighting Your World

USE READER SERVICE #68
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SNO PUSHER «ni.

© 2000 Pro-Tech Welding and Febricetion, Inc. All rights reserved.

Special Offer:
Place your order for a Sno Pusher by October30,2000mention code LISA to receive a free Sno Pusher Carhartt® jacket
plus a free rubber replacement blade for skid steer owners, or a free chain and binder kit for backhoe and loader owners.

USE READER SERVICE # 6 7
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Wells Cargo
LS Series
Landscape
Tiailer

MAJOR
Pick-Up Broom

• Features a heavy-duty anodized aluminum roof cove
• Flow-Thru side vents
• Side entry door with cam lock
• Frame crossmembers on 16-inch centers
• Aluminum tread plate fenders
• Corner post stabilizer jacks
• 34-inch pressure treated plywood floor
• Slip-resistant extruded aluminum ramp
edge protector
• Includes 34-inch pressure-treated plywood ramp deck
• Rear ramp door with spring assist
• 3/8-inch sidewalls constructed from
pressure-treated plywood
Circle 212 on reader service card

• Broom is designed for use on skidsteer loaders
• Industrial-strength broom cleans
streets, sidewalks, parking lots and
other concrete or asphalt surfaces
• Hopper opens hydraulically for
easy disposal
• Single lever control system allows
user to
control
broom
activation
and hydraulic
I dumping
in a single motion
• Custom-sized models available
Circle 213 on reader service card

Rain Bird
PressureCompensating
Screens
• Fine-mesh screens can reduce water
pressure fluctuations
• Fits Rain Bird 1800 Series plastic nozzles,
including MPR, VAN and U-Series strips
and bubblers
• Restricted flow shortens nozzle radius
for greater flexibility
• Color-coded for easy identification
• User can retrofit by replacing regular
screen with PCS screen
• Match with various nozzle types for
short-throw and reduced-radius spray patterns and flush-mounted bubblers
• Accommodates flows of 0.1 to 3.7 GPM
and water pressures from 15-70 psi
Circle 214 on reader service card

Our vacs have a capacity
for hard work.
Optional hoses are
available for easy
cleanup

Our Field vacuums combine impressive
power, large capacities, ease of use and longterm reliability.
T h e Brouwer BV85 Vac, the largest
capacity vacuum unit of its kind, is ideal for
fast, economical cleanup of large turf and hard
surface areas. It's easy to maneuver the BV85,
bringing its wide pickup head (up to 120
inches) and powerful suction
fan to bear on any
kind of debris.

Unloading is easy, thanks to its hydraulically
driven conveyor.
T h e mid-size Brouwer BV138 Vac is
designed for hard-to-reach areas that require a
compact, maneuverable machine. T h e BV138
features heavy-duty impeller fans, creating a
mulching effect on debris before it enters the
hopper to significantly increase capacity. And,
the B\'138's hydrauliclift makes unloading
simple.
Two great vacs.
One great name. For
the best in field
vacuums, visit your
Brouwer dealer today.

Model BV138
features hydraulic
lift unloading

BROUWER
TEXTRON
Nobody cuts it like Brouwer

289 N. Kurzen Rd • P.O. Box 504
Dalton, OH 44618-0504
330-828-0200 • Fax 330-828-1008
E-mail: sales@brouwerturf.com
Website: www.brouwerturf.com
[ ISO 9001 Certified;
QUALITY SYSTEMS ACCREDITED

Brouwer Division of Textron Inc.

USE READER SERVICE #79
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YOU'RE

INVITED

TO THE 11TH ANNUAL

GIE

November 4 - 7 , 2 0 0 0

Indiana Convention Center •> Indianapolis, Indiana
What Exhibitors Said
About GIE/99:

12 Exclusive Trade
Show Hours

• "The GIE has quickly
become our most
productive show."

Outdoor Equipment
Demonstration

^^fifififififtfififlfififififififtftj

• "When I come to the
GIE, I know what to
expect. The conferences
attract the type of
customer that we want
to get in front of."

GREEN INDUSTRY
EXPO/2000
mm
m

Mii

*

•••

Show Schedule
FOR HOUSING AND
TRAVEL INFORMATION
Call Travel Worldwide Network at
(800) 631-9675 or e-mail them at
travworldnet@mindsprin3.com

CONFERENCES
November 4 - 7,2000
OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT DEMONSTRATION
November 5.2000
TRADE SHOW
November 6 - 7,2000

«/I

w

•
•

PLCAA

6,000 plus Industry
Professionals

"The GIE hds it all,
we brins
representatives
from our company
every year."

— GIE/99 Attendee

Professional Grounds Management Society
(800) 609-7467 • www.pgms.org

ALCA

Send me information o n exhibiting my products!
Send me information o n attending conferences & show!

Contact:
Title:
Company:

PgMS

wmm

300 Exhibiting
Companies

YES! I want to know more about GIE/2000*
Professional Lawn Care Association of America
(800) 458-3466 • www.plcaa.org

^ ^
l/l

3 Educational
Conferences

.Associated Landscape Contractors of America
1800) 305-2522 • www.alca.org

Address: _
City/State/Zip:.
Fax: (_
Phone: (_
Clip and send to:
GIE, 1000 Johnson Ferry Rd., NE, Suite C-135, Marietta, GA 30068-2112
Fax: 770/578-6071
Phone: 770/973-2019

x

Visit GIE at www.gieonline.com
USE READER SERVICE #1

7

LL

Garber
Seeder Co.
Spreader
• Allows spreading in square corners,
dead-end spots and icy walks
• Operator can make short turns without

cramping hitch

welded steel body

• Can convert to

• Seeder features

pull-type spreader

cast-iron axle

with detachable 3-

bearings

point hitch

• Easily calibrated

• Sizes from 180- to

for spreading small

360-pound capacity

quantities

• Constructed of

Circle 215 on reader

heavy-gauge, all-

service card

Dow AgioSciences Lontrel
Turf and Ornamental Herbicide
• Selective postemergence herbicide controls broadleaf weeds without harming grass
• Minimal odor with a short, 12-hour entry interval
• Will not harm southern or cool-season turfgrasses
• Initiates translocation, where clopyralid moves through plant, attacking all parts and root system
• 3 pounds of active ingredient per gallon
• Tip-and-pour, quart-sized container
• Application rates from 0.25 to 1.33 points per acre or up to Vi ounce per 1,000 square feet
Circle 216 on reader service card

Brisco

Mobile-Trak®
"The Invisible P a s s e n g e r "
We n o w have a full line of

Ot

Vehicle a n d Equipment

* Landscape Lighting

Tracking Products

* Holiday Lighting

aút't

i ^

4

*

,

* Event Decor Lighting
Product Options Include:
Trip Information (Time, Miles, Speed, Idle)
Remote Mileage a n d / o r Hour Readings
Accident Recording
Utilizes ODB II and J1708 Interfaces
GPS for Pinpointing Vehicle Location
Tracking of up to 8 Accessories
Short Range Radio Data Transfer
Driver Terminals
Real-Time Tracking
And More...

FRANCHISES AVAILABLE NOW!
Add "glowing" to the "growing"
in your landscape business,
and you'll really rake in the
profits! An Outdoor Decor holiday lighting and decorating
franchise is the perfect winter
service to offer to your existing customers - and they'll
generate new customers for
you every time they turn on
their lights!
Call today for a complete
information packet:

NeoTech P r o d u c t s , Inc.
Toll Free (888)978-8313
www. neotech .com

800-317-4777
www.outdoor-decor.com
email: OutdoorDecor@stic.net
For all your outdoor lights & more!

• Dig a T tree
or shrub in
less than 2
minutes
Save thousands
in labor and
equipment
• Save money,
time and
increase
productivity
For more information and a free video

1 - 800 - 439 - 6834

BRISCO

251 Buckeye Cove • Swannanoa, N.C. 28778
USE READER SERVICE # 7 3
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USE READER SERVICE #36

USE READER SERVICE # 7 5
L A W N & LANDSCAPE

V-200

V-300

"Since I added a HS-500-E,
my business has grown
from s1100 per week
to $ ll,000perweek."

SPRAYING
EQUIPMENT
PO Box 8, Le Roy, NY 14482
800-706-9530 716-768-7035 FAX 716-768-4771
Financing
Available

You can be
Hydro Seeding
for only * 198
down and just
' 9 8 / m o .
with our HS-300E.

1500 First Ave., Beaver Falls, PA 15010
1-800-822-3437

USE READER SERVICE # 7 2

•

-y}i

I

v

Bob Jerszyk,
Millbury, MA

www.turboturf.com

www.gregsondark.com

M•WES-mw-'i/mM M

"The equipment paid
for itself in the first
few weeks and Turbo
Turf® is simple to mn.
I even sent my wife
to am it"

USE READER SERVICE # 7 1
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USE READER SERVICE # 7 6
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2000

See whafc new!,
Voit 044/1

Ti/oL U t e

todcUf

Ferris HydroWalk
DD mower
• Easy height adjust option on 52- and 61inch models
• Wide, low stance for increased traction
and stability

www.lawnandlandscape.com

• 18-inch tires increase traction in adverse
mowing conditions
• Self-contained Eaton transmission with
three-year warranty
• Deck construction includes overlap-

/ W h o w a n t s t o do a MillionSQUARE \
N. o r d o z e n s of 5 0 0 0 s q . f t . l a w n s w i t h e a s e ? /

welded corners, double top deck and
double reinforced side skirts
Circle 217 on reader service card

— ^ C - Y o u r customers y

^

J

B e f o r e you give y o u r final

800.346.2001
or www.ride-onspreader.com

phone a friend at Perma-Green

r"

gv

answer

i

for

a free video

and Owners

Report

Because >fOUR business is not a game!

Rock Solid
Plugr
Aerator
• Engine punches
tines into ground
• No add-on

USE READER SERVICE # 8 0

TURN WHILE AERATING?
I N O PROBLEM!

weights or waterfilled drums
• 30-inch aerating
width
• Engine options include 5-hp Briggs &
Stratton, 5.5-hp Honda or Briggs and

Classen's n e w "split d r i v e "

Stratton

aerators combine two unique

• High carbon steel, heat-treated and

features n o other roll t y p e

chrome-plated tines

c o r i n g m a c h i n e s offer.

Circle 218 on reader service card

First, w i t h t w o u s e r - f r i e n d l y
controls o n the m a i n h a n d l e , y o u
c a n steer a n d a e r a t e a r o u n d t r e e s ,
corners, etc.

Oregon™ Cutting
Systems Intenz
Guide Bar

Either c o n t r o l c a n b e

used, d e p e n d i n g o n the d i r e c t i o n , t o

TM

e n s u r e a e r a t o r r e m a i n s in a s t r a i g h t l i n e
o n s i d e hills. S e c o n d , b e c a u s e a l l o f t h e
tines p r o p e l the m a c h i n e , they p e n e t r a t e
d e e p e r in a l l soils (like o t h e r c o n v e n t i o n a l t y p e , b u t
unlike free w h e e l i n g type, aerators).

pat. p e n d i n g

• Standard with Echo CS-3000, CS-3400
and CS-3450 chain saws
• Side-access chain tensioning
• Chain tightens without adjuster screw

M A N U F A C T U R I N G , INC.

BUILDING EQUIPMENT FOR OVER 20 YEARS

• Facilitates guide bar changing, eliminating need for user to align an adjuster pin
with slot in guide bar

1 4 0 3 S . P i n e Industrial R o a d . N o r f o l k . N E 6 8 7 0 1

• Intenz,M guide bar now also standard on

Telephone ( 4 0 2 ) 3 7 1 - 2 2 9 4 • Fax ( 4 0 2 ) 3 7 1 - 3 6 0 2

all Echo Power Pruner k models

TOLL FREE 888-252-7710

SOD CUTTERS • TURF RAKES • TURF SEEDERS • TOW & 3 PT. AERATORS

Circle 219 on reader service card

ID

USE READER SERVICE # 7 9
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LAWN & LANDSCAPE

Riiies

All classified advertising is $1 per word. For box
numbers, add $1.50 plus six words. Classified
display ads $115.00 per column inch. Standard
2-color available on classified display ads at
$175.00 additional. All classified ads must be
received by the publisher before the first of the
month preceding publication and be accompanied by check or money order covering full
payment. Submit ads to: L&L, 4012 Bridge Ave.,
Cleveland OH 44113. Fax: 216/961-0364.

Business Opportunities
SELLING Y O U R BUSINESS?
NOBROKER
FEES

FREE
APPRAISAL

FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY
Mow-N-Go® Landscape Maintenance Company has
licensing agreement opportunities, (205)879-5357.

BIDDING FOR PROFIT
Grow Your Company and Accounts
with Tips and Techniques from

PROFITS

UNLIMITED

a Division of Wayne's Lawn

Service

BIDDING & CONTRACTS ($47.95)
Examples on bidding and contracts (residential and
commercial markets). How-to's on: Determining
your cost of operation; Applying these costs to your
bidding process; Calculating your cost. Bidding Strategies on: Mowing, Landscaping, Mulching, Power
Seeding, Snow Removal and many more.

CONTRACTS & GOALS ($34.95)
Lawn and Snow Removal Sample Contracts; Advantages and disadvantages of using contracts; Responses
to common customer objections to signing contracts.

RBC

Merger & Acquisition Specialists
Professional Business Consultants can obtain
purchase offers from Qualified Buyers without
disclosing their identities. Consultants' fees are
paid by the buyer.
CALL:

708/744-6715
FAX:
630/910-8100

CONKLIN PRODUCTS
Energetic person needed to market environmentally
friendly liquid slow-release fertilizer and 0-0-25-17S,
chelated micro-nutrients, drift control, surfactants
and many other products to turf and landscape industry. Buy direct from manufacturer. Free Catalog
800/832-9635, Fax 320/238-2390.
E-mail: kfranke@clear.lakes.com

MARKETING & SALES ($39.95)
Aspects of marketing and selling your service. Contains many forms of marketing found to be successful and those found to be ineffective.

LETTERS FOR SUCCESS
(set of 13 - $24.95)
"Cold Call" introduction, bid proposals and cover
letters, contracts, collections and several others for
use as they are or as a framework to write your own.
Mail check with your order,
Print name and address to:
#1 Profits Unlimited
3930-B Bardstown Road
Louisville, KY 40218
800/845-0499
WaynesLawnl@aol.com
Visa, MasterCard,Discover,
American Express

PUTTING GREENS

•*

I

' •

i

í ~

. •*"

Professional Synthetic
'
Golf Greens
ilfjU •
i

A

ONLINE DIRECTORY
www.NetLawns.com
ONLINE NATIONAL
LAWN CARE DIRECTORY & FORUM
FREE MEMBERSHIP
WITH MENTION OF THIS AD
criswell@netlawns.com

Businesses for Sale
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
INVEST IN YOUR OWN TURF!
Excellent Local Business Opportunities For:
Experienced, Motivated & People-Oriented
• Landscape Garden Center Owners,
Landscape Contractors,
• Landscape Architects and Designers
and Landscape Construction Professionals.
Let's Landscape (together) Inc. a Franchiser of Community-Based Landscape Services for more than 5
years, is now aggressively expanding Field and Business Operations into the United States with a target
to achieve 200 units in the next five years. Be a participant not a bystander.
Visit our web page www.tetslandscapgtoggther-CQm
and find out what we are all about and why you
should consider becoming a member of our growing
family. Let's Landscape offers a proven system of
value-added services to consumers unmatched by
existing horticultural and landscape service provid-

Let's Landscape is looking to secure exclusive community and or State distribution agreements with
existing Garden Center owners to join our Nation
Wide Dealer Network specializing in e-commerce
network fulfillment. With media attention being directed to over 100 million American homes, we are
sure the economic returns will be substantial for
members.
We are also looking for professional Landscape Construction Companies having a minimum of 3 - 5 years
experience, looking to dramatically expand on their
existing local business community identity awareness and assure a long-term larger business income.

U

t

Reasons to call us:
* Muge Profit Center
Easy I a staII Process
* Carry ISIO I nventory
* Residential & Commercial
* Excellent add or» service
* Utilize Existing Equipment
* Fastest Growing Segment
Of Golf
* Many Extras

Successful candidates will be provided with an exclusive territory, a proven system of local, regional
and national marketing, participation in national
buying group rates and a national Web page featuring an exclusive Green Industry Home and Garden
shopping cart. Included with our web page service
is an exclusive member networking support system.

. • Prime territory locations are available. Please respond giving existing business details.

By e-mail to let$l(m(l@iriirect,cm
Attention: Charles Vickers

1 -800-334-9005

www.allprogreens.com

LAWN & LANDSCAPE
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COLORADO LAWN CARE

RADIOS HALF PRICE

For Sale

MOTOROLA & KENWOOD

SNOW PLOW
PARTS & SUPPLIES

Colorado is BOOMING! 10-year lawn care company
with sales of $157,000 (March-October). Includes equipment, trucks, trailers, solid customer base, and owner

from $225 with warranty

consultation for $60,000. PRICE REDUCED! Great op-

Only $696.00 Until November 15, 2000. Poly Snow

portunity! Great income! Owner may consider financ-

$ 3 9 . 0 0 , C u t t i n g E d g e s Buy 4 or more F R E E
F R E I G H T ! Pro Wings Plow A t t a c h m e n t

COMMERCIAL LANDSCAPE

Buy

3+$169.95 Each. TGS05 Tailgate Spreader $879.95.
Swing Gate Mount for TGS05 $179.95. Call 1-800-GET-

InTJIfciHfcMfclV
Commercial landscape maintenance business in-

SALT to order or for a FREE Snow Plow Parts Catalog.

cludes tree trimming and installation.

Hersch's Wholesale.

Orange

Established 20 years, $3.5 mil-

TURF SEED

www.grass-seedecom

PARTS/TOOLS/SUPPLIES
LANDSCAPERS:
Why bum daylight shopping?

LANDSCAPE DESIGN KIT 3

lion annual sales, 2.7M or equity partner. Great opportunity for out-of-state company to expand into

We'll deliver blades, filters, etc. for less!
Huge searchable database: http://M-and-D.com

LANDSCAPE DESIGN KIT 3

southern California. 714/401-9128.

48 rubber stamp symbols of trees,
shrubs, plants & more. 1/8" scale.
Stamp sizes from 1/4" to 1 3/4".
$84 + $6 s/h VISA. MasterCard, and
MO's shipped next day. Check delays
shipment 3 weeks. CA add 7.75%tax.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
National Lawn Care Franchise in North Carolina established customer base. One of the lowests cancel

STEEL BUILDINGS
F A C T O R Y LIQUIDATION

AMERICAN STAMP CO.
' Fr## Brochure 1 2 2 9 0 R'»nQ R<* U-. W i , , o n . C A 9 5® 93
I Loci cite 916-687-7102 Voice or Fax TOIL FREE 877487-7102

rates in the industry. 7 treatment programs, 35% to
40% aeration/seed bookings, nearly year round billings.

www.aatwoway.com

Deflector 7.5 - 8 FT $69.95. Economy Mini Light

ing options. Colorado Springs, CO 719/227-9727.

County California.

can 800/779-1905

Buyers Tailgate Spreader Regular Price $769.00. Now

Reply to box 405, Lawn & Landscape, 4012

%OFF
SUPER TOUGH
HEAVY I-BEAM
BUILDINGS

STOP SIDE WORK/SPEEDING

Bridge Ave., Cleveland, OH 44113.

BUSINESS FOR SALE

No Monthly Fees

800/779-1905

15-year landscape and lawn care company in Middle

Perfect for Use
as Equipment
Storage or
Repair Shop

www.mobiletimeclock.com

Tennessee. $500,000 annual sales. 50% commercial,
50% residential. Selling customers and equipment.

• 20 Year Roof & Wall Warranty
• Plenty of Room for Storage
& a Workshop
Some Other

Direct inquiries to 615-524-9898 (leave message).

Prime Steel

HYDRO-MULCHERS

Education/Instruction

HYDRO-MULCHERS®
HYDRO-SEEDERS
STRAWBL0WERS

LANDSCAPE DESIGN

Most Brands & Sizes - New & Used

| FREE CAREER LITERATURE: 8 0 0 - 2 2 3 - 4 5 4 2
Nun«

|

HYDRO SEEDING HELPER
Slicky Sticky
slickysticky.com
800/527-2304

HYDROSEEDING/
HYDROSEEDING EQUIPMENT

Age

Address

Phon« C

)

-T — E — C-M — N — O — l - O — Q — I — E — S -

Citv/SUte
ap
• The School of Landscape Design, Dept. GTK668 I
^ P C D l , 430 Technology Pkwy., Norcross, GA 3 0 0 9 2 J

• EC3000 Tackifier *
• Hydro Seeders *
• Straw Blowers •
N e w fit Used Equipment!!!-

LANDSCAPE DESIGN

v

•
•
•
•
•
•

I
Sch. of Home Inspection, Dept. PPJ668 "
PCDI, 430 Tech. Pky., Norcross. GA 3 0 0 9 ^

SEPTEMBER

2000

Apply up
to two tons

J ^ y E
M^^HpP^

mutch per
day ¿t never
miss a beat.

Home study. Start an exciting home inspec- I
tion business. Learn what the pros know. •
Free literature: 8 0 0 2 2 3 4 5 4 2 I

Call Lori Skala at
800-456-0707 to advertise
in the L&L classifieds.

HYDRO MULCHING

of wood

Be a home inspector!"]

94

ext.108

HYDROSEEDING/
HYDROMULCHING EQUIPMENT

www.jameslincoln.com

HYDROSEEDING
EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

Avail.

1-800-291-6777

800/551-2304

courtyards, plantings,
and walkways. Start a rewarc
I dens,
ing business of your own.
Send or call 24 hours a day.
I

Models

40 X 65 (3LEFT)
40 X 85 (1 LEFT)
50 X 110 (2LEFT)
60 X 150 (1 LEFT)

One-Stop Shopping
3380 Etc. 2 2 W . , Unit 3A. Brinchbur«, N ) 08876
800-245-03$ 1 e908-707-0800er«: 908-707-144$

www.ErosionControlTech.com

W

j

Four Minute Loading & Mixing
Thick Mulch, Long Hoses, No Clogs
Clear Water Hose Flushing System
Powerful Mechanical Paddle Agitation
Positive Displacement Pump Power
Self-filling From Auxiliary Tank

TurfMaker®

Per Month
25% Own / 48 Mo
•/Approved Crtát

It SimfiOf TOonf* Gettn

J a m e s Lincoln Corp.
4931 Grlsham St., Rowlett, TX 75088

1-800-551-2304
www.turfmaker.com

L A W N & LANDSCAPE

H

Expanding horticultural products manufacturer

1998 RED GMC TOPKICK 7500 SERIES
with
1999 FINN BARK BLOWER
TRUCK: 6-Cyl 210HP CAT diesel engine, 6sp standard trans, A / C , A M / F M stereo, bucket seats. GVW
33,000.16,000 miles.
BLOWER: 80HP, 4-Cyl, water-cooled 4039D diesel
John Deere engine, 22cuyd hopper for truck mounting. Includes 150'x4" flex discharge hose, 3 function
remote control, & auto tap system. Red aluminum
side panels with doors (12'x50") for logo. 800 HRS.
Package: $85,000
Phone: 508.384.7140 or email:
john@groundscapesexpress.com

1 9 9 8 FINN BARK BLOWER

Tell us what city you prefer! We are a leading lawn
care company that has been in business for 30 years
with locations in Cleveland, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh and St. Louis. We are accepting resumes for branch managers and branch manager
trainees. Our trainee packages average $35,000 to
$40,000 per year and our branch manager packages
average $75,000 to $80,000 per year. Both trainee and
branch manager benefits include generous salaries,
health benefits, new personal vehicles and a large
year-end bonus. Jpin a fast growing company that
"really cares" about its employees! Branch manager
applicants should have managerial experience, and
trainee applicants should have assistant manager
experience. All inquiries kept strictly confidential.
Send or fax resume to: Kapp's Lawn Specialists,
Michael Markovich, 4124 Clubview Dr., Fort Wayne,
IN 46804. Fax: 219/432-7892; or call Mike at 2 1 9 / 4 3 6 4336 for more information.

Includes 150' x 4" flex discharge hose, 3 function
remote control, & auto tap system. 1400 hrs.
Phone: 508.384.7140 or e-mail:
john@groundscapesexpress.com

FOR SALE
30" Track-Sod Installer
and
30" Sod Harvester
Both in Working Condition!
$10,000 For Both
For More Information Call Kenny 817-253-2309

FOR SALE
Residential landscaping company on beautiful Nantucket Island Massachusetts. Gross sales approximately $900,000 in 1999. Client list comes with all
equipment, trucks, and supplies. Long term lease
for employee housing, garage space, and office space
possible. H2-B certified. Asking $399,000. Services
include lawn maintenance, landscape maintenance,
landscape installation, and masonry. This is a great
opportunity to relocate to a highly lucrative resort
area. Please fax name, background, and other particulars to: 508-374-0260.

FOR SALE

tory in the Coastal Carolinas. Join the management
team of this established company to help grow and
manage its sales effort throughout the southeast.
Horticultural background and proven track record
in direct sales and sales management essential. Golf
course, landscape, a n d / o r nursery sales experience
a plus. Attractive compensation package. E-mail resume with SALES REP as the subject line and all information in the body of the message (attachments
will not be opened) to advadm@yahoo.com

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Sales Representative - 45k or up, North New Jersey
Turf Management and Irrigation firm seeking qualified person for sales position. Experience in sales,
or irrigation preferred. Benefits include car, medical
and 401k. Come join a winning team with 20 yr. track

80HP, 4-cyl, water-cooled 4039D diesel John Deere
engine, 22cuyd hopper for truck mounting.

needs aggressive road warrior to open a new terri-

THE BRICKMAN GROUP, LTD.
Careers in landscape management available in: Colorado, Connecticut; Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Missouri, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Virginia, Wisconsin. Fax: 770/420-7056.
Email: jobs@brickmangroup.com
Web site: www.brickmangroup.com

GREENINDUSTRYJOBS.COM
www.irrigationjobs.com
www.treecarejobs.com
www.nurseryjobs.com

EXCITING CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SERVICE
INDUSTRY MANAGERS
Management

Companies in the United States
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. is experiencing tremendous
growth throughout the country, creating the following openings:

in the Virginia

Outgrown your current position and responsibilities'?
Limited career opportunities where you live9
Ready to take on a more challenging employer9
Not sure where these opportunities are 9

knows

Uncover them on the GreenSearch Web site
It's quick, convenient and confidential
Visit us at QIE 2000
Booth #1621

Website: www.greensesrch.com
E-mail info@greensearch com
Toll free 888-375-7787
Fax: 770-392-1772

GreenSearch

Branch Managers
(Various locations throughout the USA)
openings

L ooking for
¿¡reener Pastures?

where they are

Search Jobs and Resumes

(Immediate

M A N A G E M E N T SEARCH

GreenSearch

www.landscapingcareers.com

Come Join One of the Largest Vegetation

record of success. Fax resume to Mr. Bellis at 973895-5578.

area)

SpecialiststaProvxkng Managers fa the (keen kakutry
6690 Roswell Road. «310-157. Atlanta. GA 30328-3161

Ditch Witch 255SX Pipe Puller (1995)
Like New - 440 Hours - $10,000.00 o.b.o.

Responsible for managing day-to-day operations, in-

(810-736-3214 or 1-800-570-3313)

cluding the supervision of field personnel. Business/
Horticultural degree desired with a minimum of

Help Wanted
KEY EMPLOYEE SEARCHES
Florapersonnel, Inc. in our second decade of performing confidential key employee searches for the
landscape industry and allied trades worldwide.
Retained basis only. Candidate contact welcome, confidential and always free. Florapersonnel Inc., 1740
Lake Markham Road, Sanford, FL 32771. Phone 4 0 7 /
320-8177, Fax 407/320-8083.
E-mail: Hortsearch@aol.com
Web site: http/ / www.florapersonnel.com

LANDSCAPE
DESIGNER/ARCHITECT

2 years experience working in the green industry.

For well-established design /build firm in Northern

Qualified applicants must have proven leadership

oriented. Competitive salary, commission, profit-

abilities, strong customer relations and interpersonal

sharing. Mail or fax resume to:

New Jersey, Must be sales and production

skills. We offer excellent salary, bonus and benefits packages, including 401k and company-paid medical coverage. For career opportunity and confidential consideration, send or fax resume, including geographic preferences and willingness to relocate to: DeAngelo
Brothers, Inc., Attention: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100
North Conahan Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone:
800/360-9333, Fax: 570/459-5500. EOE/AAP, M-F.

Landscape Design and Construction
413 Godwin Avenue
Midland Park, New Jersey 07432
Fax (201)444-4334
E-mail to: jacobsenlandscape@msn.com

Call Lori Skala at 8 0 0 - 4 5 6 - 0 7 0 7 to advertise in the L&L classifieds.
LAWN & LANDSCAPE
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ILLUMINATING
OPPORTUNITY

CAREER

FX Luminaire, a rapidly expanding manufacturer of
low voltage lighting components, seeks to hire enthusiastic Technical Services Representatives for Arizona,
northern California, San Diego, and Texas. Our Tech
Services Reps receive extensive professional training, top compensation, excellent benefits package
and an exceptional performance incentive program.
Primary duties: promoting the product and providing technical support for Landscape Architects, Landscape Contractors and Distributor personnel.
Candidates should have excellent communication
and organizational skills, a willingness to pioneer
new markets and basic knowledge of the landscape
design and construction process. A degree in Ornamental Horticulture or related field a plus. Please
forward resume to: John Binkele, FX Luminaire, 2540
E. Silverwood Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85048. Fax: 602685-1139 Email: bink@fxl.com

HELP W A N T E D
Creative, self-motivated, organized. Looking for a career
and not just a job. If this is you, then Yardmaster, Inc.,
Ohio's premier landscape design build firm has a
unique opportunity available for you. We are expanding our design/sales staff and are looking for the right
dynamic, professional to grow with us. Send your resume to Maria, Yardmaster, Inc., 1447 North Ridge
Road, Painesville, Ohio 44077. Fax (440)357-1624.

CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES

ALL !PRO
All Pro Landscaping, Inc. is hiring Managers, Superintendents
and Supervisors looking for an excellent career opportunity.
All Pro seeks energetic, team oriented candidates with proven
leadership, communication and interpersonal skills who wish
to take on an exciting entrepreneurial job with one of South
Jersey's highest quality, fastest growing full service landscape companies.
• Landscape Construction Manager/Grounds
Maintenance Assistant Manager
• Purchasing Agent
• Construction Estimator/Salesperson
• Construction Project Managers
• Grounds Maintenance Superintendents
• Lawn and Pesticide Superintendents
Experienced leaders with strong management and communications skills and a desire to do quality work should apply.
Complete compensation package includes excellent base salary, bonus opportunity, company vehicle, medical, dental,
vision and 401k retirement plan, sick and personal time.
Please call Avi at 609-261-1655 for more information on
position requirements or fax resumes and salary requirements to 609-261-1624. EOE
CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES

C A R E E R OPPORTUNITIES
With Northern California's Largest
Independently Owned Landscape Company

WWW.CAGWIN.COM
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COLOR

Tree Stakes

BLENDS

TREE S T A K E S
Doweled Lodgepole Pine
CCA Pressure-Treated
2" Diameter, Various Lengths
Economical, Strong and Attractive
Phone: 800/238-6540
Fax: 509/238-4695

JASPER ENTERPRISES, INC.

Sales Aids Available:
Marketing Flyers, Posters
Wholesale Catalog
WWW.COLORBLENDS.COM
1 888 TIP TOES

We ship nationwide.
Web site: www.jasper-inc.com

Used Equipment
USED

Insurance
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE
FOR THE G R E E N INDUSTRY
Start-Ups and Franchises are our Specialty!
Competitive rates, comprehensive coverage
and payment plans designed for your
specific business needs.
If you provide any of the following services, we
can design a program for your company:
Snow Removal
Installation
Right of Way
Renovation
Holiday Lighting
Fertilization
Irrig. Install./Serv.
Herb./Pest. App.
Mowing & Maint.
Tree & Shrub Serv.
Spill Clean Up
Contact one of our Green Industry
Specialists for a quote at
1-800-886-2398 or by fax at
1-614-221-2203

M.F.P. I N S U R A N C E A G E N C Y , INC.

EQUIPMENT

Billy Goat Truck Loader Vacuum for $2400.00
• 16 HP B&S Twin-Cyl. OHV Vanguard
• 10" Intake Hose
• 7" Exhaust Hose
• 1.3 Cubic Yard Bag
Ryan Lawn Air Riding Aerator $800.00
Call Mark Middleton (512)834-9072
View on web address: mccoyslawn.com

The
Complete
Irrigation Workbook,

by Larry Keesen,

offers a comprehensive look at irrigation design,
installation, maintenance and water management
including practical hands-on techniques. Each
chapter contains questions and answers which
can be used to test your own knowledge or as inhouse training tools for new and seasoned
employees. Appendix includes detailed drawings
of irrigation installations. Order yours today for
$14.95 per copy plus $2.50 shipping and
handling. Quantity discounts available. Call Lori
Skala, 800/456-0707.

Lighting
LIGHTING FOR THE G R E E N

INDUSTRY

Powerful Profits
IF

f

M

^ « iifiVi,

Holiday Lighting
Keep Employees Year Round
Oft
set Fixed Costs
High Margin, Repeat Services

a
. Jr

Landscape Lighting
High Margin Niche Market
Explosive Growth
Cross-sell to Customers

Design & Installation Training, Marketing, Quality Lighting Products
Over 300 Locations in 46 States & Canada.

ñ j k r n s m

1-800-687-9551
umnv.ChmtmMDecor.net
\\7t. 're Lighting The

Way!

ÎNÎteTÎme
V

DECOR

Elegant Landscape Lighting
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Maior Installations

Irriaation Desi

(continued from page 43)

(continued from page 66)

front so if we need to we can jump right on
it," Buck noted. "Sometimes the preparation
work in the beginning is easy. But if we have to
mobilize and acquire materials, that can take a
lot of time."

saves is substantial - 30 to 40 percent - when
compared to hand drawing. "We still hand
draw designs for our residential customers,
though," Daniell pointed out. "Homeowners
respond better to hand drawings."
Using design software isn't for everyone.
In his 25 years of designing irrigation systems for residential properties, Bob French,
owner, French Landscape Irrigation,
Edmonds, Wash., has found most design
software cumbersome and inconvenient. "It
takes so long to use," he said. Unless he has
time during winter months to learn a new
software package, French said he would
rather design the old-fashioned way: with a
paper and pencil.

THE M A J O R A D V A N T A G E . Despite
obstacles that deter some contractors from
taking on major installation projects, scheduling large-scale ventures can fatten the company bank account, increase name recognition
throughout the community and create a balance between long- and short-term projects.
"Larger jobs are generally easier,"
Fernandez commented. "There is less overall
set-up time and handling of warranty issues
involved, and the job close-out overall is
easier. Having one meeting with one landscape architect one afternoon is easier than
walking around with 20 different people on
20 different afternoons."
Compared to smaller accounts, some contractors agree that large projects operate more
efficiently. These customers generally have
fewer detail-oriented concerns, which
smoothes communication lines.
"One picky homeowner can obsess about
details whereas landscape architects and engineers can't spend a lot of time worrying
about that," Fernandez explained. "Larger
projects are all specified with written details
in a plan and the maintenance period is usually covered and talked about when doing
the contract."
Though large projects are appealing,
Fernandez will not take on more than a couple
of them every year-small jobs are equally
important. Wandsnider added that blending large and small jobs builds a desirable
work calendar.
"From a company perspective, a mix is
imperative because it gives us a chance to
have jobs that are ongoing and ones that you
are in and out on," he identified. "You have
a mix of dynamics of people and cash flow.
Larger installation projects require less time
on the contractor's part for the amount of
dollars that is being worked with."
A variety of projects produces a synchronized work calendar much how a diverse
ensemble creates harmonious music. And
naturally, practice will make perfect.
ID
The author is Assistant Editor of Lawn & Landscape magazine.
LAWN & LANDSCAPE

Giordano agreed. "In the future, if computer software manufacturers make design
software easier to learn and use, we may try
it," he said.
P A Y I N G THE PRICE. Generally, a design's
value should be built into the total cost of an
installation job or billed separately. Either way,
in order to emphasize a design's value, its
monetary worth should be pointed out during
the estimation process, Clark advised.
The average homeowner with a property
under 1 acre in size will pay anywhere from
$300 to $1,000 for the irrigation design alone,
Giordano said, based on man-hours involved
and project difficulty.
Water supply also affects a design's cost.
"The water supply for an irrigation system
isn't always coming from the city meter,"
Giordano said. "Depending on the size of the
property, the city meter may not supply
enough water to irrigate the property in a 24hour period. Looping the main lines or providing holding tanks with pumps will cost
more money. If there is a lake nearby, though,
the fee to draw an unlimited amount of water
from the lake may only be $100 or $150 per
year. This would bring costs down. The water source is an obvious place to start when
design is concerned, but some contractors
still skip this step in the process.
"Design is an important step," Giordano
continued. "Contractors shouldn't short cut
the design."
ID
The author is Managing Editor ofhawn & Landscape magazine. Cynthia Greenleaf Associate
Editor of Lawn & Landscape magazine, also
contributed to this article.
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Fleet Safety at J.R.
Thomas Landscaping
Safety has always been a priority at J.R. Thomas Landscaping. Until a few years ago, however, we had no formal
safety program in place. The company decided this was
insufficient and implemented an ongoing safety program.
First, we consulted with other contractors. Referring to
parts of their manuals that pertained to our operation, we
compiled our safety manuals - one for safety and health and
one for fleet safety.
Employees receive copies of the manuals for their
records. They also sign that they have read and
understand the content and purpose of the safety
manuals, and this signature page is stored in
their personnel files.
We hold safety meetings on a weekly basis
where the basics of working safely are emphasized. We believe that if a company demonstrates its total commitment to safety, employees will, in
turn, practice that commitment.
A motor vehicle report is generated and reviewed by
our insurance agent on any potential company vehicle
driver, and anyone not cleared as an authorized driver does
not drive a company vehicle. Once our insurance company
approves a driver, the operations manager teaches them to
drive a truck. Employees can pull trailers only after driving
a truck is mastered. Specific trucks also are assigned to
specific drivers so they are familiar with their vehicles and

can identify potential problems.
Space in our load-out area is limited, so everyone must
be aware of equipment location and purpose. The yard can
be hectic, so we emphasize awareness. One person directs
traffic flow so the load-out process does not stagnate. Each
truck has an alarm that sounds when backing up, and there
is always a person behind the truck to help guide the driver.
Before the trucks leave the shop, the drivers walk around
them checking for potential problems. They check tire
pressure, trailer hookup and make sure equipment is properly strapped down. They also make certain that tools and
wheelbarrows are secured and plant material, mulch, soil
and compost are covered with a tarp. Lights, brake lights
and turn signals also are examined.
Once on the road, the passenger is an extra set of eyes for
the driver. We stress keeping a low volume on the radio and
being aware of the surrounding traffic. Speed is not as important as safety.
Our crews are trained to report accidents immediately
to both the office and police. If a truck breaks down in
traffic, we immediately call the local police department to
help direct traffic until we can get a tow truck to the scene.
Once we arrive at the job site, safe parking is important.
If we know that we'll be parking on the street, we carry
orange safety cones. If we are operating equipment on the
street and there are "blind spots" because of other parked
vehicles, another crewmember will alert the equipment
operator of when it is safe to move. At the end of the
workday, the driver circles the truck once more before they
leave the job site.

Truck and equipment maintenance is an important
factor in fleet safety. Tires are regularly checked
for proper inflation and wear. Oils and fluids,
headlights, brake lights, taillights and turn sig1. Review drivers' motor vehicle reports and have your insurance
nals also are checked regularly. If a defect is
company approve truck drivers. Then assign a specific truck to a
discovered,
a "trouble report" is written and
specific driver.
the errant piece of equipment is removed and
2. Have one person directing the flow of traffic so that the load-out
serviced immediately.
process does not stagnate. Also, have that passenger be an extra

u n w »
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set of eyes on the road.
3. Before a truck leaves the shop, walk around the truck and check
for potential problems.
4. Train crews to report accidents or breakdowns immediately to the
office and the police.
5. Regularly and properly maintain trucks and equipment.

Our fleet safety rules state: "Success demands philosophy, principles, goals, technical
and management support, education and a total commitment from all employees."
- Steve Jancsics
ID
The author is operations manager at J.R. Thomas
Landscaping, Loveland, Ohio.
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Kawasaki
GO AHEAD, FEEL FREE TO CHOOSE
Now more than ever you need to keep your options open as to what equipment you use and how much
it costs you. Dixie Chopper can help by giving you the freedom of choice. Take your pick of a 42" or 50"
cut with a 19 horsepower Kawasaki engine, the price is the same. All Dixie Chopper machines have a
lifetime warranty on the frame and front caster bearings along with an available five year extended drive
train warranty. You also get our promise of being the best mower available for the combination of Price,
Performance, and Reliability, along with our 30 day money back guarantee. If within 30 days of purchasing your new Dixie Chopper you find another machine of equal cut and horsepower that will outperform
your Dixie Chopper for production mowing, we'll gladly refund your money.
n

/

USA
Kawasaki is a registered trademark of Kawasaki Motor Corp. Dixie Chopper is a registered trademark of Magic Circle Corporation and may
not be used without permission. Pricing shown above is for models LX1901-42 and X 1 9 0 1 - 5 0 only. Model X 1 9 0 1 - 5 0 pictured. Extended
drive train warranty available at additional cost. Prices subject to change without notice. Copyright 1999. All rights reserved.
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The World's Fastest Lawn Mower
www.dixiechopper.com
800-233-7596

B o b Reeds

Blue Horizon Lawn Sprinklers, Inc.

Hunter: The Best Kind
Of Business Partner
It wasn't too long ago when my "business assets"

Contractor Program - and started adding

consisted o f an old truck, a set of tools and an

Hunter sprays, valves and controllers to our jobs.

honest reputation for quality installations.
Now, thanks to my new partner, I am able to
expand my business and add a couple of larger
trucks to my operation.
That new partner is the Hunter Preferred
Contractor Program. Sure, I've used Hunter
rotors on and off since Day One - especially on
quality jobs where reliable performance really
counted. But last year I decided to join their

In just 12 months, with business being so good,
I had earned enough Hunter points to lease a
couple of new trucks. Then the deal got even
better... our Hunter purchases this year
generate enough points to cover the payments.
Hunter turned out to be the best kind of
business partner...ready to invest in your
operation and delivering dependable
performance all the way.

Hunter

Preferred

Contractor Program
1 9 4 0 DIAMOND STREET, SAN MARCOS, CA 9 2 0 6 9 USA

USE READER SERVICE #1 7

You must be enrolled in the
Hunter Preferred Contractor
Program before you can start
earning points. Call Hunter today
to sign up and to receive the
Member's Catalog.

• FREE M E M B E R S H I P FOR ALL
P R O F E S S I O N A L CONTRACTORS
• E A R N POINTS W I T H EVERY HUNTER PURCHASE
• SEE YOUR H U N T E R D I S T R I B U T O R FOR DETAILS
• OR CALL H U N T E R AT 8 0 0 - 7 3 3 - 2 8 2 3

• SEE HUNTER AT WWW.HUNTERINDUSTRIES.COM

